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Summary of the coutents 

The first human activities which were recognized as major environmental threats 

were industrial production processes. As a result, this field was the first which was 

subjected to environmental law, initially on a domestic level, and then subsequently 

also on a regional and global level. As development continued to progress, people 

realized that there were considerably more human activities that could also have a 

hazardous impact upon the environment. One of these were hazardous products, 

products which possess the inherent capacity to cause adverse effects on human 

health or the environment. This group includes, in particular; .certain chemicals, like 

pesticides, industrial chemicals and pharmaceuticals, as well as many other non

chemical products as diverse as radioactive materials, consumer goods and, in more 

recent times, genetically modified organisms (GMOs). 

As a consequence, many countries have adopted national laws to deal with these 

products. In addition, states have had to recognize that the issue of hazardous prod

ucts also has certain international ramifications. This led to the adoption of a special 

group of international environmental instruments which specifically addressed 

product related hazards. The, present study undertakes to analyze this group of 
i 

agreements with a view to identifying common characteristics and differences. In 

order to achieve this, it concentrates on the four Multilateral Environmental Agree

ments which have been concluded in the field: the Rotterdam Convention on the 

Prior Informed Consent Procedure for Certain Hazardous Chemicals and Pesticides 

in International Trade (Rotterdam Convention), the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety 

to the Convention on Biological Diversity (Cartagena Protocol), the Montreal Proto

colon Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer (Montreal Protocol) and the Stock

holm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants (Stockholm Convention). In addi

tion, the Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazard

ous Wastes and their Disposal (Basel Convention) was also included in the study, in 

spite of the fact that waste presents certain peculiarities which render its classifica

tion as a product contentious. 
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The study has revealed that all MEAs have been developed on an ad hoc basis and 

according to the specific needs of the different products. Nevertheless, one can 

clearly divide the agreements into two groups with quite similar features. The first 

group consists of the Basel and Rotterdam Convention and the Biosafety Protocol, 

and focuses on trade in these products, in particular by subjecting it to a prior in

formed consent procedure. The second group is comprised of the Montreal Protocol 

and the Stockholm Convention, and deals mainly with the domestic management of 

products by setting out product and use restrictions. 

The different groups reflect the different ways in which hazardous products can 

have transboundary adverse effects. The latter group addresses a situation in which 

the use of a product, as such, in the territory of one country poses risks to other 

countries or to the global commons, which the affected countries cannot prevent Gn 

their own, as the source of the pollution is situated outside their jurisdiction. This 

scenario can be considered to be at least very similar to the situations which have 

traditionally led to the adoption of MEAs. In contrast, the former group addresses a 

different kind of transboundary pollution which is specific to products: pollution 

caused by the intentional transfer of these products, that is, by trade. Thus, one can 

conclude that the different groups of MEAs developed in the field of hazardous 

products reflect the different "international dimensions" of transboundary pollution, 

which can be associated with hazardous products, and which require quite different 

international responses. 
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Hazardous .. ..,,"~ ...... "". a new source of environmental risks 

the past, the 

"'""1rr>r,,, becoming the 

pollution was 

of polluted air 

major adverse en'eCl[S 

water led to these environmental 

derived from 

people were aware 

uUU'""L>'UU processes. So, 

This type 

water 

on 

economic growth, at "''''~'''''H'>'''' of the emllTOnment and devel-

opment continued to T'lr.o,,.,.,c""",, people that there were vV""",, ... "",""VJ more 

human activities, 

ardous impact 

cals. For 

However, they 

production was 

of chemical 

This period 

both to 

themselves. 

Silent Spring, 

example deforestation and mining, that could have a haz": ' 

environment 1• Not until several decades however, had 

etl:eclts been rnr''I''<ll'",rI into human 

which came the broad public were chemi-

of years mankind exploited naturally chemicals. 

came to the fore World WarII when industrial 

The 1950s saw a sharp in production 

which came to ~ growing number sectors such as 

housing, transport, the health sector the home2
. 

saw recognition that some these 

and the which were as products 

were given a for the first Rachel Carson's 

In 196.2, In with regard to . Subse-

I In the present context, "hazardous" is defined as the inherent to cause adverse 

effects on human health or the environment, particular For this definition see 

Halpaap, Jan W" International Environmental Law: Hazardous Materials and 

Waste, UNITAR, Geneva J998, p. 5. 

2 Krueger, '~_,n"",_ 

Consent f'rt)ce,(1w'e 

information ill international Environmental Governance: The Prior informed 
Trade in Hazardous Chemicals New York p. 3. 

3 Carson, Silent Spring, reprint, London 2000. 
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quently, there has been growing acceptance that many other non-chemical products 

pose severe risks. Dangers that are derived from products as diverse as radioactive 

materials, consumer goods and, in more recent times, genetically modified organ

isms (GMOs), have been recognized 4. Even some of the food products that are con

sumed could be placed in this category of potentially hazardous products5
. 

B. Scope and objective of the study 

The risks associated with certain chemical products, particularly pesticides, indus

trial chemicals and pharmaceuticals, have led many countries to adopt specific na

tionallaws to deal with the these products6
• A similar approach has been followed to 

deal with the problems presented by the other types of hazardous products, including 

genetically modified organisms. As a consequence of the fact that many of these 

problems are not restricted by the borders of countries some states have started to 

consider international solutions. This has led to. the adoption of new international 

regulations specifically designed to deal with the international challenges presented 

by this new category of environmental hazards. The overall aim of this study is to 

specifically analyze these "product related" instruments, with a view to describing 

the factual background, the regulatory mechanisms and the functions of each agree

ment and thereafter determining whether there are common patterns, and what the 

main differences are between the single instruments. 

With regard to the term "product related", it is important to note that in the litera

ture, the term "source related" agreements is often used as opposed to "sectoral re

lated" agreements. The latter category describes the international instruments aiming 

at the protection of certain environmental sectors, for example the deep sea or the 

air, from various kinds of risks. In contrast, the former category is fOGussed upon the 

source of particular risks and theoretically seeks to protect various sectors from 

4 It should be noted that the capacity of GMOs to cause health or environmental risks is still conten
tious. Therefore, it seems more adequate to talk about its risk potential. For a further discussion ofthe 
risk potential of GMOs see the section on the Cartagena Protocol. 

5 If one considers pesticide residues, or even mad cow disease. 

6 For a more differentiated consideration, especially with regard to different developments in indus
trialized countries on the one hand and in developing countries on the other hand, see the following 
chapters. 
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this classification to focus of a specific 

this tenninology, 

related" agreements, as they 

agref~mlenlts are a 

derived 

from a soe:ClIlC source: a particular product. 

Given Drc~dUict related ms:trulm~~nt:s, an m-oel::nn must necessar-

the 

the sake this is 

. The cate

by three ele-

ments: issue mainly from an environmental, rather than a 

rather a 

even though all the above-mentioned gre:emlenl(S do con

a global scope, 

agreenaents are legally 

to some extent. Secondly, these 

'"'1"."""'" or bilateral one. And, finally, 

binding, rather than non-legally binding "soft" law. 

generally known as Multilateral Environmental Agreements 

of sellecuon IS it will reveal what kind of measures are F,"'U~'''1 "i"i~", .. ,1"<>Ir.lp 

the field HaLa,,,,,,,,,,, SUlJSlanct;:~), in tenns 

nonns. 

When are applied, the 

are Rotterdam Convention on Consent 

Procedure Chemicals and Pesticides in Trade 

(Rotterdam Protocol on Biosafety to on 

Biological Diversity Protocol\ the Montreal Protocol on 

that Deplete the (Montreal Protocol lO
) and the Stockholm 

on Persistent C . 11) onventlOn . 

7 The study will consider those instruments which deal with the 
stantive conditions of trade. Instruments the transport of hazardous goods 
not be included. For a summary of the above see Kiss, Shelton, Dinah, International En-
vironmental Law, New York p.529. 

8 The Rotterdam Convention is also known as the PIC Convention. It was signed in March 1 but 
has not yet entered into force. 

9 The Cartagena Protocol deals with modified organisms (for a definition see page 54 
It is also known as the Protocol. It was in January 2000, but has not yet entered into 
force. 

10 The Montreal Protocol was in 1987 and entered into force in 1989. 

II The Stockholm Convention is also known as the POPs Convention. It was signed in 2001, but 
3 
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In addition to these four agreements, the Basel Convention on the Control of Trans

boundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal (Basel Convention I2
) 

will also be included in this study. At first glance, this choice may seem to be 

somewhat unexpected, as wastes, unlike chemicals and genetically modified organ

isms, are unintentionally generated by-products. On the other hand, they are also 

traded. Therefore, the contentious question arises whether waste can also legally be 

defined as products 13
• For this study, it was decided to include wastes only where 

there is a similarity to (other) types of products14
• This is the case when trade in 

wastes is concerned. As will be argued later, this trade poses problems very similar 

to those encountercd with chcmicals and genetically modified organisms. As global 

trade in waste is governed by the Basel Convention, it was decided to include it in 

this study. For the sake of clarity, hazardous wastcs will, howevcr, not bc ref ciTed to 

as a hazardous product, but rather as a separate category 1 
5. When it is necessary to 

refer to a tcrm that encompasses both of thesc categories, thc term hazardous sub

stances will be used instead. 

C. Structure of the study 

In anticipation of onc of the main results of the analysis, thc agreements were di

vided into two groups, not according to thc nature of the regulated products, rathcr 

according to their regulatory focus. The Basel Convention, the Rotterdam Conven

tion and the Cartagena Protocol concentrate on regulating trade in the substances 

that they deal with; they will be dealt with in the second chapter. The Montreal Pro

tocol and the Stockholm Convention, in contrast, mainly establish rules for the do

mestic management of these products. They will be considered in the third chapter. 

Both chapters are similarly organized: firstly, each single agreement of the respec

tive group will be analyzed with a view to describing the factual background and the 

has not yet entered into force. 

12 The Basel Convention was signed in March 1989 and entered into force in May 1992. 

13 This aspect is especially important for the question whether wastes are subject to trade instruments, 
especially the GATT, whose scope is normally limited to "products" or "goods". 

14 In contrast, MEAs whose focus is on waste generation or waste disposal are not considered. 

15 See also the title of the study. 
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historical development and highlighting the central and their respective 

functions. Secondly, a 

employed by all agreenrlents 

also serve to Vl"V"':"'''O'' 

will summarize the most mechanisms 

in chapter two or respectively. It will 

individual agreements of 

each group and attempt to ,",A~H<UU 

Finally, chapter will overall 

to highlight the ditlerelnt aln>nJaCheS applied by 

ined in chapter two concentrating on the 11"."1"11""1'. 

will 

agreements exam

management of haz-

ardous products chapter three. In addition, it will the rationale for 

the different It will conclude with a of the future 

perspectives field of hazardous .... LV' .... WV waste. 

D. Research IVlletnOO lOl02 

This is study which a of the 

international was essential to ",,,,.rI,,,~·c<T",nrl ,'Va,," .. " that are 

pr"t<lt1,11 the specific problems erally associated with hazardous substances, and to 

that are faced by developing countries in this literature study aided the 

author's own of the various MEAs that are Ul~."'U"''''I;;;U in this study. In addi-

tion, UV .... U1U'"',' .. O .... UIL/'*"U\,.'u by international bal11Lo';nl~'U" were considered. As as 

the was concerned, V,;U,L\.;::;LVt..,UU ni(}mlatlOn and personal ex

~,",1,lv11V'" was a v~ ... alJl Meeting 

the 3) as legal vV"""'-'1 

the German 
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As indicated above, 

Convention and 

that they focus on 

substances. 

two will analyze the 

ProtocoL The common 

than on the ,",VAUV"" 

Rotterdam 

an of the above is 

matna,gernellt of the respective 

A. The Basel on the Control of Transboundary Movements of 

Hazardous "",,,,,,1,,,,,,, Disposal (Basel 

The Basel in March 1989, as a consequence 

dents, some quite spectacular rt'i!'lrll,rT,'r \,<vUv' .... u .• H •. 5 trade in h<>7!'l1'rll'111 

wastes np,,,,,,,.,n ae'velop:mg and developed 

I. Hazardous Waste and international trade: Background 

Even if is no recognized deJtllllltIo,n waste in a legal 

most 

private HUH."'H ",,,n·.nru to 

h1l1 .• nrni1'I1f't' of industrial or 

definition it Oe(;OnleS 

clear contrast to nfC)QlIC1:S. waste is not 111l:entlO,nau OP11PT!'lTPrI The 

more contentious. 

,,,,,,, ..... ,,, .... ,, .. 1·,, "'~"~l:'~~ or disposed, 

"""""""1-'''_, defines it as waste 

man or the environment which, 

cause it is explosive etc l8
. As a COnS(~a11erlCe of these ...... ,,, ... ,,,ri·,"'''' 

environmental 

ment of na,~anlOtIS wastes. Even if 

plete, it is that problems can 

from improper manage

of impact is still u .... >Vu.

human exposure to poisons 

16 Trade Measures in the Basel Convention on the Control 
Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal, Paris J 998, p. 20. 

'ans'tJOlmaarv Movements 

17 

18 

'V"''''''ClU, International Trade and the Basel London 1999, p. 1. 

Moni/(JrirHl and Control of 
M(mOf!rtlDfI No 34, Paris 1 

drr:",ti,'r Movements of Hazardous Wastes, GECD Envi-
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carcinogens, to longer tenn environmental damage from leaching of chemicals in 

soil and groundwater, and consequent concentrationsin the food-chain I9
. 

Exact data on the quantities of waste generated worldwide is unavailable as waste 

data was, for many years, only collected by a limited number of states. In addition, 

definitions on which this data was based, often differed widello. Nevertheless, the 

OEeD estimates a strong rise in waste generation since the 1960s, due to a heavy 

increase in industrial production, amounting to around 300 million tons of hazardous 

wastes in OEeD countries and around 35 million tons in non-OEeD countries in the 

late 1980S21
. 

Even more difficult to obtain is accurate infonnation regarding the trans boundary 

movement of wastes. According to estimates, the share of wastes destine;d for trans

boundary movement has been significantly rising, reaching about 10 per cent of 

generated hazardous wastes in 198422
• In light of the above, a wide majority (80%), 

of the trade took place between OEeD countries, 10 - 15 per cent between OEeD 

countries and countries of Eastern Europe and 5 - 10 per cent between OEeD coun

tries and developing countries23. However, NGOs and others suggested that this data 

represented only the "tip of the iceberg,,24. 

Two aspects can be highlighted as the most prominent causes for trade in wastes25 . 

On the one hand, the tightening of environmental rules and standards in combination 

19 Hilz, Christoph, The International Toxic Waste Trade, New York 1992, pp. 54; Batstone, Roger; 
Smith, James; Wilson, David (eds), The safe disposal of hazardous wastes: the special needs and 
problems of developing countries; Worldbank Technical Working Paper No. 93 Vol. J, Washington 
D.C. 1989, pp. 24. 

20 International Maritime Organization, Global Waste Survey: Final Report, London 1995; Kummer, 
Katharina, International Management of Hazardous Wastes: The Basel Convention and Related Le
gal Rules, Oxford 1999, p. 4. 

21 Hilz, (Fn 19), p. 31 . 

22 Smets, Henri, 'Transfrontier Movements of Hazardous Wastes', Environmental Policy and Law 14 
(1985), p. 16, 17. 

23 Hilz, (Fn 19), p. 21. 

24 Spalding, Heather; Valette, Jim, The International Trade in Wastes: A Greenpeace Inventory, 5th 

ed, Washington D.C. 1990. Note also that this assessment, in turn, is doubted by Montgomery, Mark, 
'Reassessing the Waste Trade Crisis: What Do We Really Know?', Journal of Environment and De
velopment41l (1995), p. J, 6. 

25 Kummer, (Fn 20), pp. 6. 
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with increasing scarcity of disposal >-" .. ·un"." to 

to an escalation of disposal costs. The mCrealSlTIll:! ,,,ITr<'I'hvP1nPll<;1 ""VUHJl<=. states 

during the 1980s becomes understandable 

cost for one ton of hazardous waste 

and US $ 50, with equivalent costs in 

100 to US $ 200027
. On the other hand, the 

$ 2.50 

HUj,):',",,):', from US $ 

motivated 

potential value as ".., .... vllua. raw recy-

In particular, developing 

consider recycling as a suitable means 

lower 

ll. Specific 

ing countries 

The best way to 

an issue of concern, 

consider one of the cases 

the conclusion of the 

One of the most prominent 

Khian Sea left the US "<lT1"'rl1'l 

their 

an economy transition 

for raw materials at 

wastes from developed to develop-

wastes became 

convention is to 

spurred 

m when the ship 

UHUHJ'H V'VU1 .... " of toxic incinerator 

On the pretence that 

then dumped 4000 tons 

"'''J ... UH ..... ' .... "'_"UUL.',"," ash, the docked in Haiti, and 

of 

"Not In 

27 

28 

29 

pp.6. 

p.2l 

the Haitian government became aware 

to leave the port. Thereafter, she 

of any import permission. Even

;Ju,,):',aVV1,'" without her toxic cargo and nobody knew exactly 

Hm:suuunu:<tl v Waste Streams: Will the Basel Convention , 
22 (1989), p. 369. An extensive eompilation of information 

;',", .. IOll",", including the case mentioned, is also in "IJGJUIlJ)', 
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The episode of the Khian is 

problematic when wastes are exported 

countries. This derives from the fact that 

wastes is most 

ity to exercise an efficient import control. 

countries to developing 

often lack the capac,

be imported in a 

about the nature of the im

or health impact30
. A further 

importing hazardous wastes, is 

developing countries may 

. Whilst in developed 

clandestine manner, or the go'vernrrlen 

ported materials or about their 

important aspect with rp~np.,.,r 

highly n.ti,prpnti<> 

be traced to rkth,,.,,n1' 

countries, since 

have been continuously 

aware of the related UHJ'IJH .. "''''' 

sources resulted an <"""T<l,np 

enforced32. As a cOllseqw:mc:e 

countries, was often stored and als,pc~sea 

waste exports exposed 

risks. When some of the more 

a wider public, 

III. Historical development 

On a regional 

take up the 

to 

l".'-'ll'-'HUIUU and disposal 

only became 

awareness and financial re

standards, that were even 

was imported from developed 

extremely inadequate places. 

countries to considerable environmental 

incidents were brought to the attention of 

problem internationally. 

first international organizations to 

laZl3.ra~)US waste. The first OEeD 

regulated the transport of waste 

call on member states to con

trol to nrC"'"l? the importing state 

30 Vu, 'The Law of Treaties and the Export of Hazardous Waste', UCLA Journal 
Environmental Law & 12 (J p. 390. 

3] Glazewski, Jan, movement of hazardous waste: international (IBVBI0l1-

ments and mpllcaLtlOltlS for South Africa', The Comparative and International Law Journal of South

ern Africa 2612 (1 p.234. 

32 Kummer, (Fn 20), p. 7. 

33 OECD Council Decision and Recommendation C (83) 180 Final. 
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standards were set down by a second "''''''''Ol''-'U 

that applies to trade between members and norl-m.em rp>'ll11'r .. " essen-

the following: firstly, the consent of the importing 

to an adequate disposal 

ever, OECD decision fails to specify what kind consent is 

discretion to 

'U'A.J'-./.'-' initiatives, ."1;;, ....... ""';. actlOfls were 

approach to 

1-''''''''"'''"' a directive '''!''''"''''''''''; 

It was amended in 1986. For trade nr>ICU/F,.,n Hl\.< .• H"\.<. (',"\lu"1T1,·,,, 

for a notification scheme. With di-

as amended, requires informed consent 

disposal facilities. While these were 

OAU took another approach when calling, in 

and Industrial Waste in Africa, for a total 

Northern and Southern countries37
. 

adequate 

the 

Y'H!JUl';;;' of Nuclear 

na,~anl0l1S wastes between 

Ke:SOJlUIllOn on 

On ~he international level, concern with nazaJrocms waste dates back to 1981, 

when it was set on UNEP's agenda by the work n'-f''''''''''''''' adopted as the Montevideo 

Program38
. In 1984, the "Ad Hoc on the Environmentally 

Sound Management of by UNEP which elabo-

rated on the non-binding for Environmentally 

Sound Management of were adopted 1987 by UNEP's 

Governing Council39
. most are not specifically trade related, 

34 OECD Council Decision and Recommendation C 64 Final. 

35 Prompted by the of a fertilizer a cloud of dioxin was released in Seveso, 
When later on the contaminated earth was collected and was to be these wastes 
peared" and could not be found authorities for more than I 0 months. For further information see 
Vu, (Fn 30), p. 393. 

36 Directive 84/63 I/EEC. 

37 OAU, Council of Ministers l""'V"'UVU, rePlt1ntl~d in LL.M 28 (1989), pp. 568. 

38 Bothe, Michael, 'International of Movement of Hazardous Waste', 
German Yearbook Law 33 (1990), p. 

39 UNEP Governing Council Decision June 1987. 
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this regard particularly reC:OIItmtmd. a consent Df()ce,dUI'e 

Contemporary to the acceptance of the ....... ,""'" .. ..."", the Governing Council 

decided that another Working Group should nrp'nQlrp 

focusing on the aspects of trans boundary movement of 

convention specifically 

. From the beginning, 

principle should be ap

on OECD drafts focusing 

concentrated on the 

plied. While OECD countries wanted to ha1-h •• ,. 

on a model of controlled 

developing C'n"YH ..... """ 

perceived as a 

as un.,LUlL,", of prior informed con

""'J;''''''''''"1;',,, determined to stop 

. On 22 March 1989, ",,,,rt1"'!;! 

managed to adopt a £'o''''''1"'I,r''1.,.,1(,,,, ",pn,,,,,,,,'''' adopted the 

Convention. It entered into 2003, 156 states 

EU have ratified, or aC(;eOleO to 

IV. Central ",,..,nUI'''''''''''' 

The following section will 

Convention. It is 

measures concerning trade 

supportive measures; and 

1. Scope of application 

According to Art. 1, 

wastes", with 

normal operation 

"wastes" are crucial 

generated vv,,,,,, ... ,,.., 

40 UNEP, 

the central provisions of the 

dealing with: the scope of application; 

measures concerning trade with non-parties; 

ll!<,.:"HJH" COlrlCe:rmmg domestic management of waste. 

applies to "hazardous and 

wastes that are radioactive or that the 

definitions of "hazardous" 

IJH\~aLJLVH of the agreement 

during the negotiations. "Wastes" are as 

41 See the OAU 36). 

42 Krueger, (Fn 1 p. 52. 

"",ULl"'''UU:> in the framework of the IAEA and IMO respec-
tively, see 
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stances which are subject to disposa144
• The term "disposal" is by""'+'''''''''''''''''' 

to IV comprises of operations that lead to 

which lead to recycling (Annex IV B). 

£1LJ'"lln,,,, the same rules to both categories. 

differences of both kinds 

wastes r'r\,rnn,n wastes 

I as as those which attract "'H"""'>JLu,",aLJLUU 

cenllea by a movement as hazaJrac)Us 

to Annex It should, however, 

did not provide for essential alIleren(~es 

between parties 

",-,'-'Jueu:" to the Basel Convention are measures COll1Ct~mJmg 

They aim at the protection 

tiation history and in particular the m(aa,cnl:s 

a) Absolute prohibition of waste transports to 

Con-

con-

4 (6) establishes an absolute ban hazalrac)Us wastes within the 

area south of 60 degrees 

trans boundary movement. 

Antarctica as a global commons. 

44 Art. 2 (1). 

45 Art. 2 (4). 

46 See Vu, (Fn 30), p. 41]; 

47 Art. 1 (l)(a) and (b). 

wastes are subject to 

a ':>OJ'_"''''"'' nrol:ectlon to designated to the 

p.49. 

48 Generally speaking, the definition of waste poses a serious problem for the implementation of the 
Convention as neither the hazardous eonstituents nor the hazard characteristics are expressed in terms 
of quantities, concentrations or minimum levels. there is a wide margin of judgement re
sulting in uncertainty for and in discretion that can be "abused", see OECD, (Fn 16), 
p.18. 
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b) Import prohibition 

Art. 4 (l.a) states that any party, exercising its right to prohibit the import of haz

ardous wastes or other wastes 49, shall inform the other parties of its decision through 

the Convention Secretariat. Art. 4 (1.a) has to be read in conjunction with Art. 4 

(l.b). Accordingly, parties shall prohibit the export of hazardous wastes to those 

parties that have prohibited the import of such wastes, when notified pursuant to Art. 

4 (1.aio. That means that an import ban notified by one country triggers a corre

sponding export ban of all other parties. At a first glance, both provisions 'seem a 

little unusual as, in principle, import prohibitions should be sufficient to stop the 

waste transfer. The rationale behind these articles, and the reason why some devel

oping countries have pushed for their inclusion lies, however, in the fact that devel

oping countries regarded the implementation and enforcement of import bans on 

their own as a difficult task5
]. The completion of an import ban of one country by a 

correspondent export ban of other countries is thus a legal technique to oblige ex

porting countries to enforce the import ban, or put differently to enforce what has 

originally been decided by another state52
. 

c) Prior informed consent (PIC) procedure 

While developing countries pushed for a total ban of trans boundary movement of 

hazardous wastes at least from the Northern to the Southern countries this was not 

realized in the original version of the Convention53
. Instead, the prior informed con

sent procedure was established as the basic principle of the Convention. It governs 

all trans boundary movements that are not prohibited and is based on a procedural 

approach laId down in Art. 654
. In addition, certain paragraphs of Art. 4 are ofrele-

49 The preamble states that every state has the sovereign ri~ht to prohibit the import of hazardous 
wastes. 

50 An almost identical obligation is set down in Art. 4 (2.e). 

51 OECD, (Fn 16), p. II. 

52 For a discussion about the classification of Art. 4 (l.a and b) as a ban or as a form of prior 
informed consent see section D of this chapter. 

53 For a discussion of the further development of the issue ofthe ban see immediately below. 

54 Even if the ban amendment will enter into force, the PIC procedure will still be the principle to 
which all transactions that are not prohibited are subjected to. 
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vance. 

aa) Art. 6 

The prior informed consent requirement is a procedure consisting of several phases. 

In the first step, the exporting state has to ensure that all import or transit states are 

notified of any proposed trans boundary movement. This notification must contain 

the information specified in Annex V A, including the nature of the wastes, their 

.hazardous characteristics, prospected dates of transfer, the intended method of dis

posal and all involved private agents55
. This information is to enable the authorities 

of the state of import to assess the nature and the risks of the planned movement56
. 

Based on this information, the country of import or the country of transfer has to 

decide whether it will consent to the movement with or without any conditions ~or 

deny permission for the movement or request additional information. The exporting 

country will then be notified of this decision57
. 

The exporting country may only allow the exporter58 to commence the trans bound

ary movement if it has received written confirmation that: (a) the notifier has re

ceived the written consent of the State of import; and (b) the notifier has received 

from the State of import confirmation of the existence of a contract between the ex

porter and the disposer specifying environmentally sound management of the wastes 

in question59
. In addition to the consent of the importing country, an export also re

quires the existence of a written consent of a potential state of transit. However, 

unlike the state of import, transit states can waive the requirement of prior written 

consent60
. 

While this is the regular procedure provided for by the Convention, Art. 6 (6) - (8) 

55 See Art. 6 (l) in conjunction with Annex V A. 

56 OECD, (Fn 16), p. 11. 

57 Art. 6 (2). 

58 Under Art. 2 No. 15, "exporter" means any person under the jurisdiction of the State of export who 
arranges for hazardous wastes or other wastes to be exported. 

59 Art. 6 (3). 

60 Art. 6 (4). 
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also allow the use of a general notification where hazardous wastes or other wastes 

having the same physical and chemical characteristics are shipped regularly to the 

same disposer if the country of import or of transit respectively agrees upon this on 

writing. 

bb) General obligations relevant to the PIC 

Apart from Art. 6 (3.b), which requires the existence of a contract between the ex

porter and the disposer specifying environmentally sound management of the wastes 

in question, all other requirements of Art. 6 are of a very formal nature. Art. 6 has, 

however, to be seen as linked to Art. 4, titled- as "general obligations" of state par

ties. 

, ' 

The "most general" obligation might be provided for by Art. 4, (2.d). Under this arti-

cle, parties have to ensure that the trans boundary movement of hazardous wastes is 

reduced to the "minimum consistent with the environmentally sound and efficient 

management of such wastes". On the one hand, this article, in an operational provi

sion, explicitly mentions the aim of a reduction. On the other hand, the language is 

very vague. Moreover, the reference to an "efficient" management may be inter

preted as taking into account any circumstances that make disposal abroad easier, 

thus serving as an economic waiver61. The parties failed to include hard criteria that 

could be quantified, in contrast to provisions included, for example, in the Montreal 

Protocol62
. Instead, the Convention merely obliges parties to report annually on their 

efforts to achieve such a reduction63
. 

While Art. 4 (2.d) refers to the overall quantity of trans boundary movements, it does 

not establish specific obligations with regard to a concrete transaction. Those kinds 

of provisions are, however, contained in Art. 4 (2 e and g) and Art. 4 (9). Art. 4 (9) 

obliges parties to take measures to ensure that the transboundary movement of haz

ardous wastes be allowed only if: (a) the State of export does not have the technical 

61 Rublack, (Fn 29), p. 380. 

62 The mentioned provisions of the Montreal Protocol, however, do not regulate trade, but the domes
tic management of substances. For an in-depth analysis of the Montreal Protocol see chapter three. 

63 Art. 4 (l3). 
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capacity and the necessary facilities to dispose the wastes in question in an environ

mentally sound and efficient manner; or if (b) the wastes are required as a raw mate

rial for recycling or recovery industries in the State of import. 

Under paragraph 2 (e) and 2 (f) of Art. 4, parties are not to allow the export; or pre

vent the import, of wastes if they have "reason to believe that the wastes in question 

will not be managed in an environmentally sound manner". The tenn "environmen

tally sound", also referred to in several other provisions of the Convention, is de

fined in Art. 2 No 8 as meaning "taking all practicable steps to ensure that hazardous 

wastes or other wastes are managed in a manner which will protect human health 

and the environment against the adverse effects which may result from such 

wastes". Evidently, this definition is almost as vague as the tenn "environmentally 

sound" itself. Therefore, the first Conference of the Parties decided to set up a Tech

nical Working Group that was mandated, among others, to elaborate on Technical 

Guidelines concerning the environmentally sound management of wastes64
• Since 

then, the Conference of the Parties (COP) has adopted various sets of the Guidelines 

prepared by the Technical Working Group, each of them covering different waste 

streams or disposal operations, respectively65. 

Even if the shortcomings of the wording of the above articles might raise justified 

concerns66
, from a more structural perspective these provisions playa prominent 

role. They supplement the mainly procedural aspects of the prior infonned consent 

with substantive criteria. Another interesting point is that both the exporting and the 

importing country are entrusted with the obligation to verify the environmentally 

sound disposal, before pennitting the transfer. 

64 COP Decision 1/19. 

65 For more details see COP Decision m1l3, Decision IVI23, Decisions VI 20 - 24. 

66 Like Art. 4 (2.d), Art. 4 (2.e) and (2.g) have also raised criticism. The problem of the notion "effi
cient" has been discussed above. With regard to recycling, some critics point to the risk that this 
might encourage fake recycling schemes; for details see the discussion on the ban of wastes destined 
for recycling below. 
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d) amendment 

aa) History and content 

As already mentioned, prior to and ~_ .. ",.,. negotiation of the Convention 

were strong pressures not to through a PIC pro.ce(luri~, 

but to adopt absolute restrictions on tralnstloun<1.:n movements. However, 

ren::ormrtg opposition of some industri-countries and NGOs 

alized countries. Instead, by way compromise, Art. 15 (7) was introduced which 

the Conference of the future need of a complete 

ofa 

developed countries to 

tined for final disposa167
• 

At the first meeting of the 

decision which 

tranSltlO1111(larV movements of hazardous wastes 

which found result 

the Basel Convention unsatisfactory, "LV""V"" Bamako Convention on the Ban of 

the Import into Africa and 

ment of Hazardous Wastes 

portation of hazardous and 

uallW,"'v Convention) 

wastes Africa from all ..... n .... _ .... " 

Spurred by these COP adopted Decision II112, 

mandated states to prohibit llHlHI"Ul,"-'vlY all transboundary movements of hazardous 

wastes destined for to non-OECD States, and to out 

by 31 December 1997 movements for recovery or recycling. While 

political legal status was less so . 

third COP finally " .... r' .... r~ ..... ........ ",.,,,.vu containing an amendment to the Convention. 

This amendment V"<VLV .... into force69
. Once entered into 

67 COP Decision 1122. 

68 Wold, Chris, 'Multilateral Environmental Agreements and the GATT: Conflict and Resolution?', 
Environmental Law - Northwestern School & Clark 26 p. 
Glazewski, Jan, Environmental Law in South Africa, Durban 2000, p. 57. 

69 As the inclusion of the ban constitutes a formal amendment to the it will enter 

into force after having been ratified three fourths of the Parties present at the time of the <>U"I.IUVI 

of the amendment (62 As of March 2003, 36 countries have ratified the amendment. 
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the amendment 

II11270
: According to 

a new Art. 4 A incorporating 

4 (1), each Party listed in 

prohibit all movements of hazardous wastes7
] destined 

not listed moreover, hazardous wastes 

essence Decision 

shall immediately 

disposal to states 

shall be banned as Annex VII '"'V'UPJLA"'~'" 

recycling 

members of the 

ban thus does OECD, the LH~clllterlst(~m. In terms 

not apply for UH.e,,rL "All A"''''" and extra-Annex VII "' .... ". .. ",h 

to Annex VII r'nll,nrn from non-Annex 

therefore for these trans;;lctllons. 

bb) Political and economic problems of a total ban 

While it seems 

tion there is now 

with 

strong OP1JOSlt1(m 

associated 

,",VIlUG.C>L to the time of the 

international consensus 

disposal, a ban 

a ban mainly 

wastes 73. The 

recyclable wastes opens the door for "sham 

destined for 

cling can 

but in effect dumping them .... u,>u.~."" 

a risk to human health and 

only a part of 

rest 1v1ua.'U" hazardous waste which 

these reasons, '"'''I'''''"''~l<'ll 

the 

In the 

70 p.15. 

procedlure will 

of the original Conven

a total North-South ban 

still elicits 

are 

of trade 

of wastes as being 

Secondly, most recy

environment if not con-

substances can be re-

to be disposed in the 

NGOs 

a 

71 This uses the term "hazardous waste" as a synonym for "hazardous waste" and 
"other waste" as the Basel Convention in its version did not provide for essential differences 
and also does not use an exact itself. it should be highlighted as far 
as Art. 4 A is the term "hazardous waste" is meant in a strict sense, that is 
"other wastes". 

72 In of its limited local coverage, the of exports from Annex VII parties to non-
Annex VII is often referred to as the "total ban". 

73 

74 

p.87. 

(Fn 20), p. 10. 
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They often V"'.".W"...,L secondary materials as valuable where others 

as hazardous waste. In this context it seems important to closely 

developing countries with regard to the ban. Despite the 

were the issue forward, there is increasing awareness """,n,.,.,,, some 

could result in disruption of trade in recyclable goods and 

economies75
. This also reflects another aspect of 

U_"'-'J UICn~aSml! differences in the category of 

those without. 

the has sought to deal 

wastes by limiting the ban to those wastes "', ...... " ...... "''''

Convention, while "other wastes" are out 

delineation of both kinds of 

taken by Annexes I and III, much more '1n'1'V\1rt!l''11' 

III only deliver a very imprecise UV,.HULAV''', 

the new Annexes VIII and IX. These have been pre:palred 

Group to clarify the delineation 77. This not only pH)mote~s 

fies political compromise, too. was 

only those items in the scope the ban with 1"13+;"'1"""""'" 

tional consensus existed. From the aQ()p[IOn 

fourth COP one can draw the conclusion that 

either Annex VIII or IX has been " .... ,-,,","",,,,,'" 

trade disruption. In addition, an OECD study comes to 

titatively important secondary materials 

ban78
• 

sense of 

I 

concerns about 

,",V"...,'U,,,VH that quan-

were put out of the 

The second aspect that eases opposition can seen the efforts to make the coun-

try lists more flexible, 

tive criteria based on which state 

76 

pp,95, 

17), p, 103. 

so could be to establish substan

are distributed in the Annex, rather than 

77 The relaltlO:nShJp between the ""''''''''5 Annexes I and III and the new Annexes VIII and IX has still 
to be clarified. 

78 (Fn p.21. 
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taking very fonnal criteria like 

however, that a country included in the annex 

receive wastes from other listed countries. 

able to 

to export to non-listed countries. Thus, a more U""UIJ_ ..... not solve 

trade related problems. 

e) Packaging, labelling and transport 

the previously discussed provisions set out whether a transportation may take 

Art. 4 (7) down what to be met once that consent 

given to a form that haz-

ardous wastes be va'Jr.«.)"-".,,, 

accepted and re(:og;n};!~ea mterrlatl.onal 

conformity with generally 

stal1aaras in the field. of packaging, 

labelling, and 

f) Re-import of wastes and COI[lSii::QUeDl~eS of traffic 

Many incidents during 

that, in practice, 

has been a very tricky one. 

between two sets of 

transferred to another country 

be completed in accordance 

state shall ensure that the wastes 

by the exporter 

environmentally sound manner, 

bility is allocated to the t>v,,, ..... -t, 

involved 

of one of 

case, 

whose nnlll""fF' 

wastes once 

evidence, 

left a f'o"nn""u 

differentiates 

wastes have been 

of the Convention, but cannot 

case, the exporting 

"",,'U\)'U are back into the State of export 

cannot be made for their disposal in an 

90 days. That means that the entire responsi

"'H'.";"',,-" both governments would have been 

place, for various reasons, in breach 

it is qualified as "illegal traffic". In this 

is allocated especially to the state 

illegality . 

with quite extensively, it should While the aUt;~stI(m 

mentioned at no consensus .... a~'uvu with regard to a rilT-tpr,>-n 

and broader that is orrlpe:nsati,on . .HAC,."" ..... , par-
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ties agreed upon Art. 12 requesting the COP to develop rules on this controversial 

Issue. 

3. Trade with non-parties 

Like the provisions analyzed so far, Art. 4 (5) is also trade related. However, in con

trast to the other articles, it does not govern trade between parties, but trade between 

parties and non-parties. As, in principal, an international treaty may not establish 

obligations for third parties, such a treaty may only state obligations for parties 

when dealing with non-parties. In this regard, Art. 4 (5) stipulates that a party shall 

not permit hazardous wastes to be exported to a non-Party or to be imported from a 

non-Party. Thus, article 4 (5) applies both to importing and exporting countries . 

. ~ ~ 

However, the so-called concept of a limited ban is modified by Art. 11 (1). Accord-

ingly, a party may, principally, enter into bilateral, multilateral, or regional agree

ments regarding trans boundary movement of hazardous wastes. The conclusion' of 

those agreements is qualified by the conditions that such agreements do not derogate 

from the environmentally sound management of hazardous wastes and other wastes 

as required by this Convention and that their rules may not be "less environmentally 

sound" than those provided for by the Basel Convention. In addition, the Secretariat 

of the Convention must be notified of such agreements. The inclusion of Art. 11 was 

very contentious during the negotiations. The adopted wording represents a com

promise that, on the one hand, opens the door for rules outside the Basel Conven

tion, while, on the other hand, seeks to influence these agreements. 

The extent of the degree of discretion which Art. 11 (1) will allow to "weaker" 

agreements depends heavily on the definition of "environmentally sound manage

ment" and on the question of who decides and controls ie9
. Art. 2 NO.8 contains a 

definition of environmentally sound. As already mentioned above, this definition is, 

however, similarly vague and general and has yet to be further elaborated on by the 

Conference of the Parties. Thus, Art. 11 (1) is also an example for a typical "solu

tion" of disputes during the negotiation phase, namely smothering them in vague 

language and leaving their solution for further work of the Conference of the parties. 

79 Bothe, (Fn 38), p. 424. 
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The 

Firstly, 

regard to 

states which are 

nOll-mUl1~;::S ~"n'''''.o a twofold 

aUJ'UA"5 at 

a party can pursue transactions which are undertaken according to 

tion. Secondly, by excluding non-parties with parties, 

to an incentive for to accede to the 

4. v(Jlm~eSl:IC management 

The measures described so COltlstltulte the core of the 

However, it already becomes clear V.u,,,,,u title of 

tHlC7<l1'.rtr\11C wastes, that which 

to 

mentions the "disposal" 

Considering 

relevance in this 

.... "' ...... UVU'"U part of the Convention, 

are stipulate that each 

are 

-c) 

to ensure 

that of wastes within is reduced to a minimum, that ade-

A.""'·HU""" are available waste shall be the management 

'nnuPt',hn,n not only nn'''''·' .... " such as to ..... 1'''· ... 'P1nt pollution8l
. 

tions to but also COrlSl(1lerS 

state even beyond the The inclusion, 

obligation to minimize the generation wastes, recognizes the 

VLV ... .:"' .... generation of wastes was central cause for the 

movement of wastes. 

At ",,",,,,..f-,,uo 01J.llg1ltUmS are of a very general 

In 1999 ueClaranon, ""m ..... t.-. they \;v:.tTupn to 

Waste n"''''''(l'5'"'UU''U 

waste re(luc:tlcln environmentally 

5. "" .. "'n."' ..... measures 

obliga

each 

the 

In-

of the trans-

However, 

on 

, including 

Convention contains a 'hlT"th,>1' set of provisions which do not regulate 

80 (Fn 20), p. 61. 

81 The _.~.~~"'l~ also mentions the i"",,,,,ri'.,,..,,,, of domestic management of wastes. 

82 See the "Basel Declaration on 
of COP 5, pp. 96. 

Sound Management", contained in Annex II of the 
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trade, even if they have a strong relation to this aspect. The trade measures described 

above, in particular the PIC procedure which constituted, at the time of adoption of 

the Basel Convention, the main regulatory mechanism require an active role of im

porting developing countries. Most importantly, they have to undertake an assess

ment whether to consent to the import or not. The implementation of this obligation 

- and of the domestic management measures - presupposes according capacities 

which developing countries often lack. Therefore, they sought to include mecha

nisms into the Convention providing for technology and financial assistance, argu

ing that the PIC procedure would otherwise fail in its objective of protecting them 

against unwanted and illegal imports83
. Provisions designed to this end are contained 

in Art. 10 (International Cooperation), Article 13 (Transmission of Information), 

Art. 14 (Training/Financial Aspects) and Article 16 (SecretariatyB4. In the following 

discussion they shall be referred to as supportive measures, as they do not them

selves lay down obligations with regard to specific trade transactions, but support 

the implementation of other (trade) measures. 

Art. 10 (1) lays down a general obligation of the parties to co-operate with each 

other, in order to improve and achieve environmentally sound management of haz

ardous wastes. Art. 10 (2) then specifies various forms of this co-operation, like a 

general information exchange with a view to promoting the environmentally sound 

management of hazardous wastes and other wastes. This includes harmonization of 

technical standards and practices, co-operation in the development and implementa

tion of new environmentally sound low-waste technologies, transfer of technology 

and management systems, and developing the technical capacity among Parties. The 

needs of developing countries shall be especially taken into consideration. Art. 13 

regards transmission of information in addition to the information exchange required 

by the PIC procedure. Some forms of information can be considered as a specific 

kind of capacity-building. Art. 14 concerns training and technology transfer. In ef

fect, several regional training centres have been established in the last decade. The 

financial aspect of such centres is, however, problematic. Art. 14 (l) only calls upon 

parties to decide on the establishment of appropriate funding mechanisms of a vol-

83 Report of the Working Group on its 1st session, UNEP/WG.l82/3; Report of the Working Group 
on its 2nd session, UNEP/WG.186/3. 

84 Krueger, (Fn 17), pp. 84. 
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untary nature. In 1992, such a fund was established, but funding remains difficult. 

Finally, Art. 16, which deals with the secretariat of the Convention, could be rele

vant for developing countries in so far as it mentions, apart from the typical secre

tariat tasks of reporting and co-ordination, also informational assistance to parties85
. 

85 See especially Art. 16 (1 g-j). 
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;OlliVentlOn on Prior 

tain 

Convention)86 

and Pesticides 

for Cer

(Rotterdam 

As 

1998, the Rotterdam Convention was 

hazardous products, It basically lHU1'H\.IHH 

VLU"""E> "UNEP London Guidelines for the .LJ"'vu ..... F;" 

LLU"LIJlauvu.:u Trade" and of the "FAO I ... ~< ...... ,.~, 

" ... ",VBU MEA focus

the content of the 

Information on 

of Conduct 

of Pesticides" 

mtmt.lOflea in chapter one, 

IJst:anc:es, cmnmlen,::ea after W orId 

. In 1998, the annual turnover 

CflICIllJC<US. or syn-

to amount to approximately US $ 1500 role in 

many sectors such as agriculture, industry, and the 

health sector constitute the basis for many comforts life. However, in 

~U'~''''~~ that some chemicals could also dangerous 

to man Serious incidents in the 1960s brought the problem to 

attention. Hazardous can especially linked to the 

",-,JI"''''', food additives, in-

consumer products89
, '-"VVV'""LJUJ!', " ....... ,,, ... ,, chemicals in 

"' ... ,""uvu. ha,~anlm:LS ettects range from acute rAV,,,,,,,,, to n,n""-''''''JIH _,_ .... _,.,_ - includ

cancer, aeJreCl[S or chronical SlCJKI1t;:SS(~S 

As a COlt1Si;:QUlenCe, many industrialized countries at 1960s, to 

86 the Rotterdam Convention was two years earlier than the Cartagena Protocol, 
there is still less literature on this 

87 p.3. 

88 Environmental Outlook for the Chemical Paris 2001, p. 28, 

89 p.7. 
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consolidate 

marketing. 

one ~VU.HL>'~" 

majority 

have any 

use 

90 

9l 

malna,gernel1t "'.l"t~'rn" relying mainly on restrictions on 

the implementation of a such a system becomes clear 

some 60.000 - 70.000 chemicals are on the market today9o. Most 

initially, not afford such a system. Therefore, the vast 

only started in the midst of the 1980s, when the 

ignored any longer, to take actions to protect their 

with hazardous chemicals91
• 

trade in hazardous chemicals from developed to deve]-

'..JL_'VJU' V'~.U"U"V", ,," .. '''X>JlVUL products account around 13 % 

. The 

tangible if one vue"""u,,",,,,, 

cases that 

in certain substances. In 1 

VUI"",,,",U over 3 million pounds of the pesticide 

sold in the United States because it had never 

Nevertheless, during 1975 alone, 

30 different nations, including Egypt, that at 

for regulation. Later on, it was 

the death and illness of many rural 

over a thousand water buffaloes. Despite these mC:Iut~nces, 

abroad while proclaiming 

case is one of the many examples in which hazardous 

p.2. 

p.33 . 

to 

p.6. 

without any controls on behalf of 

is the logical consequence 

chemicals, as memtlofiea 

did not 

are 

But even 

. 93 For more details of this incident sec Bryan, Donald, 'International Consumer Protection: of 
Hazardous Products from the United States', A.S.I.L.S. International Law Journal 4 pp. 1 
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and .......... " .. 

tries due to 

can 

measures were established in 

enforcement still 

amnnUS1:rallve capacities94
• A 

to hazardous "'U''-'lU,l ..... CUi>, 

poses specific 

reslour,ces on which chemical ma,na,gernel1t 

clothing is often too eXl)entSl\i'e 

starting in par

to lacking 

devel-

use of pesticides 

coun-

cannot be understood. As a result of the latter, "''''",UJ''''''"W are 

chemicals 

stored 

many 

limited to 

~~'-U'''o even more hazards95
• 

'UEr'''''..,'''U an additional aspect of 

the so-called problem of 

hazardous chemicals that are OV,,,,, .. TPr! 

have been subjected to 

o.v\,1V11':> mostly do not prohibit 

prohibition of the domestic ma,rkt~tirlg 

I'\pl'ur.'pn developed 

It means that 

developed 'coun

«""lV1,'':> in their coun-

but are merely 

only very lax, if any, 

rules apply to PVT,,"'T'1~C As a consequence, they can 

import controls. For "''''''''-HJ+'''_, 

in countries 

which US alone 

per day that were not re~~lstere:a UUU1\""."", use96
• 

As a cOIlseqmm the sum of all the factors accoramg to WHO 

HllJ'HVll people in developing an-

sector alone, of which 20.000 a much 

".v ........ '.u'" than in developed be noted 

consequences of the use developing countries affect 

of the millions United States and 

year is tainted by developing world. 

94 UNEP/WG.96/3. 

95 An of the negligent application methods often 
countries with pesticides is in 

, Colorado Journal of International Environmental Law & 

96 p.506. 

in rural areas of developing 
Prior Informed 

10 (1999), p. 499, 503. 

97 in Mungai, Naftali, Environmental News 14 June 2000, available at: 
http://lists,isb.sdnpkorgipipermail/eco-list-old12000-Aprj]/002570.html, (accessed on ] 1 March 
2003). 
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This form of consumer exposure to pesticides exported by their own country 

through tainted, imported produce is called the "circle ofpoison,,98. 

However, the complexity of the pesticides and chemicals issue lies in the fact that 

both offer also a wide range of advantages99. Many developing countries benefited 

from the "Green Revolution" which was based on pesticides and chemicals. It espe

cially enabled them to boost crop production, thus helping them become self suffi

cient, while attracting foreign currency into the market. Moreover, pesticides also 

improve public health by killing bacteria and disease-carrying insects 100. Therefore, 

in many cases highly toxic chemicals are even subsidized by national governments 

or the UN. In addition, developing countries often lack the necessary financial re

sources to apply less hazardous pesticides. 

III. Historical development 

1. Development of the voluntary prior informed consent procedure 

First steps to tackle the above mentioned problems were undertaken in the 1970s by 

single governments establishing national export control schemes. Their requirements 

were, however, quite limitedlOl. Further efforts took place within the OECD, result

ing in mostly informational requirements 102. On an international level, the World 

Health Organization established in 1975 the non legally-binding "Certification 

Scheme on the Quality of Pharmaceuticals Moving in International Commerce" lay

ing down an information exchange system and including a specific form of prior 

informed consentJ03
• In 1976, UNEP set up the International Register for Potentially 

98 Ross, (Fn 95), p. 506. 

99 For more details see Ross, (Fn 95), pp. 502. 

100 For example, in central Africa, DDT - an insecticide banned in the United Stat~s - is used as a 
primary defense against malaria, which kills 5000 children south of the equator each day, see Levy, 
Marc A., 'International Co-operation to Combat Acid Rain', Green Globe Yearbook, Oxford 1995, p. 
59,60. 

101 Schulberg, Francine, 'United States Exports of Products Banned for Domestic Use', Harvard 
International Law Journal 20 (1979), pp. 331. 

102 Krueger, (Fn 2), p. 4. 

103 WHO Official Records No. 226, Annex 12 (1975). For more details see Handl, Gunther and Lutz, 
Robert, Transferring Hazardous Technologies and Substances: The International Legal Challenge, 
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Toxic Chemicals (IRTPC) in order to circulate information on industrial chemical 

hazards. Furthermore, an "Ad Hoc Working Group of Experts for the Exchange of 

Information on Potentially Harmful Chemicals in International Trade" was estab

lish~d in 1982 and mandated with the elaboration of related guidelines lO4
• 

Discussions in this group revealed strongly differing positions. The point which 

probably caused the most heated debate was whether the guidelines should only in

clude a notification scheme, or whether this scheme should be complemented by a 

form of prior informed consent. Advocates of this principle could, however, not 

overcome opposition, particularly from industrialized countries 105. So, the "UNEP 

London Guidelines for the Exchange of Information on Chemicals in International 

Trade", which were adopted in 1987, were confined to an information exchange sys

tem106
. 

While the London Guidelines were widely limited to industrial chemicals, discus

sions had concurrently taken place in the F AO with regard to the issue of pesticides 

chemicals. This led to the adoption in 1985 of the "International Code of Conduct 

for the Distribution and Use of Pesticides"lo7. Unlike the London Guidelines, the 

scope of this Code is not limited to trade aspects, but extends to all phases of the life 

cycle of pesticides. Its trade-related provisions are, however, almost identical to 

those of the London Guidelines. Similarly, the inclusion of a prior informed consent 

procedure had also been rejected in this context. 

However, several developments on the international scene - among them the adop

tion by the OECD of a PIC procedure in the related area of hazardous wastes 108 and 

a PIC system for chemicals unilaterally launched by the Dutch government - made it 

London 1989, pp. 70. 

104 UNEP Governing Council Decision 10124 of31 May 1982. 

105 Victor, David, 'Learning by Doing in the Nonbinding International Regime to Manage Trade in 
Hazardous Chemicals and Pesticides', in: The Implementation and Effectiveness of international 
Environmental Commitments, Victor, David G.; Raustiala, Kal and Skolnikoff, Eugene B. (eds), 
Cambridge 1998. 

106 UNEP Governing Council Decision] 4127, reprinted in Environmental Policy and Law 17 (1987), 
pp.66. 

107 FAO Conference Resolution 10/85. 

108 See above. 
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all the more difficult for industrialized countries to keep PIC in the field of chemi

cals off the international agenda any longer 109. Thus, following further work in 

working groups, in 1989 UNEP and F AO decided to change their instruments by 

including an almost identical mechanism of prior informed consent llO
. 

2. Development of the legally binding Rotterdam Convention 

Though it had taken several years to build up an international consensus with regard 

to even a non legally-binding prior informed consent procedure the G-77 and some 

NGOs immediately undertook a call to make the London Guidelines and the Code 

of Conduct legally binding 1 J I. Advocates argued that the voluntary procedures pre

sent significant problems regarding compliance. Furthermore they pointed to some 

vague provisions, and criticized the lack of funding mechanisms 1J2. Tb,e issue was 

raised in the F AO itself, at UNEP; and in the so-called F AO/UNEP Joint Meeting 

on PIC (JMPIC) established to implement the voluntary PIC procedures of the Lon

don Guidelines and the Code of Conduct. At the second meeting of the JMPIC it 

was decided, after lengthy debates, that scarce resources should be devoted to the 

implementation of the existing instruments, rather than the development of legally 

binding agreements ll3
. However once on the international agenda, the issue was 

raised again from time to time in different international fora. Finally, in 1995, the 

UNEP Governing Council authorized the Executive Director to convene, in co

operation with the F AO, a so-called Intergovernmental Negotiating Committee 

(INC). Thus, the mandate for the elaboration of the Rotterdam Convention was 

based on separate, but co-ordinated decisions of the two organizations. As far as the 

terms of reference are concerned, the mandate was limited to preparing an interna-

109 Krueger, (Fn 2), p. 4. 

110 UNEP Governing Council Decision J 5/30 of 25 May J 989. FAO Conference Resolution 6/89 of 
November 1989. 

III Krueger, (Fn 2), p. 5. 

112 Ross, (Fn 95) pp. 515. 

113 UNEP/FAO, Report ofthe Second FAO/UNEP Joint Meeting on Prior lnfonned Consent 3-7 June 
1991, Rome, p. 22. 
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tiation nTtl!'F""" 

application ofthe PIC procedure114
• 

o"'o,,,.v •• ,, n,3TU/Ppn 1996 and 1998, In spite of the fact that the 

on the amended UNEP London Guidelines 

'"""LAu .... ...,., negotiations proved to be very difficult. 

ingly was, as it is common in MEA negotiations, a division of opinion 

tween . and developing countries about funds, Unlike most 

global en'{lf()ll11nernal u .... je:,V." .. JLUj;::, processes, the fundamental differences 

emerj2:e ""'TU/"'''''' the North and the South, but between US 

COlmp,rOIm~;e was then reached so that the 

:SelJtelmber 1998. For its entry into force, 50 ratifications are 

were 40 ratifications. 

In V." .. H." of this Convention shall 

lowing same structure to the Basel Convention. 

1. of application 

According to Art. 3 (1), Convention applies to two groups 

restricted chemicals, and (b) to severely cals: (a) to Ua.I>U'-U or 

means a 

prohibited by a 

114 UNEP 

Art. 2 (b) ("Definitions"), a "banned ,",,,,,BU.""<'" 

which within one or more categories have 

vu.u ....... final regulatory action of any party I 17. This includes those 

refused approval or have been withdrawn by industry, 

taken in order to protect human health or the environ-

Council Decision 18112. 

'''''''''U.IHa, 'Prior Informed Consent for Chemicals in International Review 
l'.cUf'ODl>.un L()}rnmuntwand International Environmental Law 8/3 (1999), p. 324. 

Under Art. 3 (I), the term "chemicals" as such does not encompass an chemlc:als. but of two 
cat,egolnes of chemicals: hazardous formulations) and indus-
trial chemicals. 

action" means an action taken by a party, that does not 
that party. 
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ment. 118 A "severely restricted cn~~mllCa1 is one an uses of which within 

"F."HU<,'VU of any party, but 

It includes those chemicals which 

or been withdrawn by industry for 

tenns of Art, 2 (d), a "severely hazardous 

one or more categories have 

which certain specific uses L,",""',HU 

have, for virtually all uses, been ,.""T'''''''' ..... ,.,,,nlnn.·,,, 

human health or environmental reasons, 

pesticide fonnulation" is a '"''''vBJ'',",':« 

vere health or environmental PT1'Pf"tc 

exposure under conditions 

cat,;:gones of banneD 

severely hazardous 

chemicals 

teria to this end: while 

thus.tends to use a LVJ,"";" "ju ...... ,,'" 

one applies a rather sut}st~mtI 

category must be seen in 

tries and countries with an eC()llc)m' 

chemicals which have severe 

not been taken by developing 

2. Trade between parties 

for pesticidal use that produces se

within a short period of time after 

on the one hand, and for 

are both meant to 

they use different 

to national regulatory actIOns. 

uu,<u<.uu potential,:Jhe """,VB."" 

the inclusion of the se<:ona 

situation of developing coun

it is meant to also cover 

but which regulatory actions have 

due to a lack of relevant capacities 1 
19, 

Regulations COllce:rmmg 

terdam Convention. 

"''''''u/I''''''''' parties constitute the central focus the 

a) Prior consent procedure, Art. 5 - 11 

The core .l."-" ... ".l. .... u .... U Convention is 

consent pn)Ct~Otlre is VVj'HuHn ....... Art. 10 and 11120. 

118 Art. 2 (b). 

J 19 The relevance of this category for the situation of developing countries becomes clear if 

considercd in the context of Art. 6 (described below) which states that countries may 

propose chemicals of this category for inclusion into Annex Ill. 

120 At the commencement of the some delegations had n,.("'.", ... ,o,,1'1 the inclusion of a ban 
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does not apply to all chemicals falling within the scope of the Convention, but only 

to those listed in Annex III. With the signature of the Convention, parties agreed to 

initially include 22 pesticide formulations and five industrial chemicals in this An

nex. In addition, the Convention provides for quite an elaborate procedure for the 

further listing of chemicals in the Annex. These obligations which constitute one of 

the cornerstones of the Convention and are specified in Art. 5 - 9 shall examined in 

the first part of the following section. The second part will then deal with Art. 10 

and Art. 11. 

aa) Procedures for placing chemicals on and for removing them from Annex III 

Art. 5 ~9 lay down under which conditions chemicals are placed on, or removed 

from, Annex III. With regard to the first aspect, the Convention partly differentiates 

between banned or severely restricted chemicals and severely hazardous pesticide 

formulations. 

aaa) Procedures for banned or severely restricted chemicals, Art. 5121 

With regard to banned and severely restricted chemicals, Art. 5 (1) establishes that 

each party that has adopted a regulatory action shall notify the secretariat. The noti

fication has to be accompanied by information as specified in Annex L Annex I re

quires information about properties, identification and use of the chemical as well as 

information about the regulatory action, including its content, data on which the ac

tion was based, its reasons, and the possible relevance of the action to other states. 

If the secretariat has received at least one notification from each of two Prior In

formed Consent regions l22 regarding a particular chemical, it shall forward them to 

of the export of domestically prohibited chemicals from OECD countries to non-OECD countries. 

These proposals were, however, dropped later on due to the strong opposition of certain developed 

countries. 

121 While the following description focuses on the function of Art. 5 (l) in the context of the prior 
informed consent procedure, Art. 5 also serves a second purpose. This will be considered under bb.) 
below. 

122 According to Art. 5 (5), the composition of these regions shall be defined in a decision to be 
adopted by consensus at the first COP. 
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the so called Chemical Review Committee l23. This Committee is a special subsidi

ary body of the Convention, which consists of a limited number of govemment

designated experts in chemical management, who will be appointed by the Confer

ence of the Parties l24
• The Committee will review the information provided in the 

notifications and will recommend to the Conference of the Parties whether the 

chemical in question should be made subject to the prior informed consent proce

dure and, accordingly, be listed in Annex III. Its recommendation shall be in accor

dance with the criteria set out in Annex II. 

These criteria can be roughly divided into four different sets. Annex II (a) requires 

the Committee to confirm that the regulatory actions that triggered the process. have 

been taken in order to protect human health or the environment. According to Annex 

II (b), the Committee has to ascertain that the regulatory actions have been taken as; 

a consequence of a risk evaluation. For this purpose, the documentation provided 

shall demonstrate that data has been generated according to scientifically recognized 

methods and that data reviews have been performed according to generally recog

nized principles. In sum, (b) establishes the requirement that the regulatory action 

was based on a scientifically sound risk assessment. While (a) and (b) require a revi

sion of the regulatory actions themselves under the perspective of their intention and 

their basis, under (c) the Committee has to consider whether the action provides a 

sufficient broad basis to merit listing of the chemical in Annex III. To do so it must 

consider: whether the action led to, or is expected to lead to, a significant decrease in 

the quantity of the chemical used and a reduction of risk in the country that has un

dertaken'the action; whether the considerations that led to the action are applicable 

only in a limited geographical area; and whether there is evidence of ongoing inter

national trade in the chemical in question. Finally, (d) states that intentional misuse 

is not in itself an adequate reason to list a chemical in Annex III. 

bbb) Procedures for severely hazardous pesticide formulations, Art. 6 

Art. 6 provides for a different procedure for the listing of "severely hazardous pesti

cides" in the sense of Art. 3 (1.b). According to Art. 6 (1), a developing country or a 

123 Art. 5 (5). 

124 Art. 18 (6). 
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country with an economy in transition, 

severely hazardous pesticide formulation 

the severely hazardous pesticide formulation 

tain the information as stated in 1 

name of the formulation, common n.,·ttt>,'"YI 

clear description of the incidents 

and any measure taken by the 

the secretariat 

cological properties 

is PV'"lpr'e',nt:::.L'!:!a LJ.LVLn"'J'UL> caused by a 

"''''' .... 'r''''t'> ..... ''t the listing of 

III. The proposal shall con

IV, that is information about the 

proposing country, a 

formulation was used, 

to such incidents. 

collect the additional in-

Annex includes toxi-

actions or risk assess-

the secrements in other states and an',,",H'la .. 

tariat will forward the proposal and 

Committee. This will r..,\.fl..,',A/ 

relalted inf()rmatic}ll to Chemical 

of the Parties the inclusion or not 

shall be guided by 

of the evidence indicating use 

will recommend to the Contf:reIlce 

Annex III. Its recommendation 

3 Annex IV, namely: the reliability 

formulation, accordance with common 

or recognized practices proposing party, resulted in the reported evidence; 

the relevance of such incidents to states with similar conditions; the existence 

of restrictions that may not be applied in states lacking the 

necessary of reported effects in relation to the 

quantity 

ccc) Procedures to kinds of chemicals, Art. 7126 

If '-''''llllll''.''''' ... "",AU'_" to re(;ornrrLend a banned or re-

stricted 

III, it shall Dff:urure a ",v-'van,"," guidance rea-

sons 

which 

Thus, a 

125 Art. 6 (3). 

]26 Art. 8 is 

be forwarded to the Contt:rellce 

decision about the listing Cm~mllCal or not. 

work is undertaken a 

with those ehemicals which have already been included in the 
of the London Guidelines or the Code of Conduct. 
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aelClSlon rests with the 

In the case of approval of a 

as of the Conven

related decision 

ance document will be forwarded to all 

The function of the (draft) LI"""""VU is twofold: firstly, 

constitute the basis for the to or not the chemical in .. :ULL.""," 

Secondly, they aim at helping g01ternm.enlts analyze the potential hazards associ-

ated with a certain chemical, order to assist them to form an informed Oel[;lS:lOn 

They thus constitute a and formalized decision-making 

ddd) Removal of chemicals from ro.":"""A III, Art. 9 

If new information f'm,f'T("}f'';:' 

chemical and that u ........ ,,"'''''''' 

such information to the 

aHaUllv at the time of the 

is no longer justified, any 

InioTI11atlion will then 

to a 

Chemical Review 

document, based on 

prepare a revised draft U"""li:>JlVU gullOaJlce 

conrf~rel[}Ce of the Parties will a 

whether to remove the ,","',""J''''';'U or not. 

eee) Analysis of the procedures 

The articles procedural and substantive to 

out those overall scope of 

vention, risk potential merit 

thus one compares the 

hibited in Annex I 

"severely na;~anlOtlS v.".:> ... "' ..... ,'" formulations" in Annex 

the pesticides are 

latory action, In "'!>lrTlI"U there is no need for a 

differ,enc:e is intended to 

see that 

aregu

vcU'ua.,vu on behalf of the 

proposing f'''''1"nt'r''U 

""",-,,,,H.',"- countries, in that they may not be in vu;,,,,,,",,,,,,,,,uu of 

agement 

special needs 

a chemical man-

so as to allow them to conduct a proper assessment. 

121 Art, 7 (3). 
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Apart from establishing the chemicals to the respective pro-

also a second "t1j"t~." a multilateral tool of generating 

and disseminating information (in particular in the decision guidance docu

int;oTI1rlation vro.'vU'"UF,''' which is merely ment) going beyond the traditional 

on information provided by 

Obligations with to ....... o.u" ....... " Annex HI 

are consent pn)c<;~aulre. Before con-,-"""'''HV''''''' listed in 

sidering the concrete it i">.H,/U'U DOllnte:a out that in contrast to 

informed consent procedure under Rotterdam procedure is 

not triggered by a am;I)OUni[]arv movement it is the placing of a 

chemical ih Annex III that l'fy",,,h'h,1",,,, 

The obligations applying to ' ........ ""-1"," 

to exporting countries in Art. 11. 

pose obligations on all 

Convention indicate that they 

rules of import will 

tries with an ec()n()mv 

developed 

the procedure. , ( 

COllntlles are set out in Art. 10, those applying 

articles are worded in a neutral way and im

the rationale and the history of the 

"",co,!>',""'''' on the understanding, that the 

apply to developing countries or to coun-

on export will in most cases to 

aaa) Obligations in ..... " ..... to import, Art. 10 

In terms Art. 10 

months 

tariat a 

This ."" .... v,"""" 

port the 

sion" (an mclIc~ltlon 

128 This function was 

as soon as no 

secre-

decision stating the consent or not to 

an "1I1ltellm response". This in tum, can an "lIlttellm 

a ..... "', •• ""'VH is under active consideration), a ",,,",,,,,,,,,,,r 

mentioned with regard to the decision guidance document. 

129 Kummer, II p.327. 

130 The of measures which ensure 
import of chemicals listed in Annex IIJ constitutes an obligation 
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further infonnation, or a 1"pl1!l1p,>1' to In 

chemical 131. It is important to note does not state 

tive criteria for the decision Of()Ce~aUlre. Therefore, the decision is absolutely in 

discretion of every single ""',, ......... 

In the case that a developing ,.,cu,,,"",, 

the secretariat not only to forthwith 

to submit an answer, Art. 10 (3) ... 0". ..... " ..... "" 

response, but also to help 

account of the fact that a 1"P"1"IpC'T1 

to a party that has not provided 

in providing a response. This provision 

a 

will often result from a 

capacities. 

Art. 10 (9) i-nrlh,,,,,. nT"r.Ul.-."'C! a VH ...... ".~. It requires , ...... ""."1", . that 

take the U,", • .,li)j,VU not to consent to an import, to simultaneously IJH.'UIIUH. 

subject to the same VV'LA"1UVU(>. of the chemical from any 

(b) domestic production . This provision . ''''''·In .. ,,...,,, 

principles: treatment non-

discrimination h""f'u,,,,,,,,,, IT'n'r"\r.T'i-,,,rI products and domestic 

is, however, "1"1""""1""0" sense that it does not require like treatment 

to advantages, but with to disadvantages. 

bbb) Obligations in relation to export, Art. 11 

While the importing countries are 

exporting countries' 

Art. 11 (I.b) ouv ......... ..,"" 

uu., .. v~ to taking a 

on the enforcement of 

eXID01tInIZ countries have to 

take measures to ensure comply 

importing In tenns of Art. 11 (I.c) 

tion, countries "upon '1'''''''11",.,1" 

tain further uUV>J,UULAV" HvV\.(VU to take a PIC decision. 

131 Art. 10 (4). 

"''"'1..'''''''.111;:) as laid down by 

in addi

to ob-

v .. ,~~".~ .. is rather un-

132 The of source" is not absolutely clear. One may not be sure whether to read the 
language narrowly as the import from any party or as the import from 
any source a non-party, see Emory, Richard W., 'Trade and the Environment: Probing the 
Protections in the Rotterdam Convention on Prior Informed Consent', Colorado Journal of Interna-
tional Law Yearbook 2000, p. 47,56. 

applies, if import is granted under conditions. 
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usual as it a kind bilateral element into the multilateral PIC procedure 

COinvenltioin. However, the respective provision is very generic and a 

to PY1"(\T't1n as to how to implement this obligation. 

question of to nrf~f'p,prI if an importing 

- fails to communicate "''''/VAA'''-' to 

been listed tra:nsrmtlted an 

not contain an interim U""""';)"VU 

provision is to regulate who on 

importing countries. As a general principle, Art. 11 (2) states ex-

state shall ensure that this chemical is not exported from 

ever, rule "'VIJU\.,,;) only for one year. 

Moreover, the duty to prohibit PV>V,,.,tCl 

. (a) if the chemical in question is 

country; (b) if evidence exists that the chemical 

been used or imported into, the importing country and 

taken to prohibit its use or (c) explicit consent to 

and received by the exporter through a national authority that 

authorized to act on behalf of a country in the pelrtorrnam)e 

required by the Rotterdam Convention136
• 

In especially the limitation of the obligation Art. 11 (2) to a 

one year means that for importing parties in a state 

in 

sought 

of 

chaos that in routine or 

regarding consent, the Rotterdam 

, are unable to respond 

dangerous chemicals may 

governments collapse, 

consent of the importing party. 

134 As already an interim decision does not have to include an interim response, but may 
also merely consist of a for further a request for assistance or a statement that a 
final decision is under active consideration. 

135 With to (a) and it seems to be a mere theoretical question whether 
they should be int"TnlrptF,il 

requirement of consent. 
"~'nlmr'ti of tacit consent, or just as an overall exemption from the 

lJ6 A so called "d(~Sl!~ated national 
within sixty 
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b) Obligations with regard to banned or "'''''IT''''',''''' restricted chemicals not (yet) 

listed in Annex III 

described above, the mere 

one country does not 

Convention provides also for 

stricted chemicals which 

information VA ... ",a'"!5''' 

Notification 

. was already ... "' .. u''', ..... u. 

Art. 5 (1) 

with regard to domestic use, 

as specified in Annex I. 

for listing chemicals in Annex 

mechanism as Art. 5 (3) 

summary of 

of knowledge 

This 

a is banned or severely rp"tn"t",r! 

imply its listing in Annex ITL However, 

apply to those banned or 

listed in Annex ITI. This 

re-

an 

pnor consent DfC)Ce,am'e 

adopted a regulatory "'"".,'v." _v __ .. 1 

secretariat, accompanied by llU'VU':L<:n.'VU 

5 (1) serves, firstly, as a trigger fOf 

it also constitutes an information ...,"""U<.I1/:,'" 

the secretariat shall forward to an """<lrt1P" a 

Thus, Art. 5 functions as a means 

developing countries with eSS,ell1nal 

the case that the ,", .. "uU,,",,,' 

The notification itself could 

will 

eventually not 

oping COlmOles 

the Rotterdam 

means to domestic action uU',;:Il"'''' 

bb) Export notification, Art. 12 

While Art. 5 (1) independently from whether a """'Huva, is pv.~"'rtp.rI or not, 

Art. 12 '"''''J'''''''' a specifically trade related to chemicals that are 

banned or by a party, According to Art, (1), where such a 

the territory of a party, provide an export chemical is ","v .... "" .. .,.""", 

notification to importing party, including the set out in Annex V J37
, 

137 Note also that the T"llmTl','lTIPlnt of export notification may be waved the 
40 
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Annex V r"'{1'"r1~" inter alia, infonnation about the expected date of export, the 

name ""'"",UJLA",,, and a summary infonnation 

IS ml~OI1ma,tlo,n measures to re(lU(:e e]I{DCISUlre 

chemical. notification shaH prior to 

adoption of 

first export 

corresponding ( domestic) regulatory 

calendar importing country tum shall 

receipt of notifications. does not happen, export country 

submit a se(;on.a notification "'U"~"'E> ,,,a';:'V1.au,,,", efforts to ensure that the importing 

party second . Put 

procedure is a mere means of m1:onmatlOn exchange, no consent of any kind is nec-

IS Finally, it has to 

under cease if a chemical is Annex III and prior infonned con-

sent 1'\r.\"p,(1, as set out by 5 11 has been completed141
• 

c) L4a .. "" .... "" requirements 

Art. 13 for different of labelling reqluUement:s, for chemicals m 

Annex for chemicals banned or severly restricted as well as for chemicals that 

are to labelling reQIUlf'em,en1ts the exporting 1"All'Y1n'" 

Ac(;ordlml! to Art. 13 (1), every require that 

the respective 

shipping docmnent 

both 

in Annex 

such a code 

listed in 

(but not yet Annex III) are, 

availability 

or the en'vm:mlnell1t taking 

der Art. 12 (2). 

account 

138 These infonnation have to be delivered to the secretariat under Art. 5 (1). 

World 

parties to ensure 

a 

to 

countries had hoped to achieve the inclu-
sion of a notification Hf\\Mf"VPT they were not successful as in-
dustrialized countries feared the introduction of burdensome and 
1 p.324. 

140 Art. 12 (4). 

141 Art. 12 (5). 
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same obligation applies for those vU""U,'Vu" are """"U'''' in 

nex nor prohibited or severely restricted, but which are 

environmental or health labelling requirements in the country 

provision is interesting in that it takes domestic 

provisions fall short of calling for the application 

way of compromise, reference is instead made to UU'-'U1<HIVll<U StanaanlS 

Trade with non-parties 

.LV",,,,,,,,,'un,.,,, concerning trade with were 

but not be finally 

4. Domestic management 

During the first session of 

Union raised the possibility a rnrr.,>"" 

ing beyond a prior informed consent pn)C€:aUlre, U1\.,lU'UUj,l". measures with to 

domestic management l44
. HH'Vf'"U""v'" international 

legal instrument in the field of hazardous ",U\,USJ,,,,u,,,,,, IrICJUlml1lQ 

phasing out of POPs and other aa~1lt10n:al """"''''Y'''''''' Df()DC,Salls met 

strong opposition from the US, 

countries. The latter ones pn;:terre:d to 

sion of new provisions for 

in the Convention. Eventually, the ",,",va. •. ., 

proach. As a result, the final ne:got:1atlOfIS 

restricted". 

143 115), p. 325. 

the narrow ap

Convention centered 

actions do not reach the threshold marked by 

144 of the Committee on the Work of its First 
Session, UNEP/FAO/PIC/INC.lIlO. From a of view, the point of reference for these 
discussions was the of the mandate of the UNEP and FAO decisions, see Kummer, (Fn 
115), p. 324. 

145 of Hazardous Chemicals: The EU's external chemical 
Global and EU Environmental Policy, London 
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around the PIC procedure146
• 

As eventually adopted, the Rotterdam Convention contains only few indications 

regarding the domestic management of hazardous chemicals. Particularly, Art. 16 

calls upon parties to provide technicitl assistance related to chemical management· 

"throughout the life-cycle" I 47. In addition, Art. 15 (2) requires parties to "ensure, to 

the extent practicable, that the public has appropriate access to information on 

chemical handling and accident management and on alternatives that are safer for 

human health of the environment". Both provisions are of a very general and hardly 

enforceable nature. 

5. Supportive measures 

Art. 14 and 16 of the Rotterdam Convention regard supportive measures. Art. 14 

provides for information exchange provisions. Art. 14 (1.a) states quite broadly that 

parties shall facilitate the exchange of any kind of information with regard to chemi

cals within the scope of the Convention. Art. 14 (I.c) is more detailed, establishing 

the duty of parties to provide information on domestic regulatory actions that sub

stantially restrict one or more uses of the chemical. In contrast to Art. 14 (1.a), the 

latter provision extends the obligation of information sharing to chemicals outside 

the scope of the Convention. Information requirements in this regard are, however, 

limited to domestic regulatory actions. 

Art. 16 simply calls upon parties to co-operate in promoting technical assistance 

necessary to implement the provisions of the Convention. Moreover, parties with 

"more advanced programmes" should "provide technical assistance to other parties 

in developing their overall capacity to manage chemicals throughout their life

cycle". Art. 16, however, falls equally short of any kind of concrete obligation. In 

addition, it can be noted that the Rotterdam Convention does not contain provisions 

146 This did not mean, however, that the issue of international measures going beyond a mere PIC 

procedure was off the international agenda. The POPs negotiations that started later on are evidence 

of the fact that an international consensus was about to emerge that a limitation on a prior informed 

consent procedure was not sufficient. 

147 For further description of Art. 16 see immediately below. 
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regarding financial 

venti on too provides for quite an 

during the description of the 

with 

sist parties in taking a decision should 

of the secretariat's strong 

its functions properly will 

what kind of role the 0'"''''.'''''''''' will 

Rotterdam Con

as has been outlined 

secretariat to as-

most prominent example 

of the secretariat to fulfill 

own funding. It remains to be seen 

to in practical tenus. 

148 The introduction of a financial mechanism was by the majority of developing countries 
while most countries were At INC 5, it was then decide to remove all financial 
aspects from the draft text to be able to finalize the see Kummer, (Fn I p. 325. 
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C. Cartagena Protocol on HlIls3,tet:y to the Convention on Biological Diversity 

(Cartagena Protocol) 

The 

It was 

most recent "'''''U""",u,, analyzed in this section. 

nnVPfuu'm on Biological Diversity and 

. It concentrates on LVE'~U"U"6 genetically modified 

orgamsms a 

I. Genetically modified on~anisn[ls 

ground 

their international trade: factual back-

Biological processes 

prove taste, palatability 

breeding. 

population or naturally 

discovered the structure 

nique by which 

characteristics 

Practical 4!.J1.)11\..<1 

later, when ov'",',,"_ re:aCllea 

vidual 

were 

called 

However, not 

had whole 

it removes 

cells of """.nU'". it is 

]49 

to modify food in order to im

by using the technique of selective 

,..",.,,,,t1r- variation already available in the 

SP()ntan'~OllS mutations. In the 1950s, 

discovery paved the way for a new 

6""'''''''''' could be altered to give them new 

m~:dIC;)me. soon 

breeding could not produce 149. 

became possible two decades 

by finding out how to isolate indi

First commercial applications 

by technologies using so 

to produce new 

tomatoes came on the 

C'''',,,"F'T"IUP breeding ......... T 

them into the DNA the 

more exact than the generally random 

Modified Products and Processes: An Overview of 

proaches', New York InilJPr<itvEnvironmental Law JournalS (2000), p. 649. 

150 Royal Commission on Genetic Modification New Zealand, Report o/the Royal Commission on 
Genetic Modification New Auckland 2001, pp. 362. 
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approach applied in selective breeding. Importantly, it also opens the possibility of 

transferring genes across natural borders between different organisms 151. In the field 

of agriculture, this has meant the opportunity to add genes to transgenic crops that 

can express such traits as pesticide resistance, herbicide resistance, increased viabil

ity in harsh environments and added nutritional content152
• Thus, agricultural outputs 

could be immensely raised in terms of quantity and quality, for example, in the form 

of more nutritious foods, which offered wider economic margins. In addition, by 

avoiding or minimizing the use of pesticides, environmental and human health pur

poses could be served. As a consequence, genetically modified products in the field 

of agriculture have mushroomed since 1994. For example, the global area devoted 

worldwide to grow transgenic crops has increased by 44% to 39.9 million hectares 

in 1999 alone 153. 

However, this development has also raised serious concerns. These range from ethi

cal and religious considerations about mankind's role in the world, to various socio

economic issues (for example disruption of small scale farming systems). Concerns 

also encompass potential risks for human health and the environment154
. With re

gard to human health, problems like enhanced allergies and resistance to antibiotics 

are feared. As regards the environment, concerns center on ri-sks to biological diver

Sity155. This concern is heightened if genetically modified organisms are released 

into the environment, for example for the growing of genetically modified crops or 

the growing of fish in aquaculture projects, as these organisms might become inva

sive. Moreover, transfer of the inserted genetic material could occur or non-target 

species might be adversely effected by crops that were designed to be resistant to 

insect pests. Given the relatively small amount of experience with the applications 

151 Katz, Deborah, 'The Mismatch Between the Biosafety Protocol and the Precautionary Principle', 
Georgetown International Environmental Law Review 13 (2001), p. 940, 949. 

152 Katz, (Fn 15J), p. 953. 

153 Hagen, Paul E. and Weiner, John Barlow, 'The Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety: New Rules for 
International Trade in Living Modified Organisms', Georgetown International Environmental Law 
Review 12 (2000), p. 697, 698. 

154 For these both aspects see the detailed analysis of Katz, (Fn 151), pp. 967. 

155 The definition of biological diversity is still contentious. Art. 2 of the Convention on Biological 
Diversity defines it as the "variability among living organisms from all sources ... and the ecological 
complexes of which they are part; this includes diversity within species, between species and of eco
systems". 
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of biotechnology to date, the potential of these effects is, however, still a heated is

sue of scientific debate156
• 

U. Specific problems of trad.::, in GMOs from developed to developing countries 

The potential risks posed by genetically modified organisms led in most OEeD 

countries to the promulgation of respective regulations which, however, differed 

widely from country to country, mostly reflecting the differing cost-benefit assess

ments that the various societies undertook. As far as developing countries are con

cerned, some of them - especially those which engaged themselves in the develop

ment and growing of genetically modified agricultural crops, i.e. Brazil and India

have regulations dating back to the beginning of the 1990s. The majority of them, 

however; lacked experience in this technology and started only recently to develop 

domestic biosafety regulations 157. The problems specificaHy associated with trade 

between countries of so widely differing capacity and standards were relatively 

early brought to the attention of the broader public. In 1986 it was discovered that 

genetically altered rabies vaccine had been field tested by a US institute on an Ar

gentinean farm without the knowledge or consent of the Argentinean governmene S8
. 

However, thereafter no major similar incidents seem to be reported159
. Neither does 

specific data exist with regard to the extent of authorized trade in GMOs between 

developed and developing countries. It appears, however, reasonable to presume 

that developing countries are, due to their wide-spread lack of import regulations 

and assessment capacity, potentially as vulnerable with regard to trade in GMOs as 

with regard to wastes and chemicals, but that, in practice, this danger has not yet 

realized to a similar extent. 

156 Teel, (Fn 149), p. 650. 

157 Hagen and Weiner, (Fn 153), p. 700. 

158 Rajan, Mukund Govind, Global Environmental Politics: India and the North-South Politics of 
Global Environmental Issues, New Delhi J 997, p. J 79. 

159 One could, however, - as in the case of trade in hazardous wastes -easily argue that the reported 
incident was only the tip of the iceberg. 
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III. Historical development 

[The regulation of biotechnology with a view to preventing ",r"'Pr"" ",I,1"""T" is often 
i 

I to as biosafety or 

regard were nnfl""rt<> 

On the regional level, mterrkattonat attempts 

by the EU160
. On the the non-

binding £"-15'-'11<"" au,-"",-,U at the 1992 United Nations Conie:rellce on Envi-

ronment and Janeiro (Rio Summit), issue of 

biotechnology in "-'110''1.'''''' reC;OgJrllZj~S the U'U'''H''', and calls 

upon the international I'n.1rnn11u"ih, to ensure that bl(]lte(:hn:01()gy ",n."';,",u and 

111vlU"'v the Voluntary applied in an sound manner. Later global 

Code of Conduct Environmental Release of 

of the UNlDO, and the 

n .. '"u.uv'U Organisms, 

Intl~rnlltIOlnal Technical elaborated in the 

Guidelines for in Biotechnology, which are both binding na-

ture. 

The issue 

binding 

sity (CBD). 

diversity, the 

benefits 

tential risk to 

include 

the 

ting out 

ment, in the 

for the first 

the negotiations 

was adopted in 1 

use of its components 

of genetic 

biological diversity I 62 , 

this aspect, but only 

to consider the 

procedures, including, 

in context of a global legally 

on Biological Diver

of conserving biological 

equitable 

constitute a 

lengthy to 

terms163
. In addition, 

modalities of a protocol set

advance informed 

160 For an intensive discussion see MacKenzie, Ruth; 'The Regulation of Genet i-
cally Modified Foods in the European Union: An Overview', New York School 
Environmental Law1ournal8 (2000), pp. 530. 

161 Art. ] CBD. 

162 As described above. 

163 to Art. 8 (g) CBD, every party shall, as far as and as appropriate, "establish or 
'''l','''''''''. manage or control the risks associated with the use and release of 

from biotechnology which are likely to have adverse environmental 
that could affect the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity, also into 

account the risks to human health". 

164 Art.J9 CBD. 
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In 1994, at the first meeting of the Conference of the Parties, preparatory works 

were authorized in this regard. Based on these findings, the second COP set up the 

Open-ended Ad Hoc Working Group on Biosafety with a view to draft a Protocol 

whic.h should especially focus on the transboundary movement of GMOS165
. The 

Working Group was scheduled to forward a draft to the First Extraordinary Meeting 

of the Conference of the Parties to the CBD (Ex COP) immediately after its sixth 

meeting, held in 1999 in Cartagena. However, negotiators failed to reach a compro

mise at this meeting. Thus, the meeting had to be suspended. After informal meet

ings the ExCOP was eventually resumed in January 2000 in Montreal where the pro

tocol could be adopted. The Protocol will enter into force on the ninetieth day after 

the date of deposit of the fiftieth instrument of ratification. As of March 2003, 43 

countries have ratified the Protocol. 
. . ~'. 

IV. Central provisions 

1. Scope of application 

The scope of the Cartagena Protocol is established in Art. 4 which has to be read in 

conjunction with Art. 3 and 5. According to Art. 4, the Cartagena Protocol shall ap

ply to the transboundary movement, transit, handling and use of all living modified 

organisms (LMOs) that may have adverse effects on the biological diversity, taking 

also into account risks to human health. The terms "modified" and "living" are fur

ther specified by Art. 3. According to Art. 3 (g), a living mod(fied organism means 

"any living organism that possesses a novel combination of genetic material ob

tained through the use of modem biotechnology,,166. As a consequence of the refer

ence to modem biotechnology, the term LMO effectively equals to what is generally 

known as a GMO. The first drafts of the Protocol still contained the term "geneti

cally modified organism". The substitution with "living modified organisms" was 

established at the end of the negotiations in response to US claims that the latter ex-

165 COP Decision II/5, which establishes the so-called Jakarta Mandate. 

166 Modern biotechnology, in turn, is defined in Art. 3 (i). 
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was more than the slightly negatively term GMOSJ67. 

A means any biological entity capable mate-

rial 168. qualification was especially to so-called 

, that are processed materials ofLMO 

material, for example 

cally the scope of application. 5 un-

one specific category of LMOs, IS 

Protocol 169. 

a) Advance agreement (AlA) 

The key Protocol is the advance informed 

procedure. This is, fact, a form of a prior informed consent procedure as 

the Basel and Some industrialized countries were, nr".UP1iTAr 

use informed consent" could 

tion that as hazardous wastes or cnerrnc:alS 

pushed for a informed al!lreeme:nt' 

and 1 

Protocol, and 

167 Gupta, Aarti, 
lions, New York 

168 Art. 3 (h). 

procedure, its scope as ",,",uU.YU 6 

case of the 

This is the result of a '-'VJlULJ'1VLUL<,,, n,f>n,,,,,,p'Ti 

't",:u,,·Pt1 an inclusion of all LMOs in the of 

generally pushed for a more limited appli-

in an International Context: The Biosafety Protocol Negotia-

to the transboundary movement ofLMOs which 
Thlerptorp one could argue that general provisions, for example with 

also to this ofLMOs. 

170 Gupta, (Fn 167), p. 6. the rationale for this is similar to what was said with 
regard to the term modified 
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b 'l' 171 ca Ilty . 

aa) Scope of application 

The scope of the AlA procedure, i.e. which trimsboundary movements are subjected 

to this procedure, is regulated in Art. 6 and 7 in quite a complicated way that seems 

to reflect the underlying political controversy. The general principle is laid down in 

Art. 7 (1) and (2). Under Art. 7 (1), the AlA procedure shall apply prior to the first 

intentional trans boundary movement of LMOs for "intentional introduction into the 

environment". This phrase is, however, not defined in the Protocol. Instead, Art. 7 

(2) specifies - negatively - that the term "intentional introduction" does not refer to 

LMOs intended for direct us as food or feed, or for processing, like for example 

grains from modified crops. Art. 6 and Art. 7 (4) then contain different kinds of ex

ceptions from this principle regarding LMOs in transit, LMOs destined for con

tained use and LMOs identified in a decision of the Conference of the Parties as be

ing not likely to have adverse effects. In practical terms, the AlA procedure will ap

ply particularly to the growing of agricultural crops, release of fish and of modified 
. . 

mlcro-orgamsms. 

bb) Applicable obligations 

The obligations which are applicable to those LMOs covered by the scope of the 

AlA are mainly contained in Art. 8, 9, 10, 12 and Art. 15 and Annex III. 

aaa) Notification, Art. 8 

According to Art. 8 (1), the procedure starts by a notification by the exporting coun

try or the exporter to the importing country prior to the first intentional transbound

ary movement of an LMO that falls within the scope of the procedure 172. The notifi

cation shall, at a minimum, contain the information as specified in Annex I. Annex I , 

covers a wide range of information, which may be loosely grouped into three cate-

171 Gupta, Aarti, 'Governing Trade in Genetically Modified Organisms: The Cartagena Protocol on 
Biosafety', Environment 42/4 2001, p. 23, 25. 

172 The limitation of the procedure to the first intentional transboundary movement is not explicitly 
stated in Art. 8 (1), but results from Art. 7 (1). 
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concerning the LMO 

with factual infonnation 173; 

aimed at providing the 

status the exporting party 

country of un .... o·rr 

sug'ges:tea methods 

COS(-IOeIleru assessment of state 

uu, •. H.U.'UF, and use. Even if 

Annex I aim at 

nrurt11"1,rr country to take an infonned ae~::aSJlon the import 

bbb) Acknowledgement of receipt, 9 

of the AlA procedure; 

TF','PlTU of the infonnation to the 

9 importing state to ac

Kl1()w~leQgelne][l[ shaH .u,""" ... ,,,, 

OT()ceawre "liJ'-"JU'.V~ in Art. 10, or ac(~or,run 

work party of import that shall 

n"ltprr,r",1rpri in a way that it 

ninety days of its 

"''''An,,,, .. to proceed 

ProtocoL This 

parties which have 

tabUS!lea regulatory systems in place to COIltlIlUe 

to enact new laws in order to comply with 

them, thus not being 

1'rc.to(;o1. as long as they serve 

states that a failure by the Protocol. Finally, Art. 9 (4) 

of receipt shall not consent. 

Dects]ion procedure, Art. 10 

to 

as-

es-

is concerned 

sut)stlllltive requirements and 

aelcls:lonl-m:akmg stage. It vUJLUaHli:> prC)CelilUl 

nrcnn,"F'<O: some specific supportive measures. 

(i) Procedural aspects and enforcement of the decision of the importing C011ln1try 

With to the procedure to be 

state with the 

This information """,Uti"", inter 

Art. 10 (2) provides that 

of receipt, notify to 

the name and of the LMO in ,.."",el"" .. 

of the 'v""IJ"m organisms, rlp~,.nr'tl of the modification and intended use, 

centers of 

174 While the first category can be said to assist in the risk 
address the stage of risk assessment 

category two and three tend to 
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state as to whether the 

written consent or after no 

party of import has 

consent. That 

means that it is up to every importing " ... ,"",t.... of each single 

case, whether it wishes the application Furthermore, Art. 

13 provides the possibility for importing in advance to the Bio-

Clearing-House (a) cases which the tralnstlound:ary movement may take 

at the same time as the movement is import and (b) 

imports of LMOs to be exempted from the 

the importing state opts for written consent, import

ing ..,."'1nnru has to communicate within 270 days lurl"'T'"'''''' or not consent is granted, 

",I"\,,,,tt'l,>1" the period of 270 days shall be '-'A",",11\,J,,", ... , 

is "'''''-11>11"''''' in a case in which consent is unCOll1QJltlC~nal, 

\..U~'''''''J'''' the reasons on which 

and Rotterdam Conventions, Hvjo:.Vt1C .. ""i 

were too the question which to 

cOlmrmnlcate its decision. Art. 10 (5) states that 

to the transboundary movement. Thus, 

no-answer may not be interpreted. 

10 (5) states 

it 

will apply in this case. An interpretation of Art. 10 (5) "H~JLU''''. 

vv,.,,> •• ~~, the above-mentioned Art. 10 (2). It seems to provide that in 

a country does not communicate that written consent is un:nel;essruLV 

sent is a precondition of every transboundary movement. This inten:,rel:ation 

a comparative analysis of Art. 10 (5) 

in the case that an importing country fails to communicate 

....... ,,">-'U'» destined for food, feed or pf()CeSsing. 

a its "consent or refusal to 

one can conclude that Art. 10 must 

any transboundary movement may commence. 

is not explicitly nrc"n" ... , 

coun-

party 

case m 

con-

sec-

is 

115 Art. 14 offers an additional possibility for parties to deviate from the of the AlA 
into and multilateral "consistent with the 

tive of this Protocol and that such agreements do not result in a lower level of 
than that for by the Protocol". 
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the question 

ment, i.e. to allow 

countries are bound to the consent require-

only in case that written consent has notified by 

the importing <","T''''"'''' does not contain an obligation in this 

formed consent is "'''''''''''''-+'''',0' countries have to pnt'l"\rr'p 11'nn.r\rt,na de-

clslOns, one that the same applies also '"n',>,,,'''O Pro-

toco!. Methodically, it seems, however, questionable it is justifiable to draw 

conclusions principle of "prior . Therefore, clari-

fication on this seems necessary, and desirably on behalf of the Conference of 

the Parties, 

(ii) 

The 

sion-making 

down I'ritp1"'1'" 

not uIJI.na""" pro(;eaunu n~qulre:ments for 

refers to Su£'Sl£mll 

importing state to 

its decision. 

risk assessment 

sake, the Cartagena Protocol 

vH' .... "r'" which means that it 

COlnSlderatlOn when AU"",""',;;' 

uu,/5 .... ,'O""O, basically, hp.j'l.u~'pn 

the broader notion of risk mana~;enlenlt. 

(a) Risk assessment 

Art. 

sessments 

must 

.. ... ~-.J states 

caIned out in a scientifically 

IJV"., .. 'H" adverse Pi"t'Af"t" 

"r-"",,,..rt,, .. ,,...,,, with Annex III and 

ment <",",uu''''< Annex III further 

Accordingly, associated with LMOs ""'v"""U 

by non-modified recipients . .rulU'-',," 

count. 

ness, but 

assessment as well as 

,Ullll...,'" III does not 

a point 

and hotly debated 

'''''/Pn,p effects should 

party "shall be in ac-

IS as-

must at 

the risk assessment 

account recognized assess-

of this risk assessment. 

considered in the context 

furthermore, sets out 

which have to be taken ac-

requirement of scientific i>V'.ll"J

assessment <..., .... HHl'"!"' .... 

context of risk assessment was 

account: should the assessment 
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to on 

health also be 

Convention on 

to consider the a Protocol, but 

trast, Art. 8 (g) Convention 

adverse effects to the biological 

human health". of compromise, 

human "taken 

this phrase is as as its 

mise was more a than a 

(~) Risk ......... ,.Ej,"'JLU ... u 

at the o"l~hpnn 

ternatives 

sidering 

concrete terms with 

assessment and 

or should those on 

traced to 

Convention 

no to human 

to control risks 

"taking into account 

agreed on language 

the that 

one. 

that is to 

as a 

import U'""""''''VU 

factors J 76. In 

con-

from 

risks to 

that 

The 

al-

of con-

ess is TPi'pn'pl'l to in Art. 16 as risk ma:na:gernel1t . While 

this proc

Protocol does not 

comprehensively regulate this process, it deals, however, with related issues in 

this ,",v,,,,",,," scientific uncertainty, "socio-economic 'V'-'-,..,'.MV.LU'.H.n,,, and "neces-

sity" . 

A 0'-"''''''''<.L.L.L'''''''.1 operated risk assessment can o ..... ....,uuuv uncertainty with 

regard to IJ'-""'U",", adverse effects, or saj~eerrleIlt at.a level can occur178
, 

an emerging technique biotechnology. This the question of 

how to with these situations the context of the (import) decision - which, 

176 See for this definition, among many the "Codex General Standard for Contaminants and 
Toxins in Foods" of the Codex Alimentarius available at: 
www.who.intlfsf/Codexreview/GENERALSTANDARDCONTAMlNANTSANDTOXINSlnFOODS 
.pdf on 10 March 2003). that the Protocol itself does not contain a defini
tion neither of risk assessment nor of risk management. 

177 While Art. 16 is entitled as "rusk , respective criteria are also embodied in other 
as will be argued below. On the other hand, Art. 16 does not only incorporate certain crite-

ria to be considered in the risk but also contains the for parties to undertake 
such a risk management. For further details see below. 

178 For there is still about the probability that antibiotic resistance will be 
enhanced by the consumption of food based on LMOs. 
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was the most contentious issues during the 

to col touches on this issue at various points. With specific regard to ",,"",,A»"VU,-Au,un.AUS 

context of the AlA procedure, Art. 10 (6) 

to insufficient relevant scientific information shall not 

potential taking a decision in order to avoid or HU .... AUL'" 

"'U"''"''.;J. Hence, the Protocol explicitly measures 

justification in it 

the of precautionary measures remains 

decision-making according to sClentltl,c 1'11"11'" • .,,> 

should, in taking a decision, 

UP1""du and human health or Ulr'PTI~pT" 

During the negotiations,lthis 

"soci o-economic consi derati ons". 

impact of LMOs and biotechnology, ,","~I,",,",Lau 

therefore pushed for inclusion 

Protocol. Developed countries, instead, were 

coun-

account. 

to 
. . 

SOCIo-economiC 

on l1'l£1H)"P>"f>11''' COlmnluInttes, and 

decision-making process of the 

the door to 

26 now states mere protectionist measures 181 • 

socio-economic considerations '"'''O:>U'S 

account 

diversity, but only in so far as 

qualification will likely 

unclear how science-based WTO 

reconciJedJ82
• 

A third substantive (,M'tpr'<l to 

179 Adler, Jonathan, 'More Than Safe: """""",,,,,Hl!5 
International Protocol', Texas International 

LMOs on the biological 

obligations. The last 

as it seems, at the time being, 

socio-economic aspects can be 

decision-making process is incorpo-

Precalltw.nru'Y Principle and the Proposed 
p. 173,194. 

180 Stoll, Tobias, 'LoUJmnJll The Cartagena Protocol 
on Biosafety and the SPS Environmental Law 10 (1999), p. 
82, 98. Further references to the are contained in the preamble, in Art. I, Art. 
11 (8) and in Annex III. The term itself however, used only once, in the 
preamble of the Protocol, The reference to "aJ:lpf()acll" rather than to is due to "m~n~ltl",n 
from some developed countries denied the actual existence of a re
spective principle or considered "''''''''''5 p·.rmr>~'t1 

181 Gupta, (Fn 167), pp. 17. 

182 Stoll, (Fn 180), p. 97. 
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rated into Art. 16 (2). Accordingly, measures ImlDo~;ea to the extent neces

importing party. In sary to prevent 

cal terms, this 

party and 

structural point 

to 

are llv'v",~;:)al 

within the ten"lt01Y 

allows for a wide 

specific guidance. 

as the term 

to limit their 

discretion on behalf 

it is interesting from a 

be interpreted as not 

measures to the extent to which 

uU'''''''''''U would to n"p,.,,,,,nT U.Ull';;;V"'~~'U hurdles to 

national trade and 

WTOlaw. 

to prevent a conflict the Cartagena Prt't" .... ,,,. .... , 

(iii) Concrete supportive measures 

According of the Cartagena "'1"",Tr\r'r\ 

to each 1m .... ,,·1"1" '-''"''''''''-''11 

risk assessment 

the ',","'IJVU;:) •. UUH of 

the ImpOlrtlnlg f'.r.ur,tnr 

does not 

buil ding I 83, 

transactions. 

for general 0"""""-" 

includes regulations 

measures in form of 

designed to facilitate concrete 

While the sentence of Art. 15 (2) COIlIlrms that the party of import ensure 

that assessments are carried out a decision is taken, the sentence 

state may the exporter to carry out as-

sessment. 1Vl()reOV€~r as regards 

that borne by the notifier the importing state so ,,,,,",uu,,,,,,, 

l1"nnnlrTl11.a state is the fact that a risk assessment will be 

but does not have to ,",VJLlU ... ",' it on its own and does not the 

costs. two aspects seem to an expression of the pnnCl-

U .. "U.lV',""' .... V""JlV""', risk assessment is only one. step of procedure. 

or 

parties that 

Conrf~rerlce of the Parties shall, at 

183 For details in this regard see below. 

management, re(lUlreS related ca-

capacities, Art. 10 (7) that the 

meeting, decide upon apt)ropnate mecha-
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nisms to ~""''UH'"'' decision-making by As this provision is 

vague, leep I II have addressed the and have made recommenda-

tions of how to implement the article. 

as wen as 

b) Procedure Q"'~·n. .. <t • .,.n to Art. 11 

eop shall develop 

Of()ce:oures to seek external 

As mentioned exporting countries U"U1U'5""'" during negotiations to 

scope the procedure limited to for intentional introduction 

into the However, this was 'accepted by other countries 

condition all()tn(~r procedure was established those LMOs not llH''''H~''-'U 

use as or or for 

for example gelletlcau un.lUlU,",,", fruits UWI""" con-

sumption or modified processing into 

is .... UJllI4111""'. in Art. 11. 

aa) VUU ........ ,V .. of national regulations 

11 (1), a a decision use 

a commercial or placing on 

HUVU.1l the parties ""''''''1'';11 

. This notification contain the information as set out An-

nex Art. 11 (1) functions as a means of information . .:uuuu"F,with respect 

to regulations in the field 

bb) Import decisions under uV.""''''~''''' regulatory frameworks 

Art. 11 (1) t"pn<>,'£1c to <101nel5tlc use LMO-

11 to naltlollal <1e'ClslorlS on 1'tn'''1> .. 1"" It not .... uIlLal,n an obli-

184 UNEP/CBD/ICCP/2/15, Annex I, Recommendation 217. 

mechanism of the Cartagena Protocol for centralized 

186 These information are similar t~ those in Annex] for LMOs destined for deliberate re-
lease into the but are not so extensive. 
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gation, but asserts parties' right to make a decision for import of LMO-FFPs under 

its domestic regulatory framework that is "consistent with the objective of the Pro

tocol". In this regard, it resembles Art. 2 (1.a) of the Basel Convention, which also 

confirms the right of parties to restrict imports. However, the question of what kind 

of import restrictions may be imposed seems to be much more contentious with re

gard to LMOs than with regard to hazardous wastes. Therefore, Art. 11 (4) and par

ticularly its reference to the "objectives of the Protocol", which include the substan

tive criteria for import restrictions as discussed in the context of the AlA procedure, 

could gain considerable importance . 

. The related Art. 11 (5) requires parties to make such decisions, laws and regulations 

available to the Biosafety Clearing-House. While this information could also serve 

as a source of information for other countries that consider import decisions, its 

main purpose lies in promoting transparency and predictability for those who intend i 

to export LMO-FFPS187. 

cc) Assistance for developing countries with regard to import decisions 

Art. 11 (6) addresses specific needs of developing countries or countries that have 

an economy in transition. If one of these countries lacks a domestic regulatory 

framework for imports of LMO-FFPs it can declare through the Biosafety Clearing

House that its decision prior to the first import of a LMO-FFP, on which information 

has been provided under Art. 11 (1), will be taken according to (a) a risk assessment 

in accordance with Annex III and (b) a decision made within a predictable time

frame, not exceeding 270 days. While it seems evident that the provision is meant to 

constitute a kind of procedural assistance for developing countries it remains largely 

unclear which specific obligations on behalf of exporting countries result from a 

respective declaration of a developing country. In particular, it still has to be clari

fied whether the declaration has only the function to establish a legal framework for 

the importing country which has to be obeyed by the private agents acting as export

ers, or whether it also imposes any kind of obligation on exporting countries to en-

187 In this regard, the provision is quite similar to notification requirements as prescribed by WTO 

agreements. 
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sure that their private agents follow this procedure. The latter interpretation would 

be much more in line with the traditional aim of a prior infonned consent procedure, 

not only to provide importing countries with respective regulations on the import, 

but to assist them also in enforcing these rules and the individual import decisions. 

However, it was already objected that drawing conclusions from the general princi

ple of prior infonned consent raises considerable methodical concerns. Therefore, a 

clarifying interpretation of the COP seems desirable with regard to this essential 

aspect. 

One difference with regard to the AlA procedure as set out by Art. 7 - lOis explic

itly established by Art. 11 (7), under which a failure of an importing country to 

communicate its decision whether to pennit or not the import of a specific LLM

FFP in th¢ context of a procedure under Art; 11 (6) shall not imply "its con~,ent or 

refusal". As already noted, Art. 10 (5);: which addresses the situation of non re

sponse in the context of the AlA procedure, simply states that this does "not imply 

its consent". The additional wording of "or refusal" can, therefore, only be inter

preted in the sense that export may also take place in the absence of an explicit con

sent. 

If one compares the procedure for LMO-FFPs under Art. 11 to that of LMOs des

tined for intentional introduction into the environment under the AlA, two main dif

ferences can be observed: Firstly, while the Protocol itself mandates a specific pro

cedure to be followed for LMOs of the latter category (the AlA procedure), it does 

not do the same for LMO-FFPs, but only offers developing countries the possibility 

to declare a specific procedure as applicable under the Protocol. So, the importing 

party has to trigger off the procedure by a specific declaration and, thus, carries the 

relevant burden. Secondly, while the AlA provides for the requirement of consent 

before a transaction may take place, under Art. 11 (6), exports may also take place 

without the explicit consent of the importing country. Summing up, it can easily be 

noticed that the procedural protection which is offered especially to developing 

countries by Art. 11 is far lower than that presented by the AlA procedure. 

While the preceding analysis has revealed considerable differences between the pro

cedure to be followed under Art. 11 (6) and the one of the AlA, it should be noted 

that the same substantive criteria to be applied are the same in both cases. In particu-
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lar, Art. 11 (6.a) requires a risk assessment to in accordance 

Annex III and 11 (8) explicitly allows to take a precautionary approach 

to on imports. In addition, rules concerning risk man~ 

agement and considerations are 

c) transport, packaging and IOEmtlluc:atllon 

Art. 18 ,",VI"".U'-J,,, handling, transport, va~,,,-a,"'l1.:;; identification ofLMOs. 18 

(1) deals with first three. Accordingly, shall take necessary measures 

to require destined for transboundary movement are handled, va,,,,,-o,:;;vu 

and tr<>n<>r,nrtpi1 conditions of into consideration 

standards. Art. 18 (2) 

Art. 18 (3) states 

and modalities 

H'-'UC.'UH, UU,HUJl1Ui5, rram;port and pacKllgrng. 

very vague n'~'H<Jun,a<JlVJ1 re~ 

parties could not 

tiations. AU".""""U, they postponed 

ties 188
• 

d) Illegal transboundary movement 

(1) upon parties to nrp,VP1,t 

More importantly, Art. 25 (2) 

agueness of Art. 18 (l 

at OTF,,;.t",>r f',n:rnnrr'Tnl 

measures to the Conte:rerlce 

consequences 

tralllst.ounruuv movements 

consequences of an 

upon request, to "''''..,'''C>,"" at own expense, "-'"'"''V'''' illegally 

repatriation or destruction. 

3. Trade non-parties 

it is case with the not 

be of the V .. ""trv·n to 

Karen A., 'Labeling of Modified Foods: and Seientifie Issues', 
rUPTfn,m International Environmental Law Review 12 (2000), p. 717, 721. 

189 1n Art. 24 (1) allows to enter into agreements with non,.n"rtl 
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the Basel Convention it was already nn1nt"'rI out 

parties generally are supposed to serve two 

non

to ensure that par

place under lower en

to encourage ac

Convention served 

stringent approach of the 

consistent with the objec

ttes of a treaty do not get involved in 

vironmental conditions than laid down in 

cess of non-parties. By 

both purposes in a similar 

Cartagena Protocol, 

tives, there is little 

a se<;on.a 

age non-parties to uU;""".v 

of the whole Art. 24 may, hr",,,p'llPr 

4. Domestic management 

agreement. 111ere

upon parties to encour

the practical impact 

The Cartagena Protocol also 'vVJilLaUl;:> nTl'Hl1"'£""''' COllce:mlug domestic manage

ensure that the development ofLMOs. to 

ment, handling, transport, use, trans:ter a 

manner that or H,'\J'U\A~;:> 

account risks to human management) cOlltams 

some respective (1) states that parties shall establish and 

tain appropriate measures to control associated with the use, han-

dling and transboundary movement of LMOs. More specifically, Art. 16 (4) calls 

upon parties to 

ported or locally 

is commensurate 

on one 

ment 

evident the 

seen as a SP(~CJJrlC,rUcm 

term "",n n '''''') A .. ' 

tionable, as they 

to ensure that any modified organism, whether im-

an appropriate period of observation that 

time before it is put into use". 

t'TCltQl:;Ol also addresses the domestic manage

"n'>"I'OVP obligations are very vague. This is 

but also Art. 16 (4) which could be 

l<::aUVIIC> is watered down by the use of the 

eSl)eC:U'\i'e provisions is further more 

new ;:>UIJ",'-',Ul\A;; /','yr ........ .,· .. ""£1 to what was already provided by 

190 Art. 2 is entitled "~M,_~.'n I UIl)Jl~;allUll" 
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the on Biological Diversity19t. 

5. Supportive measures 

The Protocol c011tams two ouren;:nt kinds of "", .. ,..",rt,uP measures: 

specifi cally context of the 

pf()ceoUJre or the context 

sec:ono, those related to 

are contained in Art 20 (1ntOIml'ltlcm 

have already discussed 

"'acH.; .. , ..... ""'. Provisions in this regard 

Art. 

22 (Capacity-building) X""'''V'«" Mechanisms and KeSOtLrC(~S 

make .. ",i'", .. ,~nr·'" to the need developing often par-

highlighting ('{\llnt.,p" and small island states. of 

them, nr"""""",,.. contains a", .. '"'''''''' CIJmmrtmc;:nts. Nevertheless, it should be err,pee'''''' 

that Art. states that the Ilnam~Ial of the 

on Biodiversity that is the shall also 

nnan(:IaI mechanism the Protocol. As the 

provide will ensure at least a 

sources. I"L,lH,L\J"U .. '". by the fact that 

resources for capacity-building in the of a project on biosafety p>u'nr~'" to 

be ImlDlemente:a . In addition, the Intergovernmental comrmttee on the 

Cartagena second .. ",v."u,", endorsed "Action Plan 

Building '-'<L .... "' .. ".,,"'., for the I·;'f't''''f'tn,p Implementation of the '"rt'.lC"'..,<l Protocol", 

with a VIew to facilitate support development capacity to "'T'·"'''T'U'''' Im-

191 Stoll, (Fn 180), p. 88. For the exact wording of Art. 8 see Fn 163 above. 

See Art. 10 and Art. II (9), 

193 The UNEP-GEF Global on the of National Biosafety Frameworks began in 
June 2001. This three year is designed to assist up to 100 countries to develop their National 
Biosafety Frameworks so that can comply with the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety. The project 
will also promote regional and For details see 
http://www.unep.ehlbiosafety/index.htm (accessed on 28 

194 of the Committee for the "'r"t"!'''' Second Nairobi 
1-5 October 2001, UNEP/CBD/ICCPI2IlS. 
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6. movements 

shall take appropriate measures to n1""'''PlnT 

movements ofLMOs. If such a 

According to 

tentional traJtlstlouna,iI 

less occurs, Art. 

neighboring states 

"IJ'-,"' .... "''' which notifications a party has to ''''\,1p1'''''' 

measures. 

movement to enable them to 

,",a".v.,." does not exactly fit into 

counter

catleJ;!onZ'ltlOln of trade, 

domestic and SU10D()TIllVe measures as it requires domestic measures, but only to the 

extent that states might be affected. 
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D. and comparison of key mechanisms of the Convention, 

the Hottelrda Convention and the'Cartagena Protocol 

In """".,tillJ<:: three sections, was looked at individually. The follow

sec:[Io:n_ UC,C>CI;;.au, will to .~_ ...... , the whole 

treaties as as to to the main 't'tplrpnI'P'" between the 

. I. The background 

1. on trade 

at 

n<>lr1'PT'rI becomes 

the 

domestic production 

aQJree:m~mts. a 

products like 

chemicals and as as the generation of waste pose 

vv.",,, ... ,,,.aUJ.\J environmental and health risks. When awareness of these risks 

developed countries to build up corresponding management systems to 

counter risks. In "' .. " u ... ,'" '. res:oel:;tnre efforts in countries started 

any. This domestic 

on 

1-1"",<<1.\,"'1"", incidents in all -on 

in particular 

hp1"''''I''n developed and 

While 

with regard to 

.......... ,,", .. problems related to 

into a VHJ'U""~' np:r"np:(~tl 

have already 

section will to 

of the problem between de'veJloo:ed and developing COlunltnes 

a) sovereign right of states over the use of their h,.· ..... t" .. · .. , 

that waste, hazardous and LMOs all or()QtLCe or might produce ad-

verse to the en'vm:mrnelot or human health, can be considered as a 

sources of some as 
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especially same substance is prohibited by the ",v,,,r.?+,ft COUll

therefore UVIU",~U'- use. nu!"'v~'r one has to realize 

substances, is an ImenOOJOal "''''..,''<UII';''' 

the exporting state to the territory 

state has, due to jurisdiction over 

trade in general, 

11"nno1rtlr.n state. Im-

the legal IJV''''UHHLY of re-

any imports. To consider a transfer, which has been permitted by the im

as immoral would imply, that of the country to 

is not ac(:eptea 

environmentally sound. conSlaelrea 

to some 

such 

as not 

contra-

a central principle of international en'Vlf'OnlmenUl1 law: as established in 

Declaration, state has the Stockholm Declaration 

right to rlp1~"''''M how to use its This power is only limited by 

on one t.>rnt,-.ru can have on 

state or to the global commons. The stated pnnClple 

to establish, on its own, which substances to 11Y'1nn'r1" 

another 

state 

reason, trade in -

and thus also the export of hazardous substances as such, even domestically 

seems to with mterrlatlonal1aw. 

b) problem of a ··" •• ",p, .... iioni" decision 

nUJP,u'r the principle 

substance is a CO]LlSC:IOl 

down above ""'~"F'."""." that the decision to .""",nrt a cer-

one can only of the exercise 

the crucial a U""_l>"VI was taken. '"-'vu" ....... 

IS circumstances which a SUI)st:am;e enters 

the factual situation import must 

preceding a similar pattern: 

""F'.'.IU" ... in developing countries with 

most unavoidably, 

IS 

gIVen III 

domestic man

to hazardous sul)stam;es resulted, 

import capacities. 

administrative measures to control 

import of rpI;!TlPt'tnJ'p goods. a co]nS€~Qt:len,ce, C01Unlcne:s were 

not aware at all imports, or of the ''''lal'-,", risks of a sul)st;all(~e or were not 

to assess these properly. This led to uncontrolled rnr,nrlrl;! that caused or, at 

had the possibility of causing serious environmental harm these countries. 
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c) The perspective 

the trade developed to 

""1'ltn.".;, must be ..,A,:UHUH.,U dlffer,ent perspective. crucial point 

ma Firstly, the source risk stems a deve]-

often not possess the Ca]Da(:uy to 

import and to vv<.'u .... "" a proper assessment and thus to 

take a ,rnT\ ..... rl Thirdly, 

ing developed countries do the possibility to control the trade means of 

export controls -, but often do not 

comes even worse, developed 

it. Fourthly, moral "account" be-

export a substance, ~O'''L'''' 

have 'HUHUL"UJ',","",,. aOlne:st1C control measures in order to n1"r'tp.,~t their own 

citizens. of view, seems to be an ex-

porting developed I'n" .... n.,"'''" to support importing ,",<v •• ""'<:;' countries when "",","UHJIF, 

trans boundary movement H<"~<U'''''V'"'''' substance. 

II. Regulatory mE~cnanlsnlS 

of followed in all 

fields. the above 

broader public which waste, 

or increased to 

as a consequence prior-mentioned incidents. efforts were 

then global were 

non-binding now, de-

has and legally 

realm, the Rotterdam Convention in 

field the field 

trade .... .,l'UT""'"'''' 

In obligations concernmg "n"""v,>"", management, 

and, case of the Basel and Protocol, 

ing trade are 

1. between 1I1>"·_ii,,.,, 

67 
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Rotterdam the Protocol provide for a 

me~cnanllsrrlstoAvF'~'U'V ,",,,,1'uu',,,.., parties. 

a) Ban 

Convention is the only 

so in three {"l1ttpr,>" 

the three Conventions which incorporates a 

. Firstly, it prohibits hazardous waste ex-

area south of The most mt(~re:stIrH! aspect of this kind 

is is applies UTh,pU'PT or not such wastes are to transboundary 

movement. can be to the the 

as it is not aimed at nr()te(~tm!Q' a single a region, that is 

and thus a global commons. 

The i)"'\.,vuu kind of ban is obligation of exporting countries, not to permithaz-

"'rrt,,",l1C! waste to be shipped to a to generally prohibit 

waste decision. 

ban lies that it is not ",,,,a.U1,'"l]''''''' t11r'~("TI"7 

",,,,,,"H'-' the Convention a certain domestic measure of importing coun-

to an international obligation exporting "'''''''''t....... Therefore, the U""~l"J'VU to 

ban the import rests the importing {'""nt1"'" and is not taken by 

'",,,,u"'1'.I"1,,,.., itself 196. In international support in the enforcement 

aeCISl()fl by 4 (La 

a import ofa 

.. ,,,'v,,, ..... ,,, an element of 

importing country 

preceding measures were already 

defined as a 

At the same 

in the original 

it 

the 

the so-caned total was 

reH~ctl;~a during the adopted on, as a 

binding and a formal 

amlenorrleIII. has not as now entered into it is in effect, it 

of waste from states listed Annex VII (mainly 'J-W"-'L' 

195 A fourth case of a ban is Im~losf:d on trade with-non 

196 For this reason, the of this measure as a ban be uestlOlled which how-
ever, not be further discussed at this 
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the to non-listed countries. this case, the UI,,,"vl.:>JlUll 

of a transfer does not any longer rernaln 

IS down in the ua'''Ul, ..... agreement 

countries 197. 

each single 

Responsibility 

country, 

enforcement is 

b) informed consent procednre 

consent procedure 

'lM"·(ln~'n" Protocol as 

aa) Genera) concept 

the central 

as of the 

informed consent procedure "",Ule""",.", basically of 

IS l'nllnh"'l.' to the 

substance to 

the Rotterdam 

Convention in 

elements: 

country "'VI1"",l 

to has to be cornmum to the <>vr.nrr,n country. 

without the exporting country has to prevent PV1',nrlfC from taking 

consent of the country, within limits. Therefore, 

two lUIlualITHmL,U ways, that is 

to strengthen by enforcmg 

bb) Differences the single agreements 

a high 

crete application to 

will 

procedure 

providing information 

flexibility con-

on five the scope of procedure (that is which substances are 

to it); the whether are established on 

the to what kind is provided m 

197 Art. 4 A does not for a corresPoflCleltlt obligation of im,,,,tt'n countries to irn-

To facilitate the the following section will not differentiate between the terms In-

formed consent and advance informed agreement. So, reference to the PIC procedure is to be read to 
include also the AlA of the Protocol. 
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the U""~"'.'UU.-HJ."J:\..lHi5 and what happens if the 

spond to 

aaa) Scope of application 

In the case Convention, the PIC Dr()CeOUlre 

overall aroreeme:nt, UJt',pr'''<'l(1 in the case of the Rottelrdam 

to re-

to scope of the 

agena Protocol it covers only a certain category (only ,",U'-,ULJ',",'LJ'''' in Annex III 

and LMOs for introduction into the en'VlfIO!1lment. re~;peCtIvel How

covered by 

Ko,nero,lmConvention 

ever, it should also that, nonetheless, 

D[()CeOUlre seems considerably higher 

and 

stances200
• 

bbb) 

tTO'LO(:Ol. reflecting the much higher relevance of these sub-

the procedure 

It one COIls](Jlers what triggers the PIC procedures, it can seen that the Basel 

vention 

which 

Protocol, a 

a notification for every single movement of wastes 

contrast, under the and the 

must only be conducted once: at the time of listing of a 

'-'11'\,,1111'-''''', or at the time of the respectively. 

nrr'''''''.rnu·p is quite a complex process it is ",u,,,P,u that a shipment-by-

shipment Dr()CeOUl~e stronger in the case of a 

the form aO,ODI:eo Convention reflects 

unique nature transportation of waste. It theret,ore seems that the shipment-

by-shipment UVI.U1\.ClULVU requirement is of the peculiarity 

waste as a ..... (1t<>nf·p than of its lower trade 

ccc) the decision of ..... ","' .. · ... "'.n countries 

nTt,"rrl.,,,,, Convention is the only one that does not set out 

199 Further aspects include: which information must be provided along with the notifica
tion, which timeframes are set out for the different steps of the PIC and under what circumstances can 

decisions be reviewed . 

. 200 For estimates see the respective sections above. 
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to be account to the 11'nnr.~IT decision. As a conse-

quence, the importing EV'll1"1h"" is completely in this contrast, 

Convention a 

more or it must be a~~,t;~~;t;U whether transboundary movement can be 

pendent on 

as "environmentally sound". It should however, 

is quite general. 

.v"' .... "u by the 

operationalization is 

;onlterence of the 

.. <>rl11"-'" the importing 

the lan-

to take a 

but that is 

that mentioned "'''L...,.,," are met. With to the 

has equally to ensure 

·"rt"o,~ ..... <> Protocol, one can 

observe that it requires the party to conduct a risk assessment for which it 

establishes essentially on the scientific 

nUIP"'>1" it also IJ"'"'''''' 

tions. can conclude the 

complete the basically procedural approach of 

aspects. The that the Rotterdam Convention not contain an ele-

ment is somewhat compensated by that it sets out quite detailed for 

the inclusion of new ,",H,.Hl,lv",." to the annex (which determines 

tion). Lau"" •• ", ..... by Protocol 

ddd) to assist .... '''' .... It .... ,.' in .......... ,~ a specific import decision 

As mentioned 

substance. The 

an lH,I'''' .... ''' .... decision sufficient llll,onmauon about a 

Convention as well as the ",rt'':lN.'''''' Protocol, there tore re-

notification an intended export to accompanied by information as set 

out in in an annex. both cases, h'TTt" • .,. information may requested 

importing country. This information serves as a assistance decision to 

for a taken with to the import. IVl()relov~~r. 

clause VaJ,H1JlS to establish . 201 
u..".,UJ,.., supportIve measures . 

the 

could 

m{mtLOfteO reClUlrerneltlt to conduct a scientifically 

be a"">""''''''I~.'''' measure as it serves as an aOcJItlOn:al detailed 

20J Art. 10 (7), In contrast to supportive measures, Art. J 0 (7) does not consider ca-
but specific assistance with regard to individual processes. 
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and source of account 

countries, states that cost assessment 

shall borne by the exporter country so 

Unlike above mentioned Rotterdam provides for a 

process of chemicals into III. The function of 

however, not to determining the of a chemical 

In addition, it information for a 

This up and so 

document. serves an international 

decision about the inclusion of a into the annex, to facilitate decision-

regard to the import decision of each individual country. It can there-

U"."",u,<vu a multilateral v1'-''''',.1< of assistance slon:-lnallonlg for import

opposed to elements set up Convention and 

eee) of importing to respond to the 

describing the general the PIC, it has that the principle 

informed consent requires that no take place without 

the importing appears to in which an 

fails to to timeframe 

. However, principle is incorporated 

Convention, with that no movement may 

without explicit consent. contrast, the Rotterdam and the 

Protocol provide types of regard. The 

Convention principle that a may not be ex-

a response. It 

provide three cases 

the chemical may continue. it limits the 

exporting country not to exports to a one year after mo-

ment the importing was due to transmit a <From the 

developing constitutes a weakness of the as 

202 All three agreements for detailed schedules for all of the PIC procedure. 
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the reason nOll-n~spom;e will most a of lack of capaCI1[Y 

The Cartagena Protocol with respect to the consent does not 

lie in any exceptions of the principle, two cases of vague to 

define itself. Firstly, it of explicitly no transfer 

without prior consent. through mtj~rnretl:mcm it can be may 

deemed consent is required203
• turtnerrnOJre to state 

the VOJ; .. ",'<","'" exporting state to ,",,,j'UH,,", decisions HV •. HU,.", to it Im-

cc) 

The ,...,Yr'r<P''''T of the informed consent is '",'ULL.vU. differ-. 
.,\;' 

ent ag:ree:m<;:nts. Even LV""U"'_" only on 

each agreement to 

elusion about which agreement ... £'1" ............ "'1'(.><' the most protective 

The depends on various am~cmg which 

a con-

the PIC. 

the pre-

It seems that the nf(lCeOU1:e as set out in the Convention is the 

most "UJ'U",''''U' one with regard to element as it the most 

nrlnl1"'C>T1" in terms 'cons<::nt requirement". 

terms of providing """,,,,,.,"11",,

it is most 

enJtorlcernerlt IJJlVVl"'111" of develop-

The Rotterdam 

seem more efficient with 

the 

and the ....... "' .... j",,,... t'lrOU)CO'l. however, 

developing cmmOles with adequate 

deficiencies. 

kinds of 

heI'ei()re it seems fair to 

to cope with 

agreement 

c) Further measures COlnc~~rn 

ban and/or the PIC PfC)Ce,our 

the agreements for 

203 For an int"TnTPt"J"inn of the TP<:,yprlrlVP 

with W1<,,, ....... ,"" 

respectively, ('nly<ot"n 

trade with 

the key mechanisms 

All of them, however, 

see the section above on the Cartagena Protocol. 

204 Another I1U~1>Ju.,<operspective would for example, the on trade caused each 
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further measures instruments un ..... , ... "" 

"'''''.IUII'' mandating more or measures, designed to 

control measures at and transport 

the Basel Convention "',","U,",,,,,,",,, COltlSl·neI'alJle efforts to regulating re-import 

waste and consequences is a result of incidents 

during the negotiation phase of Convention that revealed serious 

in this regard, The Cartagena Protocol touches on this issue as well, but 

more general. 

rU:l'"'W.1 ..... set of obligations is set out Rotterdam Convention and the 

During greemems. the 

was a settled by a ,-.rw ......... ·,..,. ..... 

one hand, certain ", ... /i,..,'U1\ ...... " excluded 

on the other hand, Instea,n, a 

of second prc)ce,om to those 

the PIC procedure. chosen in the 

and in the Cartagena I:'rc)tolcol to support the decision-making nr,.,,,",,,,,>,,, 

porting countries. However, none them contain a "consent" reC1Ullrenlen,t. it 

can be stated, that this ...,v,'v" ..... nrnr'p"nrp tends to focus on assistance in 

tory deficiencies of importing while being rather silent on of 

enforcement. Generally thus offer a lower of prcltec:tlOn to 

veloping f'All1nt." 

2. Trade with nOO-1131 

The Basel Protocol both vV"' •• U.H 

ing trade with-non to restrictions. The respective 

Convention are, however, more as they permit trade with lon-nanH~S only 

if a particular agreement is whose provisions "are not 

205 Art, 12 notification for chemicals which are banned or restricted by a 

party, but not listed. 

206 Art. II no'","" ""'''' the ,u,,,,;uu.,,, for LMOs intended for direct use as food or or for process-
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sound" than provided Basel Proto-

mandates consistency "objectives" 

but not require the while the 

stantive widely, in the case of the Convention there 

is no "procedural 

erOgarlOn from the 

non-parties. practice, will make 

Protocol much easier. 

In spite of differences of both is same, namely creating .,..."""""'1'"",, 

incentives non-parties to join agreement, as as ensunng transac

was also 

""uU'VAL. but finally re-

a party meet the same standards. A nnn_r'"n''' 

during of 

jected. 

3.1I0Ime!m management 

All three agreernel1lts contain provisions re~~arla1TIlg domestic management of 

regulated HU" ... ", but the of this differs greatly: whilst the Rotter-

Convention only provides for HUUU.""'" 

tive measures, the 

body operational 

".au"",,, are a very general nature 

nOflethele:ss be 

efforts to the rp"nPt-rn;rp 

Supportive measures 

l .. '-'lU,'", ... in the section suppor-

Convention em

instruments, 

enl:orc:eal)le. It should 

recently to 

AU 

era] 

""""V,,",, provide a range of supportive measures including especially 

nH)mlatilon exchange, international capacity-building and finan-

trade, in that 

general "al!-"''' .... Y 

Therefore, 

measures from the above-mentioned obligations regard-

are not linked to a specific trans boundary movement. They are 

developing in building up or the 

necessary to deal with hazardous nrC)Qucts and wastes. 

long-term is uaC"""UIY need of countries 

transactions. measures is that they 

by "'n.'''' ... ' .... countries most of 
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obligations cause only some indirect costs in of ex-

any. On hand, not impose procedural and are 

thus trade restrictive. 

Conclusions 

All a!!n~ements so were "".'U,"'"," in re-

sponse to which to a 

were experiencing in trading with hazardous wastes and products, particular 

controlling 

focus on regulating 

considered by 

latter are <>v1"''''''''' 

issue 

a consequence, 

with nO][l-Danl 

Protocol, whereby 

as OOlnefmc mana:gerneIlt 

of them 

is only 

vv,""'''uv ..... , one can generally that all agreenaents deploy 

only vague with the Att."'rn<>rY'I Convention, however, by far, 

one with least coverage. 

specifically to the mechanisms used to I'""n1T.no' trade the 

the Basel Convention is only ltH,tn'rY'I,"nt containing a 

coun-

de(~ISlon. As the 

IS the most vH,,'''''',U 

here tore it 

hazard

possibility to ous products. On the rlP,,\1"1'''''''' countries from 

Politically, a is only <1j<Jlvv<1UJ'v 

UwvUJlGI.L1V11.'U consensus, that associated 

with an import cannot concmensateo by rpcnp,'l'nj·p IJtmeltlts. The group of 

a consensus exists at moment seems to substances 

waste destined final disposal, while even regard to waste for recycling a 

total ban seems to still contentious. This is VA"'V'~''''' by the fact Basel Ban 

A.TIaerlo.nneIU has not into ban was also, a short 

while, on agenda of the to the Rotterdam Convention, it was 

207 As of March 2003, 
entry into force. 

36 parties had ratified the ban, while 62 ratifications are for its 
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not even discussed I-'rl'\Tl'\('ol talks. 

The core mechanism of the Cartagena tJrCH/l'~/l1 and the 

Basel procedure. It seeks to 

eniorc:ement of re-

mams I'ln'Ll,p'VPT with some with the l1"",n1'\11'1"1n states mt~mSel 

While the provides "'~."."VH''"' assistance, all agJreements 

In 

,",VAn':"J'" general """>-''''". 

of importing both in terms 

10nlQ-terrn. supportive measures should 

~U'E>U"vu the overall 

entorcelnent capacities. 

~b""""U~'''U for 

importing ,",".J'un."" countries SU10et'tltIOUlS. mid-

they should, however;' focus to 

are es~,ennal for developing countries to PY, .. r",,,,,, those tasks, agreements 

an agreement do not to pVlnr" ..... n states. Put more more 

measures, be it regard to decision-making or it with 

more '"'''';''"'uu~, "'"'v •.• v" .... supportive measures are in 

area and en:torcelnelnt capacities. 
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While in vu, • ..,.'",. two those "product MEAs" were examined focus on 

deal with concentrate on domestic 

the Protocol the Stockholm 

tion. 

A. Montreal Protocol on Substances that ."'''' .• ..,.,.''' the Ozone (Mont-

real Protocol) 

1985, the Convention the of the 

as a Tr!>n1P'uTl,rle convention to threats to ozone 

adopted context 

Montreal Pr<}t.ocol was 

to establish specific measures to 

re(1U(:e and ..... unn .. ""'" certain ozone depleting ,;)u"" ..... "''"'". 

I. Factual background 

was discovered 1840. Around ael:ec1rea it in the earth's 

surface of earthio8
. ozone layer stratosphere (10-50 kilometers above 

performs two essential1U11ctlOnls U''"'''\'OO,'U 

radiation, which prevents harmful radiation reaching the 

solar 

surface and it 

is also essential the maintenance of atrno:sptlerlC temperature209
• Scientists 

that a 1 per cent decrease in stratospheric ozone in a 1-2 per cent in-

crease UV-B radiation. This is equivalent to 100.000 150.000 additional cases 

cataracts world-wide each or a 2 per cent increase in some forms 

208 Litfin, Karen Ozone Discourse: Science and Politics in Global Environmental 
NewYork1994,p.1I5. 

209 Lee 'The Future of the Montreal Protocol: and Methyl Bromide', flir,rri .. ,rfl 

Environmental Law Journal 18 (1999), p. 609, 610. 
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on 

environment un ...... '.u .. o. or 

ecologically important aquatic more rapidly degradation paints, plas-

tics and and potentially climactic ~"'~Lt,~V 

In 1970, first voiced concerns over of the ozone 

research was v""" ... , .. ",u hypothesizing that chlorofluorocarbons 

rernalniniliearnloSipnlere react with and 

rlt>",rr.",u ozone molecules and 

periods and 

....... L .... L'V." deplete the ozone . Later on, 

"U'~l"'''(j'''''. This news concerns regard were also 

was not " • ...,va' ........ from an ",,..{,<n'r'Wl1 

and stable. Therefore, 

as coolants in 

gIven and use, 

on"WJI:lc. non-flammable to produce, 

,-,,",,,a ... ,, widely used 

air conditioning, 

World War II, es-

in aerosol 

H1\"-I1'''''1.1 equipment """HIJlLa'LlVJll, compo-

nents producing plastic foam computer chips214. 

in 1 

21() 

end of the 1980s Oe(;OnleS evident if one COflSldlers some related figures: 

US industries, U .. 1.,,"11j,0 up for one-third of all 

more than US$ 870 worth of these "U,,,,H •• V,,.'''' 

produced world

year. Goods 

annually, and more involving were even worth US$ 

billion of 1 .. ",Ul1." ... eO'un:'m(~nt relied on 

Duncan, International Trade and the Montreal >'N)Tflf',nI London 1996, p. 9. 

Laura, Protecting the Ozone through Trade Measures: 
the Trade Provisions Montreal Protocol and the Rules of the UNEP Envi-

ronment and Trade No.6, Geneva p.7. 

212 (Fn 208), pp, 61, 

213 Ling, Bing, Countries and Ozone 
tions', Tulane Environmental Law Journal 6 (1992), p. 

Protection: Issues, Principles and 
92. 

214 Faries, Timothy C., the Air: An Examination of International Law on the Protection of 
the Ozone Layer', Alberta Law Review 28 (J 990), p. 818, 821. 

215 Cook, Elizabeth, a Milestone in Ozone Protection: Learning from the CFC 
'''''''Ul',.<vu D.C. 
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II. Historical development 

1. Developments until the adoption of the Conveution 

HH"'H.laLJV""" action to ozone depletion began late . In 

March a meetuu1. of from go'"entlments, intergov-

ernmental Washington drew up a Plan of 

the scientific uncertainty at that 

terms causes and extent 

abatement IJV11"'"wi> 

ozone depletion and the economic cost of IJV.;:>':WlHv 

plan merely on international re-

and .0-C)rGllmmrlg Committee 

on co-ordinate May 

1981, 

regime to n .. {\tf",~t it established 

Group . The seven meetings 

atrlraCl[ea little am;mllon on behalf ,vnrnh',,,,,, and showed a 

terest 

preferred to 

European V\)'UU.UUllH 

CFC production capacity more generally. 

ada and the Scandinavian countries, on other which had already taken spe-

domestic measures this equally international 

on March 1 the Convention Protection 

Ozone (Vienna Convention) was adopted at a Conference 

held Vienna. 

of disagreement about the kind of measures to be 

the Vienna Convention imposes few concrete obligations. are to take 

propriate objective protection health 

and environment the of human activities that the 

216 A 

217 World Plan of Action on the Ozone 

Benedick, Richard 
1991,pp.3. 

Ozone iJil7i01nac:v: New 

UNEPIWGI7125/Rev. 1, Annex 3 (1977). 

218 UNEP ,(wprnmC1 Council Decision 91l3B of May 1981. 
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ozone . The nature measures is not nor does Convention 

specifY any particular substances to which 

in an annex, ""'''<!T'''''''PC! 

layer. only measures the 

take, concern the assessment 

Convention therefore 

who proved unable 1985 to 

2. The Montreal Protocol and its amendments 

measures must relate. It merely 

ozone 

parties to 

ozone depletion22o
• 

by the 

two months after the adoption of 

Survey team published their uu ........ F.'" 

Following assessments, undertaken by 

F.<U"'"~'''VAA, concluded that CFC prCH1UCtl<)fl 

Vienna Convention, a British 

, with environmental 

an .",.,."""'," hole" over 

the World Meteorological 

would lead to a dangerous degree 

cOlase:quem;;es as 

spurred the HW'-'UJlaUVH,CU community to take actions. 

The Ad Working Group a Protocol on Chlorofluoro-

carbons to Vienna Convention the Protection of the Layer, established 

by its seSSl(J,n in LJ'v\A ... I.UU',",' 

Protocol on Layer (Mont-

real Protocol)223. The Protocol was adopted in ~el)IeJmDeI at a Lonre:rel}Ce 

It ent~:rea 'lnl"""'''' 1, 1989. 

In contrast to the Vienna Convention, it COlrltamS gat.1OflS for the n<>rtH'" 

and 

a range of OZIDnj~-alen!et1 

219 Art. 2 (1) Vienna Convention. 

220 Art. 3, 4 Vienna Convention. 

of consunlption and 

221 Patricia and Boyle, Alan, International Law And The Environment, 
2002, p. 519. 

222 Kiss and '.>H,.HV.", (Fn p. 508. 

223 (Fn 21 p.93 
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Before ,",VJlHHU-"" these obligations more detail, it is 

of the T""<1",r,"" of the Protocol is that its development 

"n,rt""t to note that one 

not finish with 

result of the 

col These parties to 

larlyassess control measures on basis of recent information, were technically 

facilitated provisions allowing Hv,!UU'''' adjustment agreement itself24
. 

The main to the were established at following meetings 

the the Parties to at the meeting in London in 1990, at 

the 1995 and at 

in 1997. which 

more in detail as 

can be into two categories. 

main obligations, 

first covers an1lenatn.en1ts regarding both 

inclusion new substances into rp.rY11'Yl,," and the U M JlU"' .... , M of existing 

tions. of result of new ,u'"",nrll'f' 

were more severe 

set of taking account special situation 

developing countries. 

Ill. Central provisions 

The provisions J.H'JIH.lv(ll Protocol UH'ClluaLv parties to .", .. ,,"" 

or phase-out domestic pn)(lllctllon and consumption 

chemicals. addition, the trade vV.U6''"U\.'uo supportive meas-

ures. 

1. Scope application 

not a "I-"_"""l clause ,",'-'JlUlJlU!". scope. Its is 

rather Vl">U,,"U by the various amJexes, containing various kinds ozone 

224 In to control schedules are defined as . According to Art. 2 (9), 
once these are agreed by the of the Parties are binding upon all 

those who voted against them. In contrast, under Art. 2 other revisions, including the 
adding of new chemicals to the control are formal "amendments". will be binding 
on those who them. As a consequence, not all of the current version bind 
every state who has ratified the version. An updated overview of the status of ratifications is 
available at; For more details the institutional 
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mg sut)sta:ncl~s to the operational 

2. Domestic management: Control of domestic production and consumption 

The section will first ex,lmine 

mainly aCl::or<1Ulg 

obligations concerning I1n'"I"I""1'1 

control of domestic IJ~~JU"'''' 

man-

and 

the 

be dealt 

treatment 

5, 

a) Obligations contained in Art. 2 2 A - 21226 

2 2 2 I constitute the core control mechanisms of 

and phase-out production and 

ozone (4) of the original the 

Montreal state parties exceptions, to con-

sumption production of to fifty year 

(1986) by 1999. The parties to freeze their 

at the base Countries with an auuu.o.. consump-

bon under 0.3 kilograms in practical terms -'~fJ'"'''' coun-

were, given a ten to comply, a so-called period. 

next the by new findings, 

the standards adopted in would not be I.>U,,,vJH!; ozone 

and supported development al-

whi ch were at harmful to 

agreed to accelerate the phasing-out In addition, they 

parties 

<1e'Cldle<1 to include 

new in the regime. this was done by I.>"'J'''<1111o;:; an-

nexes or new operational provisions, often closely IV\.''-'lJ,'-'U on already 

'-'AI""'H!; ones, which re1en:ed new <UlJl!'-'''''-''' amended by Am end-

225 If a U'\)'Yl",Vll is not only applicable to substances contained in a certain annex, but to all annexes, 

the Protocol refers to the term "controlled substances". 

226 See Art. 2, 2 A, 2 B, 2 C, 2 D, 2 E, 2 F, 2 2 Hand 2 I. 

the Montreal Protocol contains many provisions which are almost identical apart from 
to different annexes and set up different schedules. 
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ment which was the last amendment that pnl'p"''''rI into +r.¥,,~44 

for the following phase-out schedules for the substances 

Protocol provides 

the various an-

nexes: CFCs (elimination by 1996); Halons by 1994); Carbon tetrachlo

ride (elimination by 1996); Methyl chloroform (elimination by 1 HCFCs 

(elimination of consumption by 2030; of by 2004 at the level of 

1989); (elimination by 1996); Bromochloromethane (elimination by 

Methyl bromide (elimination by 2005)229. 

provides The most 

IS 

the 

5, concerning developing countries, which will be considered 

section. Furthermore, the Protocol also contains exceptions apply-

ing to all states. 

the purpose of the Protocol, not included in 

d . f 230 pro uctlOn amount 0 a party· ; addition, most 

extent that 

that is UCI';C::;::;i;U to uses them to be 

b) Special treatmen~ for developing countries 

by which is, 

calculation of permissible 

the articles apply only "save to 

of or consumption 

The position developing in the of ozone depletion can charac-

~pr'7p'l1 as follows. At the time of the adoption Protocol, they made a relatively 

''"'" .. , ..... " to ozone depletion. DOltentlal for In£'rp'~<;!'''£1 pro-

duction of oz~)m!-aeDjle and likelihood this could simply nuI-

the """,IV"" ",n/lJ"·\.j states, made it essential to encourage to join the 

agreement. This Oe(;OnleS "''''''POtU if one considers an estimate ""'-"' ... " ....... to which 

two percent of stratospheric ozone would be depleted by 2050 if every country 

m The Beijing Amendment entered into force on 2002. 

229 As far as not noted otherwise, the schedules refer both to production and consumption. The 
and dates only reflect the ultimate target set out by the Protocol. Most ofthe articles, however, estab
lish further obligations to be met in the meanwhile. For Art. 2 B does not only 
mandate the elimination of the consumption of Halons 1994, but also mandates a reduction 
1992 to the level of 1986. 

230 Art. I (5). 

231 Art. 1 A (4). For further exceptions see Art. 2 (5) - (8), including, for 
certain cases, to transfer a portion of the calculated level of production or 
party. 
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CFC use at prC~Sel1t level. other to ten IJ"'Lvv'" 

ozone would lost by developed cOlmtl]eS reduce 

to fifty percent, developing t'rn.nT'!"1""" use by percent 

annually up to 0.5 . The economic possibilities developing 

countries to freeze or even "'''''£111'''''' production and consumption ozone-depleting 

UO:~lalnc~:s were, however, HU'HvU 

were generally more expensive. 

that less substances 

.. !",.L ............ under London 

Amendment to .uv, .... ,,'" 

lay in compliance with 

5 of Montreal Protocol allows a de-

control measures developing countries (so-called 

grace 

measures 

The Protocol in verSIOn COltltamc:d. only measures 

Later on, rules CY"".TPrnln with "''''1'1"''''' were 

a) with ... .n.-U.lU 

Trade with "n.n_""<>rt,,,.,, 4. most teature of 4 is 

it 

duced 

",,,.,un,,, .. trade measures with 

with regard to products COtltalnmlg 

not \vv.naUUJU6, ('",n'fT.,,1 

to controlled SUI)stllllc;es, 

sut)st1mces, products 

linked to 

production controlled sut)stalllcl~S Eventually, even related ., .... 'J.,L~.~'''' and credits 

are mentioned. 

4 (1) (2) require nl'lrflPl;! to ban imports 

stances from exports of 

"',,'''''1<''' to elaborate, 

to non-parties as a certain 

date of 

products \Jv"nu.uuH6 controlled sut)snmces. 

232 Ling, (Fn p. 96. 

controlled 

. Art. 4 (3) 

force 

not ob-

233 The second to encourage countries' nartlCloatllon. that is financial a""'''''''1I .. IO, 
will be described below. 

234 If not otherwise stated, Art. 4 (1), as used in this 
Art. 4 ( 1 Each of the sub-articles deals with one 

date by which the import has to be banned. 
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jecting to should afterwards obliged to ban of such products 

from non-parties. So far, the of the parties has only decided upon a list 

products Annex A (CFCs). adopted as Annex 

and fire which import is to banned by 

Art. 4 (8) an important from the as above. 

ingly, the of the parties may that a state is full compliance 

the measures established 

will not be U~~JU""'"UJlV with 

gard to this non-r)ar1tIe~'---

a third 

to 

2-Art2I.In a case, trade measures 

that is IS ~V'HH""'V'''' with re-

trade restrictions, concerning products Art. 4(4) 

duced with, 

termine 

not containing, r'""nh".", substances". It upon parties to 

products. of banning or rpctru'T1r,o the 

bility 1)tU,'.U'"'' were then undertaken 

Panel in 1 

expensive, 

stances, 

report of the 

technically 

other cases 

basis of a CO:S(-I)erlen 

concluded that in some cases it would 

trace 1.,"-0'1""-'''1) 

no technical means of detection. 

therefore re(;Ornrrlen,OeO not to 

trade measures with regard to nrc,r\l1I'TC in question. recommendation was 

later on by the COP236. 

Art. 4 (5) (6) are aimed at the export of technology or subsidies so on. 

While not implementing an outright ban of exports, call upon parties not to ex

substances or to provide 

substances. 

VUU"'HJ;; or utilizing 

production of ('1'\1"",,,\1 

The main of all mentioned measures is to put pressure on non-

parties to "",,,,.,,,,'" to the Protocol setting negative mc:enltIV(;S Asa 

of losing trade-measures, a non-party would find itself in the 

235 Art. 4 (8) also refers to measures under Art. 4 For Art. 4 see Imnnedlately below .. 

of the 

access 

236 OECD, with the Use Measures in the Montreal Protocol on Substances that 
Deplete the Ozone Layer, Paris, ]997, p. 14. 
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to the controlled sut)sta,ncl~s ..,H""H"'';; them out a <;:TP'1"I_t"ru._" man-

. In addition, access to overseas mflrk,ets would also be ...... £"'I11'I"T" con-

taining controlled SUI)stlmc:es. M()reovc;,r measures seek to n'"'~U"nT COmt)etltn 

not 10rmnlg the Protocol ("free-riding,,)238. ruL'VU""'" advantages of non-parties 

intention of the measures is to ensure that parties 

would not be tempted to their obligations by importing 

stances or products substances, respectively, from non-l0aI'tle:s 

The strong formulation the non-party measures in the Montreal Protocol 'V'lV""" 

objectives depends strongly on of the recognition that 

participating states 

possible lIllDolrtaJlt actors 

ozone layer as a global commons is 

actions240
• 

b) Trade among parties 

While the bulk of the measures concerns non-parties, the 

ment introduced 

general reason for 

nisms to combat the 

4 

glance, slightly surprising as 

in a strict sense which could 

illegal trade tr" ... ""I"!"' 

4 B which deal with trade <UH'\.IlL"'''' 

both Art. 4 A and Art. 4 B was to 
. 241 Th' among partieS . IS seems, at a 

Protocol originally did not contain trade 

been iUegally circumvented. 

however, from the fact that v" .. 'vv" ..... 

of 

OfVDVH'~-~~V1V'Ul~ ~Y'JO'uu.~vo allowed in under 

certain ,",unu"",-, .. o 

to "satisfY countries. opens of 

237 OEeD, (Fn 236), p. 21. 

238 Rutgeerts, Ann, 'Trade and Environment: Reconciling thc Montreal Protocol and the GATT', 
Journal o/World Trade 4 p. 61, 74. 

239 For a special consideration of trade measures in the Montreal Protocol see David, 'Be-
yond the Montreal Protocol: on Nonparty States and Lessons for Future Environmental Re-
gimes, Colorado Journal Environmental Law and Policy 4 (J p. 358. 

240 It should be noted that trade measures have to be seen in the overall context of a bundle of meas
ures taken to encourage states to accede to the agreement. Trade measures thus represent the 
tive incentives" within this bundle. Positive incentives are measures and by 
the special treatment countries. 

241 Kiss and p.511. 
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ua'UUtU\;il1L practices to be hidden various legal trade 

amount of the illegal are but the chemical <uu'",,,, .. sug-

that as much as twenty per cent In use are illegally 

to impose en'torcerneltlt mechanisms to prevent trade that 

,.,l1lp,...""",,,,, the upon 

to build up a the 

recycled ozone by a party which is in non-

C01TInUallCe with its production LJ11<"""'-VIU obligations as the trade un-

circumstances of was considered """'>Tn,,,,, 

4. measures 

of measures Protocol is and 

assistance for As already par-

participation of highly developing countries was to be es-

success from the Montreal Protocol. the origi-

had provided for treatment of these countries of grace 

addition, it vague language financial and 

did not prove to 

India economic bur-

with obligations as too gIven 

of timetables Therefore, Amendment did 

not further reaffirm and special treatment countries as 

as phase-out obligations are concerned, but adopted also new and tech-

to encourage states to join the Protoco1244
• 

parties to a Multilateral Fund which shall be financed by 

from developed comfort fears that 

242 For of fraudulent nr"."ti,..,,,~ Douglas, 'The Montreal Confronting 
the Threat to Earth's Ozone Layer', wn,~11I11"'U)J1 Law Review, 63 (1988), p. 1008. 

243 210), at note 17. 

244 Birnie and Boyle, (Fn 221), p. 520. 
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the resources allocated to by developed 

other assistance, Art. 10 (1) states that 

would be deducted 

contributions shall 

fund is to meet aU~""'1"'. The purpose 

cost which 

order to comply with the ,,,.£'''' ..... ·u obligations. 

on an Interim Multilateral Fund245
, while 

established at 

a replenishment of million was 

"Art-n"", ozone layer are also sponsored 

-"-'-"J to support COlmtJ:les with economies 

""'I'T'>''''P from Fund. 

Amendment 

every to ensure 

to under 

1 0 A itself seems 

seen the context Art. 5 (5) and (6). 

countries 

IJ"LUHA-U"' .. Multilateral 

. For example, 

. In addition, 

was 

1997-

to 

Global Environmental Facil-

«U"'1"'-'1< which are not "Uj;""V 

1 0 A which states party 

available are 

most favorable While 

10 

to Art. 5 (5), de-

will "depend upon 

implementation of co-operation as provided by Art. 10 and transfer 

technology as by Art. 10 A". under Art. 5 (6) developing 

may to inadequate 

meeting of which must on 

action. Art. S had been the cause of between 

developing and countries had 

for a between their to comply with phase-out 

Art. 10 and Art. 10 de-

states a a 

on the ambiguous of Art. S (Si48
. it may, 

however, well that both provisions developing power to 

245 Decision pp.50. 

246 Decision IVIl 8, UNEP/OzL.Pro.4/15, pp. J 9. 

241 Kiss and 7), p. 510. 

248 Ling, (Fn 21 pp. 121. 
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put pressure on "'.VI""' .... states to ensure that they means to meet 

the Protocol's sum, it can be held that Protocol has 

gered an unlorece(1ented multilateral effort to nrr,.,u.", .LAHUl."''';'' assistance in support 

. As a consequence, one can conclude that developing 

,",lUIJ,",U countries alike are developing 

of an environmental 

countries and 

ability to 

agreement. 

as by the 

249 Birnie and Boyle, (Fn 221), p. 520. 

250 (Fn 236), p. 14. 
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B. Stockholm Convention on Persistent 

vention) 

The Stockholm was signed 

MEA '''"'''''H''''' in this dissertation. It mandates 

regard to 

Pollutants (Stockholm Con-

2001 is thus the most recent 

to implement a wide range 

organic pollutants (POPs), 

a category whose " ... ~''''u.''' features a 

worldwide to the en"'lrOJnm~ent. 

I. Factual background 

POPs are a certain subset hazardous ~H'''U''~~''''. They are organic compounds 

natural and anthropogenic ~~'o"W that provide some specific nrr,npll"t, They 

to a varying photolytic, "'H',ll"""" Vl\.J'lV~;l""'U degradation. a result, 

by 

low water solubility which leads to 

This means 

of the lipophilicity and "H"'lo.;,l"",o.;, of POPs causes 

combina

not only to bioaccumu-

top of chain, 

Therefore, even at low exposure 

humans, aC(:unlUlate 

organisms at 

of 

Another important feature is that they are also 

move in a «hopping" fashion, known as the ass;nODm~r effect". 

tend to 

means that 

chemicals ev:ap()ral[e in warm UH."_"." are'transported (as gases) by CUf-

rents to temperatures where they return to the surface de-volatil ize. 

overall this is a F'.vllv,,;U substances toward Poles and 

mountain areas252
. combination "E:n,,,,,,,,_,, and has 

C1>lIUI;U in the presence compounds as PCBs all over the world, even re-

251 Final Report of the IFCS ad hoc Working p. 
I, available nd~;htnl1slrnar,lwg:rp 

n_ •• __ ,;~ Pollutants, ] 

(ae,ees,sed on 30 April 2003). 

A Guide to the Stockholm Convention on Persistent 
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gions where they have never remote areas like the open 

oceans, the Arctic 

The chemistry of POPs, as laid to seen conjunction with their 

man 

it is 

to differentiate between acute high 

the 

to 

category, cases of 1n

environment and hu-

tributable to ...,a.,v.;;>'"". 

category proved, 

en'VIn)nrnerltai pollutants, 

","'va""" that is directly at

_. ,..,_."'_ pollutant or to. a group 

POPs. However, for (,P1rt"",n is some experimental evidence for some 

ated with cm-OTI.lC 

cinogenicity. 

high possibility 

low exp,osulTes may be ll.i'>O.U\J,-

immunotoxicity, dermal effects and car

is COllce:ml~a, it seems that there is at least a 

but chronic exposure to some POPs can be 

ImmUlne aVlnunctlorlS and certain kinds of cancer254
• In to rer)roauc~tnle 

addition, studies may disrupt the endocrine system, that means 

body's hormone production255
. Much of these 

still scientifically controversial256
. Given this lack of 

that measures aiming at reducing or eliminating 

J"v,,,,,,,,"rp mirrors a kind of precautionary approach. 

the """te""" 

are, 

chronic low 

various risks of exposure to POPs, it is also important to know 

way humans and environment come into contact with them. 

to a POP depends primarily on its u ... ~'~a.~ use or OCCUf

rence. In common chemical properties, POPs 

1.; Persistent Organic Pollutants: An Assessment 
acclcss/;:d on 29 p. 13. 

254 Ritter et pp.12. 

255 For further details on this see 'Potential Re;spc'ns()s to Endocrine Dis-
Chemicals', Columbia Journal of Environmental Law 24 (J 293_ 

256 Peter 'The Role of Process and Participation in the of Effective Interna-
tional Environmental A Study of the Global on Persistent Pollutants 

, UCLA Journal of Environmental Law & Policy 19 (200012001), p. 99, 
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subdivided into 

those which, as dioxins 

. 'd 258 h . I 259 d . pestlC! es , C emlca s ,an 

are not intentionally produced, but rather are an 

f 
... 260 

unwanted by-product types 0 actIVIties . to the respective 

at their manufacturing, 

and where industrial 

1",,,trn'M'" eQlllplmelnt). In addi

V",,,,,,,,,, ..... ,, which have to 

of POP, acute eXJ)osure can take place, in 

their application using 

have (for \",'\.''''HI.''''''' 

chemicals or un .... "· ... 

acute exposure, instead, may de-

oDerattlCtns to .... " . ..,,,.,,"" 

replaced pose a high 

from dietary exposure, consumption of foods that contain residues of toxic 

substances, and contact with contaminants released into . '1261 
aIr, water or SOl . 

up, one could 

nn''''~'''' to POPs occurs mainly 

the situation 

'"'''uue .... ''., chfonic PY'nn',nr'p can occur on every 

fact that acute ex

or disposed. In 

by contaminated 

of a state to pro

eliminate acute expo

domestically prohibiting pn)Otlctl.on and use of 

water or or by contarrunsLteo terms of the IJve'''''''''HH 

tect own citizens, this means that a country could 

sure of its citizens to 

However, a mere u~,,"'u ... "v point of from a general 

IUctarlce to proceed unilaterally economIC reasons, is no means of avoid-

cm'onlc exposure by regulation, Given this ba':;k~~oun'1, states became 

more and more aware global 

251 For the following see 'Persistent Organic Pollutants: Fonnation and 
Nonn Selection', Connecticut Journal lnl~?rmUWinaILaw 13 (1998), p. 1 140. 

"tJ~.v"."" use of these tJ .... "'u '''''''-'" are used for vector control 
and to crops and structures from pests. 

259 Due to their chemical resistance to heat, non-flammability, low vapor pressure and high 
dielectric constants, the two industrial POPs are suitable for a of industrial purposes. These 
include use as dielectric fluids in electrical equipment, heat additives, and 
components of carbonless paper and 

260 In activities which involve combustion processes generate dioxins and furans. 

261 (Fn p.92. 

262 This may be food imported from countries where POPs pesnCIGes are still used or domestic food 
which in turn was contaminated air or water. 
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II. Historical development 

The of global 

on 

of 

HHUHUl"',., exposure to 

on to 1992 when the United Nations 

onrneIln:. concluded Agenda 21. Chapter 19 

'"' .. 'H ..... ''' .. ' to adopt measures to identify and 

\"'.'~'''U.'l'. and ultimately phasing out, 

oelrSH.tellt and bio-accumulative, that means 

laZ,irClI)uS chemicals in general took place 

as[)eclts were <lU'",a\.lV .. ,~+c>, .... ".,i to in the sec~t1on 

in 1995, an 'TYln ..... 'rl''>'nf was 

... "n .. ""' ...... Conference to 

HUllUJ'" from .l..JUHU--'-',;L"'\.,U 

(GPA)., This progralmme, among things, called for international action to re-

duce and/or elnnmlate production, use or release of POPs. In this context, 

possible 

lution 

for a protocol on 

ofa 

263 

on POPs was also discussed264
. In the same 

Convention on Long Range Transboundary 

.l..Jv'U'U'JHLJl" '-"VUHH1"'''.lVU for Europe decided to start ne:gotlatlOrlS 

. Still in 1995, the Governing Council ofUNEP invited 

on Chemical Safety (IFCSi66 to initiate an "asses,sment 

initially beginning with a list of 12 POPS267. In ,..",,,nn.,,,,,,, to 

in Manila in June 1996 with a a 

Governing Council concerning a possible nel!!otlatllon 

reports, the IFCS experts concluded a 

"AJ:".'-'U to recommend the immediate development a 

section 49. 

f',w'nm>nn "Ui·nmum:lY and International Environmental Law I 
Pollutants', Review 

p.328. 

265 This was in June ] 998 as the Protocol on Pollutants to the 
1979 Convention on Air Pollution. It establishes detailed nhliO''''hnr'~ 
reduce in some cases, eliminate the the use and the release of 16 
12 POPs that were later on included in the Stockholm Convention. 

266 The IFCS was created in 1994 to serve as an international forum for stakeholders in the field of 
chemicals. 

267 UNEP (:;('Iv .... rnin Council Decision 18/32. 

268 p. J09. 
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legally binding 

health and 

on agreement to nrr,j-t>f>j- .. Ua;IUU 

eliminate 

port 

Based on these 

ting up the International 

ing a global POPs 

five sessions of the 

"u'Vu"",. measures, which will rpr111r't> 

and discharges of 

U'-",,'U'""",HHO to be "'''"'''';a ..... ' '. 

Governing Council adopted 

Committee (INC) for the 

INC started its work in 1998. In 

91 states finally signed the Stockholm 

sistant Organic Pollutants. 

ill. Central provisions 

re-

The main stress of """""'.uvuu ('".,..."""..,t?f'l,n is on domestic m,llll'lge:mjemmeasures 

regarding embodies trade SU10P()nJlve meas-

ures. 

1. Scope of application 

As it is the case 

contain a formal 

rather define their 

contain at the moment 12 

Montreal Protocol, the Stockholm 

of application. Its operational 

,.t>1·",,,,>,,,,,,,,,,, to the respective Annexes A B 

and B include both !-,V'HH •• '''''~O 

trial chemicals. now, Annex A the pesticides 

chlordane, he;i{a(:hll)ro'be:nz~me mirex, toxaphene, and 

mam as it can cross over 

not 

cate-

gory. Annex B vV11UalUi> 

listed in Annex It 

Vv"'U"lU,, DDT271. The industrial h"._1"\1"('\('111l"l'" are 

and PCB and HCB272
• 

269 IFCS Ad Hoc Working on Manila, 21 22 June 1996 , section 51. 

270 UNEP Governing Council Decision 19113C. 

271 Like Annex A, Annex B is also open both for pesticides and industrial chemicals. The difference 
between both annexes is that Annex A contains POPs intended to be "eliminated", whereas Annex B 
deals with POPs to be "restricted", 

nr",,,ti,,,,1 use and are therefore not created 
HCBs are, however, ap,."pr~,tp>iI UW_ULlVU<>11Y as well as unintentionally. Therefor 
Annex A and Annex p. J 35. 

PCBs and 
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2. Domestic 

The common ",n,.u'~ ... 

environmental 

cording to 

takes this 

in 

each 

POPs is intentionally 

by establishing 

properties. The 

considerably, ac

Convention 

for pesticides and 

industrial chemicals on one hand, and POPs generated unintentionally on the 

other hand. In addition, it provides for measures to .... , ......... ,'"' or eliminate releases from 

stockpiles and waste. 

POPs in the annexes. 

Measures to 

4 

it sets up a special me:Ch:amsm 

Art. 3 envisages are intentionally 

and industrial for different kinds of 

listing of further 

I'mJu(:eu POPs, Art. 

are pesticides 

which can be 

loosely divided into Art. 3 (1) requires, in PTIll1Cl1)le. prohi

andB. 

(6) as well as Art. 4. 

bition or restriction of production use of chemicals listed 

Exemptions from 

Secondly, 

which are not 

I-'l.UJ.""I-"'" are established by Art. 3 (5) 

general V","F.'U"'.'''''' 

both catcegones 

domestic mana:gernellt measures, category, COJtltalm::a 

discussed in a specific measures. 

to 

concern 

3 (2), regards 

below. 

aa) Prohibition and 

andB 

with regard to chemicals listed in Annexes A 

aaa) The principle 

According to Art. 3 (1) (a.i), and/or 

measures necessary to "'UUH!!""'"' and use of vu,,,,uv, .. 

Annex , under Art. 3 (1) (b), shall restrict its production use 

273 Art. 3 (1) (a.ii) refers to import and export of chemicals listed in Annex but it appears redun-
dant as the same obligation is set out in Art. 3 in a more specified manner. 
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in ... \oC"1\)'" of exact language of Art. 3 (1) (a.i) 

was a While the advocated the 

language "take effective 

measures to pf1"rn11n<>tp' a miX voluntary and 

compulsory measures 

tion. The text n .. ~,,,,,,",,t,, 

bbb) Ex.~mlJlnOJilS 

While "'U"UU'~"'VU of production 

use a system 

of exemptions v',,,,,,,.,,,,,,, of and "IJ"".""'''' ones. 

(i) General Exemptions 

In total, there are four general exemptions that are "'l-'ln .... '''"'''.1''' to all parties and with 

regard to all chemicals. Only one is 3 (5). It provides 

that Art, 3 (1) and (2) shall not apply with to 

for laboratory scale research or as a rpi'pr,>nc'p "1·<>n,rI<>.,,, rUll"_,A A 

and B provide three (identical) footnotes stating, 

ing cases: quantities of a chemical occurring as unintentional trace co:ntalmllnants In 

products (footnote i); quantities occurring as constituents 

before the entry into force of the 

closed systems (footnote iii), However, the 

notification by that party to the secretariat 

available. 

(Ii) ~"'''''''lcfJI' exemptions 

Apart from these general exemptions, 

two 

will make 

chemicals. For that, Annex A Part I contains a 

exemptions,,275. This section states ""1>''-L11''''' a 

274 Vanden p.333. 

In the case of Annex B Part I, the respective section is entitled "Acceptable purpose or 
97 

use 

a 

ex-
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be hl,.'t!'>,>r a specific or Ulr.",n,,,,,r it be 

. Use of the exemptions is 

all without further qualifications276
• could, called 

exemption". could, instead, be 

"country LI"""~J,'" . Use of these exemptions is to all parties. 

prevent 

tions: the 

nrtH""1l'1Tl from being used as a carte blanche, negotiators built in 

a "country "rt(>'''I1-." e:xe1npnon is subject to a "V'A.d,;U 

tion pf()ceaUl~e as set out in Art. 4. Ac:corOln 

tain a .. ""(1",,,1";"" country intends to make use 

as 

to 

one 

lic. can 

exemptions" . ~"'''.hW''''' shall be available to the pub

as a primarily pf()Ce:aUIaI u...,..., .... 'uv .. to limit VV' ... H .. 

preparedness to the exemptions, putting them under pub-

lic observation and pre:SSlrre. 

In order to the use of specific eXlemLDU 4 (4) - (7) provide for a 

kind of both categories277
• ACCOlrallrUH PYf>tnlntll"\1"l" shall, 

principle, the date Convention 

shall then review 

each entry a specific procedure has to be yet established 

by the Conference Parties279
. Prior to this however, the party con-

cerned shall submit a justifying its continuing that exemption. On the 

basis of all available the Conference may decide to ex-

tend the expiry date exemption for a period In 

ing its decision, the COP account of 

developing countries with an economy . Thus, the 

permissibility a "'V'~""IH"" exemptions" discretion of 

276 This results from a literal int""",."t<ll''' .... of Art. 4 (l) sentence 2: shall not identify 
Parties that make use of the in Annex A or Annex B that may be exercised all Parties." 

277 The wording of Art. 4 (4) - (7) at least does not contain any indication that one of the two 
,,::.tieaOlr'"'' of specific could be meant. 

27& Art. 4 (4). 

279 Art. 4 

280 Art. 4 (7). 
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the COP. 

Finally, Art. 3 (6) lays down which obligations parties have to meet, when exerC1S

ing one of the specific exemptions. Accordingly, parties shall take appropriate 

measures to ensure any production or use under such exemptions is carried out in a 

manner that prevents or minimizes human exposure and release into the environ

ment. If intentional release into the environment is involved such release shall be to 

the minimum extent necessary, taking into account any applicable standards and 

guidelines. 

(iii) Peculiarities with regard to PCB and DDT 

Two further peculiarities have to be mentioned in the context of Art. 3 and 4. The 

first one regards Annex AYart I which, in general, merely records for each listed 

chemical whether or not a chemical or country specific exemption is in place. How

ever, in the case of Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCB), the main industrial chemical, 

it states under "specific exemptions": "articles in use in accordance with the provi

sions of Part II of this annex". Part II then describes in more detail how parties 

should handle products containing PCB until their elimination in 2025. 

The second peculiarity concerns Annex B, titled "Restrictions". In contrast to Annex 

A, Annex B Part I states not only "specific exemptions", but also an "acceptable 

purpose". At the moment, Annex B contains only one chemical, DDT. Under ac

ceptable purpose it mentions "disease vector control use in accordance with Part II 

of Annex B" which specifies the conditions of use. In particular, Annex B Part II 

provides for the establishment of a specific "DDT register" listing all countries that 

use DDT, a triennial notification on actual use and a triennial evaluation by the COP 

of the continued need for DDT. Thus, the general approach used with regard to the 

DDT register is very similar to the register for "country specific exemptions". How

ever, the provisions of Annex B Part II for DDT are softer. In particular, in the case 

of DDT, the COP is only entitled to "evaluate" the further need of a country for the 

use of DDT, but, importantly, is not entitled to decide upon it. Therefore and unlike 

the "country specific exemptions" the decisions to further use or not DDT rests with 

each country. 
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eec) Special treatment of developing countries 

does not explicitly provide for "'iJ'_""":U treatment 

context of Art. 3 (1). 

POPs, it becomes 

/1"'<>101',,,/1 to meet the needs of developing {'ol!>nf· ... 

bb) Obligations with regard to POPs not listed 

Art. 3 (1) and (2) are both limited to 

3 (3) and (4) address pesticides and 

.l ....... 11 .... Jl' .... ", but which "exhibit the characteristics 

ex-

are 

orB 

or 

are not 

Art. 3 (3) concerns. ~ew pesticides or new industrial cm:mlcal 

party that has one or more regulatory and assessment "'''''''''111'''''' 

industrial chemicals shall take measures to regulate POPs ...... '''1 .... ''''1'' to 

preventing the production and use of these chemicals, With 

industrial chemicals currently in use, Art. 3 (4) 

gent rule. It calls upon each party that has one or more 

chemicals above "where appropriate, [to] 

schemes the criteria in paragraph 1 

Thus, in contrast to Art. 3 (3), Art. 3 (4) 

production and use. Its objective is 

with the POPs characteristics. 

might seem surprising given that the 

than those from old POPs. 

chemicals currently 

1J"'>L1 .... ·1U'," and 

strin-

of 

associated 

both groups POPs 

will not be lower 

a reduction 

nrl""""'lnr the market

of new chemicals, than 

tiation hpjrn,,""" Art. 3 

and benefits does not ..... "'.J"'" ...... 

differen

weighing of costs 

en'virorumenbll cost, but also on the eco-

nomic cost <40C'''''"''''4<''' .... with abatem€mt measures. 

28l See, for example, the vector control use of DDT. 

282 Paragraph I of Annex D lists the characteristics 
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b) Measures to 

Art. 5 

or eliminate rellea:ses from unintentional 

The above 3 and 4 provide those POPs which are intention-

ally produced as 1J'-")Ll\.,I'-1'_'" and industrial vu,-'">"' ..... ,, As already noted, can, 

however, 

leased 

are primarily 

be also 

tain kind 

emissions to 

trof84. 

Given 

and the 

dent from 

POPs would 

very nature 

duced 

V.L"" .. "".. unintentionally processes. are 

J./"'fHAm are re-

of pesticides and 

of the PCBs. However, can 

various other orc,cef,se:s. ranging from the mClneratllon of cer-

(especially hospital, ...... "l" .. " ..... and hazardous waste), automobile 

production of steel. This emISSIon to con-

between 

production and use va'''''''l,",UJl':> of Annexes A it was 

outset of the negotiations the legal mechanisms Annex C 

to be different from for the latter However, the 

measures required to were very contentious. 

chapeau of Art. 5, VLi"U"" aims at a '"'v" .. "" .... ,,,.1'> minimiza-

''''"'''"'''''"'' ultimate VUJ'''U,''''Wl''H regard to unltntt::ntIoUilH) pro

a \7<>''"Ipi'l' of measures. this purpose, Art. 5 parties to 

the development an action plan in to facilitate the im-

ple:mtmr<lUC}ll of the obligations in the following . Art. 5 (b) 

the 

broad tenus, the of measures ,vvlllllY"l~~toreduce 

uvO'UVH. Art. 5 (d) and (e) rprnll.·p the promotion substances in 

certain sources 

283 As mentioned above, also PCBs and HCBs are included. 

284 p.139. 

285 The elements to be included in this action plan range from an evaluation of current releases of 
POPs and a laws to concrete measures and establishing a schedule for 
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sources. 

are 

The 

als that 

environment286 and even set a "'''11\;>,,", .... 1\;> 

available techniques" and 

Art. 5 (f) and Annex C Part V. 

upon differs UTl,nPIU some 

approach modelled arcluna 

the Montreal ProtocoL Parties would have been obliged to all nel:;essary meas-

uresto 

a 

adopt an 

vague. Art. 5 

nucleus 

ofa 

how 

vention. 

of 

annual releases of POPs under Annex C by a " .... "'va.'" perc;entaJ2:e 

As this was, however, opposed both from some " ....... ",u 

countries, 

circumstances in their 

compromise, finally 

operational obligations are; 

is a mere obligation 

are similarly to 

might be found in 

meaning of this 

available techniques" 

very generic, in spite 

said that Art. 5 as it stands now 

Making Art. 5 operational will 

to by the Conference of the 

was dropped 

seen to 

considerably 

framework 

statement 

on 

oe:l1llltlCm in 

amlmmum 

"" ..... ,1'", •• ", oleoemo on 

c) Measures to reduce or eJiminate releases from stockpiles wastes. Art. 6 

Art. 6 aU(lresises stockpiles and wastes. 

to the latter aspect 

reason for 

are VH'C"Uv<U terms as "'orln ... , can turn into 

286 Annex C Part 

287 Vanden p.335. 

288 See for Art. 6 of the Convention on Biological 

289 The storage of waste is not considered in the category of stockpiles, but in the ""t,>o",,,, 
see Art. 6 (1) 
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wastes, if 

piredllapsed. 

cannot used any more, ex-

Art. 6 (1) the primary aim to ensure that stockpiles POPs 

listed in A or B and wastes listed in A,Bor 

Care a manner protective health and the To 

reach Convention a range of measures. terms of 

develop 

and, managing them in a and 

Importantly, the states explicitly of 

listed when they are no allowed to be used under exemptions 

of the shall be deemed to wastes and shall subject to the 

the Convention between two life-cy<;le 

to the 

With mandates parties to appropriate to wastes, the 

str;ateglf:S for identifying wastes _ ... " .. ,.., POPs, including DfC)OUCtS upon becom-

mg , and sites contaminated by POPS293. For those wastes which have been 

'''..,HU .. ,",,' .. , the Convention sets out obligations of their 

.... VJ" .... ". and store the wastes an environmen-. Firstly, parties 

manm~r-- . More "''''kG''''''' are 

wastes: according to 6 (1) (d.ii), wastes DflltlCl1Jle. be OlSDo::;ea 

a manner that the persistent pollutant content is 
. . 

""'rfnlP'1l or lrreverSl-

bly ua.,,,uvuuv,,,, so that they do not exhibit the characteristics POPs. Only if this 

method not represent environmentally preferable option or if the POP con-

290 Art. 6 (b), 

rn,,"""Wl in the context of the delineation between '" V'''''''''-'''''''''' 

2'12 Art. 6 (1) (a.ii). 

293 Art. 6 (1) (e). 

294 While waste can be a 
collection, storage and 

295 Art. 6 (1) 

are 

different stages, especially 
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tent is low, may the waste "otherwise atsom;ea of'. The me:amln 

term is further of all, the "'I-"_""'U qualifica-

that these mt:~tn()aS may not lead to recovery of in other words, 

P"AUULVV'" with . Secondly, it parties 

to account international which 

are with regard to transboundary movement and which developed 

with Art. 6 (2). This article, in turn, calls upon the Conl~:reJ1Ce of the 

to develop, in co-operation Basel Convention, guidelines de-

Hence, it can 

the ....... ,,, ..... .uvuu Convention, on 

DnnCllD!I~S for the waste management. On 

sound 

one hand, sets 

other hand, it hll''th,>r specifica-

tion to the Conference 

COP and 

Parties thus allowing a practical co-operation between 

COP. 

measures regard to cn4emicaiS in Alllnexes A and B 

Art. 3 (2) of the ,,,,,-,v,,,,,,,,,,, .. Convention for trade measures. The 

text itself between ,rn"'I"\"" and export measures, rather than 

tween trade with and trade with 

1-'11'_<l.U,'''' both to and 

to both situations in the case of p"""Art", 

Import 

The ,v."M .. ',", rules are ap

different 

Art. 3 import of "H',lU1L"o"", in Amlex A or Annex B is I-''''.HUL-

only for two DUJ'DO!,es. Firstly, according to Art. 3 

for a pmpose which is permitted a specific party 

(ii), import may 

Annex A or Annex 

restriction is a consequent "prolongation" of a party's obligation to use 

Amlexes. Put chemicals only as as permitted 

more a kind of enJtor,cerneltlt of the .. ,.,.~ .. ~, .. under Art. 3 

interpretation is ., .. '''''1',<'''''''''''''''' by the 

this uHl;aL1LVH IS 

that Art, 3 

296 Art 6 (J) (d.iii). This constitutes an deviation from a principle of waste dis-
contained in different kinds of international instruments, that recovery operations should be 

nrp'fi>rr,'n to final This difference is due to the specific risks inherent to the POPs character-
istics. 
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II1II 

b) 

a distinction as of whether import takes a or a 

3 (2.a) (i), imports are additionally allowed for the purpose 

sound disposal as set forth in Art. 6 (I.d). 

"", .. ,n".n differentiates between with TU.T",.,," and 

parties, Art. 3 (2.b) (i) and (ii)297 

sound disposal in aC(~Or,aarlce 6 

1"'\p ......... ff"·rI to use that ,", .. ',HU.V< .. Annex A or Annex 

correspond to the respective import 

Ui>J'VUC>, the latter nrtnl1<".,n serves to ,",HAc"''',.., 

3 (1). 

is addressed in Art. 3 (2) (b.iii). 

non-party measures as a to 

"'\1' .. "p.~'It"tr.n ""_"u,,, ... evident during the negotiations. 

on the model of the Montreal Protocol, which 

after the meeting of the parties a 

full compliance with the rules of the Protocol. This was 

on because the task of determining whether compliance has 

..,,,,,,,,,,v. "".'-'Ul"'" to be almost impossible given the impressive array 

hel'e1<>re. Art, 3 (2.b) (iii) merely establishes that a party may a 

Annex A or B only if the non-party has provided an 

This certification shall identify the 

a statement that importing state is committed to n .. r'T""~T 

with the provisions concerning the envirorumenulUy 

cOim]:,lle:s with the provisions of Annex B 2 

the adopted ",r ... rI"n,.. IS 

non-party equal to 

Art, 3 (2,b) (ii) only applies in cases where specific are in while Art. 3 
is relevant when those are no longer in force. However, in 

stantive difference. 

298 Vanden p.340. 
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However, it is more soft and there tore enforceable. 

4. """ .... n'''' .... '''r<> measures 

so 

measures 

12 (technical assistance) and 

quite broadly requiring vA~'H""'!".v 

and 

in Art. 9 (infoonation exchange), 

13, 14 (financial Art. 9 is foonulated 

infoonation to the reduction 

First of all, it rec-

V"~''''U''H'' to 

. Therefore '..,"'UHl.'-''' .. assistance, mainly of ""'I"""'" Y -ViU"-UHi"-. 

""ny"",u.!'> technology transfer, be expediently to developing 

This in so far as it is provided on an international level, depends on 

dent resources. financial will 

1t'nnnlr1"<llnt ones <>rn,nl'liU "n, .. n,>rt.up measures. 

Art. 13 states that are providing nnancaal 

port developing this regard two are important: re-

sources shall be "new and and shall to "meet mcre-

mental costs of implementing measures". Art. 13 (4) stresses that the extent to which 

the 

:on'VenltlOn, will depend on plelrnelltatlOn by developed COlm1l1eS of 

financial resources capacity-building. addition, 

that economic and development 

of ...... ,,"PTlC'<, are the first and n'''~rnnln priorities of coun-

H",H"V,"'''"'''' considerations 

.uHUU"H,. resources, afl()thC:lr important 

substantive ..,Hi,,,,.,l« in teons 

proved to contested 

"'"UU,,", the negotiations was an institutional one. Developing f'nlilnTn requested a 

of a multi

V,,"1'l11JIC,U countries 

new the Stockholm Convention, in 

In 

existing me:ch:amsms, in particular 

299 Art. 12 (1). 
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ronmental (GEF)300. By way of agreed to entrust 

with the 

ever, to decide at entity 

management of the on a final basis. It 

on whether the GEF or whether a new 

fund will set Up302. 

300 Vanden p.331. 

301 Art. 12. 

302 Art. 13 (6). 

303 This is reflected in Decision 19/13C ofthe UNEP (~mJPTl1lin(y Council setting out the 
mandate. 

304 Art. 8 (l). 

305 Art. 8 (2). 
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criteria "' ....... '''H.V can a way that the 

Committee whether the 

of the ,","Lv",,, to be met by a Committee comes to conclusion 

that are not fulfilled, it set proposal case, the Con-

vention grants the proposing party a two-step "appeal procedure,,307. Firstly, it may 

resubmit proposal to the including a justification additional con-

Committee. If nevertheless to set the 

time. 

this case, has to decide upon proposal, according to criteria 

Annex 

b) Risk profile 

'VVUUJtuu,,",,,,, or the COP 

uuuu,",u, it shall 

them to submit 

course the appeal Dr()Ce,am decides that the 

Df()DO,Sal and (n1<'"-''''' to par-

mt,omaatlon set out 

further the proposal and nrp'l'Il'Il'P accordance 

it 

a draft 

profile,,309, which basically TPTITP<'Pl1't", a kind of in-depth risk assessmenta. Annex E 

to similar criteria as mentioned in Annex requires a more de-

this risk Committee chemical is 

of its environmental to to significant 

verse health and/or effects such action is war-

of full shaH not proposal from 

latter a manifestation the precautionary 

306 Art. 8 (3). 

307 Vanden (Fn 264), p. 338. 

308 Art. 8 (5). 

Art. 8 

310 Art. 8 (1.a). 
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Committee ",,",,,U-';'H the Convention again an 

procedure same two eleme:n(s of 

this kind. That means 

half of the COlmrrlitt~:e 

nrr'n"',Cn1'O party can demand a re(:onSlo.eraltion on be

in case of a renewed Ii""",,,," 

decision followed a U"'vlC>JlVll COP311. 

c) Risk management and decision 

If the decision of or of the COP in the course of appeal proce-

dure, is Comrmttee shall prepare a "risk H1Q'Ha,~"lU"l.H evaluation". 

This evaluation 1-''''>'''' __ '''' control measures for 

and shall "",,,,",V'.CU'-'U IJ'Lf"'~'U.Il'" socio-economic COJ1S1,aeI'atlOns. 

,.... .. jll\JA F merlUorlS, 

efficiency £,,-,,,,,'/",.,,,,1 measures, alternative n"f'f1"r'TC! 

':tU'lP'IV and waste disposal HHIJU."C .... vu.i>. and/or negative UHIJa",,,, 

Based both on and the risk management 

shall then make a rec:onlm,enclatllOn whether the chemical ou" ... uu 

the Annexes. COP has to take the final U,-,'",,,,jlVU 

"precauti onary 

question 

into 

Committee 

one of 

in an 

control 

measures, 

after one a 

to list the chemical 

related annex win enter 

notified to be unable to 

for every party 

am,enamelnt (opt-

out Df()CeaWre 313 

311 Art, 8 

312 Art. 8 

mn,("tu,n with Art. 22 (3). 
in rpe,,,',,'rnlP declaration in the instrument 
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C. Analysis and comparison Of the key elements of the Montreal Protocol and 

the Stockho1m Convention 

Having so 

rately, 

related 

the Montreal Vrr,j-n,r>nl Stockholm 

of "",,,,,,IVH will 

as as to point to 

I. Factual background 

At a first 1=;''''U,""v, 

real Pf()tOICOi 

problems associated the chemicals regulated by the Mont-

regulated by Stockholm Convention seem to of quite a 

depleting cause ozone 

layer as a commons, to other en1{lHnlTIrlerUal 

affect many sectors human LAv,,,,a,,'. On the other hand, 

ment and health - both in 

cal worldwide. The common 

of use and, due to 

of both products 

envlron

"IJ'''''-''U'V chemi

hn"",,'"'''''''' in the 

fact that 

duction 

adverse effects are not limited to a single country, but that their pro-

one country can other countries or the commons. As 

tackle the a COJnse~Qu:ence, Lvl>' ..... "',,,"', cannot <>+i-"."tH,a,h 

"'P"',,",Pl''!'''''''' nrOlJlemS Therefore, a 

should also be menW)ne:Q one key 

in the case of ozone depleting substances, 

directly in the case it has to bear the 

VH"'''''''' are, only additional to 

cases. 

origin is not 

of those effects. 

domestic ones. 

mentioned transnational ,,,n,pr,,p errects of ozone .... VIV' ..... " substances 

are not deliberately trans1ten,ed into another state or the global commons. 

"boundary crossing" as such is, therefore, not controllable. Thus, 

only of avoiding them is to the sources of i.e. the U"j ... ...,i~-

of the ",,.,,,,,,,,.,,,,,. As a consequence, both concentrate on 
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mana~:emlent of 

tion, they COIltatn measures .... <." .. ,rh trade, supportive measures case of 

the Stockholm Convention, a procedure adding of new 

1. Domestic management 

The IVJJUH'''' ..... ':u Protocol as 

reduce or ""UUHa"" the 

the Stockholm Convention 

and wastes. 

as Stockholm measures to 

use of the • "~;u.,,,".,,,u substances. Furthermore, 

'1(l1r .. ",,,'·,, the issues unintentional "'V'~"'" stockpiles 

a) KC'OUlctJon or elimination intentional ...... ·"..t·· .... i-,i ..... and use 

aa) obligations 

Montreal !Jr.,tn.,..nl 

'"'u"au" .... "1". the production use of certain 

at reducing or 

ost,anc;es, the ., ...... ''"'UlV measures cho-

sen regard differ ess:enltlall) The "H'JU'.l .. "" Protocol is on a target-and-

timetable approach; it all necessary measures to reduce the 

total au" ... ,:..! releases by a sne:C111ea As a conse-

\..I .. "" ..... "'. the production consumption The 

not provide exemptions, but contains an ...... ".UIJl"'" clause 

",,,,,''''U'.H.U use,,314. In ,.,vsnu • .,., the Stockholm Convention seemingly, an 

UUlU'-''''''''''''' prohibition or restriction, respectively, for POPs listed Annexes A and 

It provides, a range of are subject to a 

that for most 

uses POPs a by other IS regard to 

ozone depleting For purposes, replacement seems 

difficult. 

314 In addition, special provisions apply for developing countries, see below. 

obligations are set out for POPs not listed in the Annexes. 
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bb) Special treatment of developing countries 

International restrictions with regard to chemicals are mostly not cost neutral, as 

alternatives to hazardous substances are often more expensive and, additionally, re

quire an economic adjustment process. To facilitate the adjustment process for de

veloping countries, the Montreal Protocol provides for a special treatment of these 

countries316
. In particular, it grants them a grace period often years. The Stockholm 

Convention, in tum, does not provide a corresponding clause317
• This difference 

may, probably, be best explained by the divergent share that developing countries 

contributed to the respective environmental problem: with regard to ozone depleting 

substances, the share of developing countries of the total production and consump

tion was, relatively, much lower than the share of developed countries. From an en

vironmental point of view, this fact made it easier to allow for less stringent substan

tive obligations for developing countries. For POPs, there is little data available. It 

can, however, be supposed that at the moment POPs are more widely used in devel

oping countries than in developed countries318
• As a consequence, allowing exemp

tions for these countries would have essentially reduced the overall efficiency of the 

treatl19
. 

b) Unintentional release, stockpiles and waste 

The obligations of the Montreal Protocol with regard to domestic management are 

316 In addition, both agreements contain supportive measures, see below. 

317 As mentioned above, some of the "specific exemptions" of the Stockholm Convention are how
ever specifically designed to meet developing countries' conditions. 

318 In many developed countries, domestic use of POPs was already prohibited in the 1980s. For the 
situation, for example, in Switzerland see Karlaganis, Georg; Marioni, Renato; Sieber, Ivo; Weber, 
Andreas, 'The Elaboration of the "Stockholm Convention" on Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs): 
A Negotiation Process Fraught with Obstacles and Opportunities', Environmental science and pollu
tion research international8!3 (2002), p. 216, 219. 

319 Another reason for the lack of special rules in the Stockholm Convention might be associated with 
the above mentioned fact that ozone depleting substances "only" harm the ozone layer as a "true" 
global commons. POPs, in contrast, also threat the immediate surrounding. In the quite cynical at
mosphere of the negotiations, this aspect might have been seen as a "sufficient incentive" to induce 
developing countries' participation. 
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limited to mentioned measures, the Stockholm 

contains two important mechanisms: measures to reduce from 

unintentional production and measure to re(lUc:e from stockpiles wastes. 

stockpile and waste 'U~'U"F>V'HV"" reflects the fact, 

hazardous "''''£''''''''1'<' can, generally, occur at stage of their mam 

are onJ0111ctlO]1, use, storage and Ul<:>,jJv<:>al cy-

de-concept" pm,PT{1pn environmental as a specific i-",,,,hu',,, 

product32I . 

fact that 

to assess and, 

inclusion of stockpiling 

cover all ofa 

waste management is ;>,111(11"1"1(';> of the 

elusion 

Stockholm. Convention is based on the life-cycle <IT''''t'n<l(' 

"nc'l'n,,,,, provisions in the 

use are 

Protocol may 

1J11<>'''','' relevant in terms 

................. Sl11bs;tarlces, In so oZ;Dm~-oetJlenng SuIJst:an<;es are 

for "H'.,,,j,,,,,,;,,, a limited 

The (,(YVP1'!'IOP of unintentional geltleI'atlon is an element which is 

. The ex-

by the' 

of ozone 

strange to 

product 1'-'10.''''\.1. environmental rules as unintentional by-products are conventionally 

not ron'ut:>,'",n by a system which iVI.·Y<:>''';<:> on products. Unintentional by-products are, 

ucts. 

considered by 

aspect. 

aspects of POPs 

that the 

"POPs-related" . 

concentrating on "'H.'"'''''''' the 1979 

Pollution. VU,,,.,,vl"'''''. as POPs are, 

they to create an ag]ree:m(~nt 

not only those aspects as prod-

strictly speaking, not pnman!) "product-

320 The '''''!-IV'''''' aspect is often treated .<:enllT1I1relv due to the it poses. 

321 and Huismans, (Fn p. 11, 

322 In this principle is even mentioned in the ofthe Stockholm Conven-
see para. 16 ofthe 

323 In one of the reason for their "economic success" was that 
time no adverse effects were known until their ability to the was discovered. 
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Trade provisions 

Montreal Protocol 

to 

Stockholm Convention both contain 

as wen as with regard to 

provisions, 

main objective trade measures is same instruments, 

.. ~" .. -, T creating 

ments, Given the 

instruments is 

effects of the 

to the 

to 

'"'51,ua,,-,,, substances, a 

of their specific 

111<l'l1u,""",aU'IJU" of measures differ, nn,u,,,'·,, .. r With regard to the Montreal Proto-

it is noteworthy 

substances 

non-party 

but 

measures are not to the ozone-

cover products these 

stances. This enonnously mcreases the '"''"''''AS'''' ... effects of the measures, Trade with 

nOltl-lJ1anleS may only 

is in full '-''-'',111''',,.,,,,,,,,", 

rules of the :stOICK!1011m 

Moreover, clause 

""'''Vl'', Therefore, one can conclude 

the u",,,,,,",,.uvu .. 

';''''''VAJ';; parties were 

fonnally the non-

the Protocol. contrast, the non-

HU.'H'-U to substances them-

U"",,"""'''Vl1 to be 

v""vu" of the Con-

measures are 

Montreal ..... nTn!"". 

111"" ...... " ..... into the 

Protocol and a licensing and an for 

which are not in compliance with a production phase out obligation. The purpose 

measures is to combat illegal trade. A similar objective is pursued by the 

measures of It parties to only imports or 

eX1POlcts, respectively, for a use which is for question under 

Annexes A and . This aims at "illegal use" 

,",v1U,""."'" use measures trade among to enforce 

;;;;"41""'11"" domestic production and usc. Put differently, the measures as 

an own inherent but seek to the purpose of 

measures. 

324 In addition, trade for the purpose sound disposal is 
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Supportive measures 

Montreal and Stockholm vanous 

kinds of ",,,,en,,, .. h,,,,, measures. HLLVHIlH"tVU ",,,,,,,ua"'5''', international co-

operation, particular technical and ~L.U<~L"""'.u assistance developing coun-

These measures are aimed at "'H'<V"'''b developing countries to meet their obli-

financial of 

"additional" resources to cover 

of 1ml)lernentatl measures. In addition, create a 

between the implementation of 

agreements and providing 

commitments developing countries under 

sufficient ...... u' .... "Jlb by developed countries325
. 

This the position of developing countries326
• 

4. Adding new to the agJ~eelments 

At the adoption of both agJreemtmt:s, negotiators were aware succes-

sive ustments of the required new scientific 

developments. Montreal 

Art. 6 calling upon ... ,,"""''' to estab-

lish this purpose. assessment nrr.('p;~", among 

others, to 

Stockholm 

successive HI',H'<,:HVU of several new ozone-depleting substances. 

contains a similar clause" .. "rlll,,,,..., parties to 

effectiveness addition, it provides for 

a particular the listing chemicals in Alllne:l{eS Thus, the 

adding substances to Montreal is dealt 

assessment procedure, Stockholm Convention has " .. U!';I" .... 

devoted a co..."""",,, procedure to In fact, cases the of new 

substances is the result of an international assessment weighing process. How-

ever, this process is more transparent and III case of the Stockholm 

Vellt1()n, which explicitly sets the criteria and the pf()Ce~aUlre, culminating 

325 This link does not seem, no"""u,,,,,. to establish a condition in a strict sense. 

326 For a further 
four. 

of the aspect of developing countries see the 

327 Art. Stockholm Convention. 
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even 

cedure 

inclusion an "appeal .... ,.I~"".r1",.""· 

the definition remarkably ." .. " .. ,.u,v 

ture discretion states. Thus, almost 

national l aClIllltnUHf21I1',i'e rules. 

III. Conclusion 

. Both formalization of the pro

at a reduction 

deployed 

Montreal t'f()tOI~Ol as well as Stockholm Convention constitute the global 

response to the en'vlf()nrnelltal and health challenges by certain chemical 

products: ozone depleting different 

both 

are not limited to territory of are nT,,,rn,,..,,,'''' or used, but 

pose a a consequence, agreements concentrate on <>'-',.<1U.1". 

up respective domestic management measures. particular, contain 

reg;anllmg the and/or ,-,lU.HU">.LJ:V11 of domestic use and production. In addi-

tion, both treaties provide for measures regulating with parties, which are 

domestic measures, measures concem

supportive measures. 

gent 

there is 

that, 

can most cases 

by the rpc..,pr't. 

sense in co:mtlanlng the Montreal t'f()tocOl 

nPl'<;!n,,,.,,tlvP of environmental benefits. 

special "' .... "' .. "V11 

Convention 

traced back to diver-

it seems 

use, 

covers stages stockpiling and "."",-,v.n", "'r"',t-..... ~·'" be seen as the first 

international manifestation ast:,ec1ts can more 

or less be seen as expressions substances 

agreements with. One "' .... dl11"'." of the Stockholm can, 

m One has to however, that in the case of the Montreal Protocol, efforts have been undertaken 
on the level below the formal of the treaty, to institutionalize the reassessment procedure 

out rules of procedure for this process way of decisions of the COP. 
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clearly be identified as a further elopment of Montreal Protocol, IS 

inclusion a "1-1'_""'" procedure for the aqdlIng substances to annexes. 
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Jegally binding Multilateral 

vv •• v ......... ,",'u. In field of relating to 

chemicals, one to genetically modified addition, one global ex-

on 

one cannot 

stances. 

vention, 

transboundary movement of hazardous wastes. The 

one common cat:egl::>rv 

two difler,ent types 

have "UU'H'''' key the 

m 

type 

Rotterdam Convention and Cartagena Protocol. 

Montreal Protocol the Stockholm Convention. 

initiaBy, compare both the 

reveals that 

Con

second one 

present chap-

ter 

sen by MEAs shall be in context of transboundary 

pelrspectlvflS m field of na,?:an:1OlLS nrO(]lUCIES and waste 

be outlined. 

A. Comparison of two groups of MEAs 

I. 

col 

Basel Convention, the Rotterdam Convention and the ~A";,,, .. ,a Proto-

un_,<",;U background which led to adoption of MEAs of is 

fact faced """''Y~A'-'" VVJ'vu." m con-

trolling the import of hazardous substances, due to a lack regulatory and en-

torcernellt capacity. resulted in some spectacular incidents which caused public 

the elaboration of international regulations aiming at the n1"'r, .. ""_ 

tion developing countries. As a the first group of is typi-

agreements concentrate on in the ,,"U'U<vU substances 

with a to supporting 

um,tarlce:s. To 

are used: ban, the lTlT,r>rn"l .. n consent IJ' ,-,,_,,',-><>1 supportive meas-

ures. 
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ban constitutes an mt,ernlatlon:al aeCIS]{)ll about the impermissibility 

own whether or not to 

"'lU'IJll:l~ CIDUltltrles no longer have to 

f'P1rTl"Illn SlUIJ:stances. Thus, a ban 

addition, the ban has to be """irArl''''''; the decision-making nr,.,"'PI'''' 

approach is that the countries. The major 

ing countries of 

This is the reason why a 

a decision fitting their own "I-"v"'''''' 

seems to be acceptable only as a last resort. A ban 

is therefore only included in Convention in its amended 

has, however, not 

''-'1 ILlal.11 Convention and the and The key 

of the 

cedure. Its HHlaHJl"'''.'U'IVll 

version, is the "prior informed "VI .. "".,',. 

considerably from agreement t() amreememt, mainly 

as a cOllseqUlenc~e 

volume. The basic 

transfer of a 

given its consent on 

sibility is taken 

of the "U,''''.<lIU'-''.", 

.... "'i ...... .." h,rlU1PVf>r is very similar. It is 

lni''''r1rnp·rl decision. 

, ...... ,",..,'·hn,n country330. As a consequence, 

informed consent is not to safeguard the environment as 

"'l~JIJIU~ countries' capacity in decision-making 

,mn,"," of hazardous substances. The same 

strengthening 

with regard to 

sued by '.,.~" ... r-t";.,,, measures, which do not regard a specific 

All contain obligations 

taken with 

assume a 

domestic management of 

cals and organism remains broadly 

it aims at 

enforcement, 

is finally pur

focus on 

measures to be 

are ofa very 

is that the 

chemi-

state. 

329 The total ban was only successively included in the Basel Convention by a formal amendment in 
1994. This amendment however, not yet entered into force. 

330 .t,X(;eptlOllS in form of (quite vague) substantive criteria which the importing country has to take 
into consideration in its decision apply in the case of the Basel Convention to a less extent, in the 
case of the Protocol. 
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II. Montreal Protocol and the Stockholm 

was 

which led to the 

a focus on the fact 

second group of MEAs 

these products, as such, 

one f'AllT1h"l' et1eclts III or to the global commons. 

Both MEAs 

stances they 

Montreal 

on 

for the phase out or reauctlOn of production and use of the 

with, even if they are different manners. 

is limited to this aspect, the Convention also 

the vuu,,,,,,,,, C>LU''''''-VH,'H~ and disposal. it contains regulations on un-

This of POPs are, con." 

ozone C>UI""H,:OU ... ''''i>. not confined to 

can be VVlU'"'-''''' use. Thus, the '-'''J'''',H'U'UU 

p,nnT>lrf->",,"n<;;nIP un'vUlt" .. ",U,CU approach to mana~~ernlent of POPs - a 

of 

Both 

with 

approach, 

UJ.lUU'.l"',;U Protocol and the ... ,. .. ,,,,,,.uvuu also contain 

with parties. 

measures contained 

...," .... "'.'''' of these regulations is 

ones, trade measures f""'~'f"p'rn 

" ... 'vu •.• "' ..... Protocol and the L>L~' ... "'.uvuu 

of agreements. 

parties are the key 

they seek to prevent 

obligations which "''''''''','1<':> set out with to 

as a 

UH_i)."'" UHUJa15.~ul"'l1< of the 

\.IUILI".""UVUO, and may there tore 

constitute a means to en

nplrf"PHf"'cI as "secondary" measures. 

Finally, Montreal Protocol the Convention contain supportive 

measures. They are designed to enable developing countries to meet their VVl'''''''''-

the treaties, in particular by funding for the 

the implementation 

one can note 

dittt~rtent ....... "VUVH of both ITr/,\'I11"\C 

;.':){()Cl<DO!lm Convention are not 

obligations. 

is considerably more 

at protecting 

but at protecting the global commons. In this context, supportive measures 
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<:>1.J';;""I.:U treatment provisions are an element of countries, 

with a view to supporting their global 

support of developing countries not a aim as such, 

but a means to reach a further objective, which is in the interest all coun-

In contrast, the Basel and Rotterdam and the Protocol 

benefit only the category of On the other hand, if 

one ..... ,,, .... ,, ... ., the lesser degree 

to consideration, that the ,,,,. ...... ,,,rl.,,'" measures in 

an overall toolbox to SU!)DO,rt 

al!1ree:ml~nts. one also has 

MEAs are only one 

countries in control-

imports 

Placing the different aD1Dr(]faCJtleS context of f-.... ""c·h" ... 

All surveyed MEAs have seemlIlgl) """".1"'''-' on an ad hoc basis. 

",,,,'lro.,.n1,,,,,1 which led to their adoption a the analysis of the ",,,,,.U,,>-I 

common pattern. The public 

characterized by the transt)Olllnctar 

pn~c~~ctlng their negotiation, were strongly 

nature of environmental hazards u.;>.'v .. ' .... ,"''-' 

with the respective a all of the analyzed agreements a 

strong focus on the prevention transboundary pollution. However, the kind of 

transboundary pollution 

approaches, differ quite ,",VJ,.,';uu"-,,.uv 

and consequently the chosen 

The history of 

ized by the 

which 

to other cOlumcne;s or to 

prevent on their own, as 

tion331
• 

limited thee O;:""''''1',,,,t 

Stockholm Convention was 

r.a,,'\TP1CCP PTi·",,,tc are not to the territory 

territory one "'n'Iln,t..-u 

commons, which the al1ecltect V ............. LH."" cannot 

the pollution is situated UUI.<:>lULv 

by agreeing upon global 

with regard to domestic m,ma,gemfmt, ''''''''''U,'''l''. 

331 Note, however, that POPs in contrast to ozone depleting also pose harm to 

the immediate environment. States are able to prevent this kind of pollution by 

domestic restrictions. 

high volatility and 

cannot, however, protect themselves against the effects derived from their 

long-range transboundary. 
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a kind environmental hannonization. scenario could be vv,u,,. .... y .. 

traditionally led to 

to be, at 

adoption of "l1lll1";U to situations 

,-,.n.'UUIJ''-' an 

least 

MEAs, 

polluting is situated in one while the adverse beyond this 

state' s "1"'I"1""'~" these cases, states are not able to own terri-

tory bec:aw;;e source of pollution, it industrial factories or nrC)GllctS. is situated 

in the U.U'JLW.., .. state. 

In to conclusion of the 

Convention and the Cartagena concentrated on a kind of trans-

boundary pollution, which is to products, that is caused by 

tentional of these products trade). To prevent of pollution, it is 

not domestic of the respective 

it is the pollution as such 

the substances332
• 

From a point of kind of pollution 

an important aspect from the transboundary pollution that are traditionally 

by MEAs, because every state has the legal possibility of preventing 

lution ,-,,,,, ... ,,,-,,u by trade, by 

OD'VeIUl()DS and 

pollution. 

'''''' ... " .... controls. Basel and 

that 

can conclude that two different approaches r",j'I",,'t the different manners 

public has a'''''Vvj,a'<;;u 

ucts. nn)(illctS. as other or the 

commons. In so 

.. ~.,,_ .. 1 '.lnmr"""",pn by contrast to most na~~arIJOllS ac-

hazardous can cause transboundary pollution when 

kind of transboundary pollution is rl1'l·f-", .. ,'>. ... ;- from the rra,Q1110l1aJ one 

and lead to the adoption trade related MEAs. 

For the sake of it should be that the trade itself does not cause the 

H(n'!Jf'.Vf'.T it enables the pollution, bringing possible sources of pollution into the country. 
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perspectives 

as most 

cases of environmental VV'''HIVU which impose 

acceptable with regard to 

('A" ..... t' .. " is perceived as 

states. This is the case for ozone 

domestic management are only 

UO:~tall1C(~S whose use, as 

commons or the t""T'T'1t, .. "", 

substances and POPs. In contrast, 
: 

negotiations of the Basel 

Rotterdam Convention and Protocol were characterized by a 

assumption of l,","'Me.I,<n,n 

other states by means 

""\, ....... , ... effects of these 

a result, only trade 

ubstances could 

agreeable as the sovereignty 

to the domestic H'Q'U<l.5""11""H Um;LaIICeS, but 

porting developing COlmtIles to their existing so'vereumr 

From an environmental point of 

the field of human 

also into account aplJrOactles 

ever, even if one <t"""v", 

the Rotterdam Conventions 

stances they deal with 

all reach beyond trade: in 

one of the reasons 

ous chemicals, one 

nnltec:::t themselves 

the form 

doubt whether the em~cts 

'''11'''''''1'' Y as such be 

one may criticize the limitation 

Protocol on trade, as all 

<.lUi"'i"" .. kinds of "international \JUJU"""'''J'''' 

its (excessive) domestic 

extent of international trade. With 

, which 

is 

""""U1lV'''JH that (developed) ,.,."",n"", may 

of nazara,ous 

...,"'.u" .... "'. Finally, in terms 

UT""l1rlU GMO food may, in 

one may 

limitable. Therefore, one can conclude that the product 

on trade, constitute an ,..,.... .... r.,"',.,.,~ recognition of the responsibility 

oped countries in terms with developing countries. 

that the limitation of on the trade 

chemicals, GMOs and 

with the various 

these products pose~ 

waste will, in the long term, 

environmental and health 
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